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Abstract 

The Huygens probe landed on the unknown surface of Titan on 14 January 2005. 

Onboard, a small, protruding hemispherical-tipped penetrometer, ACC-E, part of the 

Surface Science Package, impacted the surface returning a short -20 ms force signature 

of the mechanical resistance of the ground. The purpose of this thesis is to examine the 

response of an identical penetrometer to various terrestrial target materials and provide 

an insight into the penetrometer's performance and assess its capability. 

Signatures collected at the Huygens impact speed of both natural and artificial material 

targets in the laboratory are examined using various descriptive statistical measures. 

Structural and textural properties are identified and the penetrometer's response to 

granular targets, both wet and dry, is examined. Mitigation of the effects of target 

boundaries and velocity dependence of the signatures are both considered. 

Terrestrial fieldwork penetrometry is presented that demonstrates that even for short 

penetration depths the sensor is capable of distinguishing several types of geological 

surface features. A physical model extended for layered targets is presented and applied 

to laboratory data. 

Using the results from the laboratory and fieldwork, together with more specific 

experiments, a possible interpretation of the signature returned from Titan is presented 

and discussed within the context of recent findings from other investigations. 
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Preface 

This thesis investigates the ability of a penetrometer to determine and identify in situ the 

physical properties of a planetary surface material. It is motivated by the successful 

landing on the surface of Titan of the Huygens probe and the subsequent return of data 

from a unique penetrometry measurement of the hitherto unknown surface. Titan 

surface knowledge is a central theme throughout this thesis although given the limited 

flight data, penetrometry of terrestrial surfaces are also explored so that a fair 

assessment of this sensor can be made. The thesis is organized as follows: 

The first chapter gives a brief history of the use of penetrometry in planetary 

exploration. The state of Titan knowledge before the arrival of the Cassini-Huygens 

mission is described with particular emphasis on information pertinent to unveiling the 

unknown surface. An overview of the mission and its scientific objectives is given. The 

Surface Science Package ACC-E penetrometer and other key instruments on board the 

Huygens probe and Cassini orbiter are described. 

The second chapter gives a brief account of the entry and descent of the Huygens probe 

through the Titanian atmosphere. The penetrometer data collected on impacting with the 0 

ground are presented together with other instrument results and their implications for 

understanding the nature of the surface. Signal limitations and the possibility of 

penetrometer catastrophic failure are also addressed. Chapter 3 provides a description of 

the laboratory work before and immediately after the Huygens landing event. The 

development of a portable drop rig to facilitate both laboratory and fieldwork 

experiments and the building of a laser based penetrometer velocity measurement 

system are both detailed. Calibration, noise and sampling rate issues and laboratory data 

processing of a duplicate Huygens penetrometer made by the author is presented. 
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Chapter 4 considers descriptive statistical measures to classify penetronletry signatures. 

Experiments carried out in the laboratory to investigate the response of the penetrometer 

to different targets made of natural and artificial materials are set out. Incidental high- 

speed camera work is also shown. A description of fieldwork carried out to examine 

penetrometry of natural targets at several sites is given in chapter 5 and the ability of the 

penetrometer to determine material textural properties and structure is explored. Chapter 

6 discusses some of the efforts made to model the penetration process and describes an 

extension of a physical penetration model to layered targets. 

Further experiments specific to the understanding of the Titan surface are reported and 

the results of these together with knowledge gained from earlier laboratory and 

fieldwork are used in chapter 7 to provide a possible interpretation of the surface 

material impacted at the Huygens landing site. 

The thesis ends with a final discussion and points to further work that could be 

addressed. The appendices that follow catalogue the laboratory drops carried out solely 

by the author and various Octave programs written. 
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I Introduction 

1.1 Sensing the physical properties of planetary surfaces 

Measuring the physical properties of a planetary surface has been of importance since 

the beginning of in situ planetary exploration with the soft landing of the Surveyor I 

spacecraft on the Moon in 1966. These properties allow the nature and history of an 

unknown target surface to be constrained, and can indicate the physical processes that 

shaped it. 

Penetration is one way in which the mechanical and structural properties of a surface 

can be sensed. Mechanical properties are those associated with the response of a 

material to an applied force, such as strength or abrasion resistance, whereas structural 

properties refer to the way in which a material is arranged and organised. For example, 

a finger pushed into sand senses the resistance and the granular structure of the material. 

The process in which the penetration characteristics of a body impacting into a surface 

are measured is known as penetrometry. 

In planetary exploration, useful penetrometry investigations have sometimes been 

opportunistic using equipment not intended for the task. Examples include evidence of 

the compressible and powdery nature of the lunar regolith from flagpole penetrations 

and measurements of the impressions left by astronaut boots (Mitchell et al., 1972; 

Perko, 2007) to the ongoing investigation of the range of Martian soils determined using 

the wheel tracks of the MER Spirit and Opportunity rovers (Richter et al., 2005). 



Other missions have carried instruments specifically for penetrometry measurement. A 

penetrometer is a device that is driven into the target surface by a purely axial force 

(unlike a drill that use rotating, lateral force) (Glaser et al., 2006). This is achieved by 

various means including gravitational free fall, an internal hammering device (e. g. as 

used in a mole) or by an accelerator such as an explosive charge (Mitzutani, 1999). 

Measurements of the final depth reached, rate of penetration or force on the tip enable 

the mechanical resistance and texture of the target to be determined. A similar device, a 

penetrator, is a rigid body the primary purpose of which is to emplace other instruments 

into a surface. It may also function as a penetrometer if its payload includes instruments 

to measure mechanical resistance (Lorenz and Ball, 1999). 

An important factor to be considered is the velocity at which the impacting body hits the 

target surface. Lorenz and Ball (1999) consider dynamic penetrometry to cover impact 

speeds between 0.1 and 1000 m s'. These boundaries are necessarily somewhat 

arbitrary with the hypervelocity regime occurring above this, and the related quasi-static 

penetrometry (where velocity effects are largely neglected) below this range. The recent 

end of mission impact of the lunar investigation spacecraft SMART-I cannot be 

considered to be penetrometry as although its impact speed was within this range, no 

measurement of the impact resistance or final depth reached was made. 

1.2 History of planetary penctrometry 

Planetary penetrometry developed from terrestrial geotechnical methods, specifically 

the Dutch Cone Penetration Tests (CPT) (Lunne et al., 1997). Penetrometry 

investigations have been attempted (both successfully and unsuccessfully) on several 

planetary bodies. The first use of penetrometry in planetary exploration was the use of 

strain gauges on the landing legs of Surveyor I that measured the peak axial force as the 

2 



spacecraft soft landed on the surface of the Moon in 1966. Comparing the force on each 

leg suggested that the surface material properties were horizontally homogeneous on the 

scale of the lander (Christensen et al., 1966). 

The Soviet Luna 13 Moon mission (1966) carried a conical penetrometer that was 

pushed into the ground by an explosive charge with the final depth measured by a 

potentiometer. This device penetrated the surface to a depth of 4.5 cm into a material 

consistent with a dense granular soil or a granular soil with a small amount of cohesion 

between its grains (Cherkasov, 1968b). Two further missions, Luna 17 (1970) and Luna 

21 (1973), carried Lunakhod rovers each with a shear vane device and cone sampling 

penetrometer capable of repeated insertion to a maximum depth of 10 cm as they 

traversed the lunar surface. Over 1000 measurements were taken by the Lunakhod 

rovers and analysis of the penetrometery allowed the shear strength parameters of the 

lunar soil for different surfaces (e. g. crater rims and walls and the intercrater surface) to 

be constrained (Carrier et al., 1991). 

Further lunar penetrometery investigations occurred with the advent of the manned 

Apollo programme. A cone penetrometer, the Apollo Simple Penetrometer (ASP), was 

used by astronauts on Apollo 14 (1971) to investigate the penetration resistance of the 

lunar soil. It consisted of a thin 68 cm long aluminium rod with a 30" apex angle cone 

tip that was pushed into the soil using first one hand and then both hands (Mitchell et 

al., 1971). This procedure was then repeated twice at points located 4m apart with the 

depth of penetration recorded. These data, together with estimates of the driving force 

imparted by the astronaut, were used for comparison with previous Surveyor 
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measurements of soil strength parameters and it was noted that in general the lunar soil 

density and strength increased with depth (Mitchell et al., 1972). 

The variation of penetration resistance with depth for lunar regolith is probably 

complicated by several factors such as layering, soil pockets that change the bulk 

density of the material, the distribution of grain sizes and the cohesion of the soil 

(Mitchell et al., 1971). Subsequent Apollo 15 (1971) and 16 (1972) investigations used 

an improved Self-Recording Penetrometer (SRP) which inscribed a gold plated drum to 

record the penetration resistance of a 30" apex cone (Carrier et al., 1991). In general the 

investigations found a good correlation between the SRP resistance and an x-ray of a 

returned core-tube sample containing surface material that varied from fine grained to 

coarse rock fragments (Mitchell et al., 1973). 

Other successful penetration investigations have been carried out on Venus by the 

Venera 13 and 14 landers (1982). These craft carried 'conical rotodynamic punches'- 

conical penetration tips on a spring-loaded arm. Subsequent analysis showed that at the 

Venera, 13 site the punch entered the soil some 32 mm indicating a load-carrying 

(bearing) capacity of 0.26-1 MPa. This result is thought to indicate a crumbly possibly 

highly porous soil structure (Kemurdzhian et al., 1983). At the Venera 14 site, the 

punch impacted a surface of consolidated rock and only entered 7 mm giving an 

estimated bearing capacity of 65-250 MPa. The analysis using terrestrial analogues 

(Table 1.1) indicated that the surface was similar to terrestrial tuff type rock 

(Kemurdzhian et al., 1983). 
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Depth of penetration Load-carrying capacity, Type of soil Terrestrial analogues 
of punch (cm) WaN cm-2=0. I MPa) 
<0.5 >400 Solid rocks Basalts, granites 
0.5-2 40-400 Foamed porous rocks, Tuffs, rocks full of 

reworked rocky soils cracks 
2-7 1-40 Cohesive products of Heavy clays loamy, 

chemical reworking and clays, compacted 
weathering of rocks. dusty sand 
Strongly compacted 
grainy material which 
consolidated 

>7 Crumbly deposits of Gravel, sand, ground 
grainy material, regolith basalt 

Table 1.1 Categorisation of the mechanical properties of the main types of soil and 
terrestrial analogues within the Venera 13 and Venera 14 conical rotodynamic 
punch measurement range (Kemurdzhian et al., 1982). 

From this brief history and the summary table of key missions (Table 1.2), it can be 

seen that penetrometry has been used to investigate several different planetary bodies 

with varying degrees of success. Mars, in particular, has proved to be a difficult target 

with no successful direct penetrometry investigation to date. This has often been due to 

the failure of the spacecraft or launch vehicle. A comprehensive review of planetary 

penetrometry can be found in Ball and Lorenz (1999). 

1.3 Titan's surface before Cassini-Huygens 

Titan is Saturn's largest moon and the second largest in the solar system after Jupiter's 

heavily cratered moon Ganymede. First discovered by Dutch astronomer Christiaan 

Huygens in 1655, it is unique in the solar system as the only moon with a dense 

atmosphere. This atmosphere has kept the moon's surface hidden from observation and 

is key to understanding the surface of Titan. 

The suggestion that Titan could hold onto an atmosphere was made by Sir James Jeans 

in 1925 (Jeans, 1925). Using his kinetic theory of gases he predicted that any 

atmosphere of Titan must consist of molecules heavier than hydrogen or helium, both of 

which would escape the moon's gravity. 
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Mission Target and type Measurement Aim Comments 
of device 

Surveyor I Moon (soft Axial force on Characterize First successful 
(Christensen et al., landing) each landing leg surface material lunar 
1966) Strain gauges shock absorber penetrometry 

measurement, 
June 1966. 

Luna 17 & 21 Moon Penetration Characterize Penctrometcrs 
(Perko, 2007) Cone resistance with variations in lunar carried on 
(Ball and Lorenz, penetrometer depth soil properties Lunakhod I&2 
1999) (and shear vane) rovers. November 

1970 & January 
1973 

Apollo 14 Apollo Moon Depth- Provide an February 1971. 
Simple Penetrometer non-instrumented Pushed in indication of local 
(ASP) manualcone manually by soil variability and 
Apollo 15 & 16 penetrometer astronaut, using stratigraphy July 1971 & 
Self Recording one hand then April 1972. 
Penetrometer both hands. 
(SRP) 
(Mitchel I et al., 1972) 
Venera 13 & 14 Venus Depth Characterize the Successfully 
(Kemurdzhian et al., Conical Pushed in by physical and returned data 
1983) rotodynamic spri n g- loaded mechanical March 1982. 

punch mechanical properties of the 
lever Venusian surface. 

Mars 96 penetrators Mars Deceleration Characterize the Launch failure 
(Surkov and Kremnev, Penetrator (depth) physical and November 1996 
1998) instrumented with Impact -70 ms-' mechanical 

accelerometer Depth 4-6 rn characteristics of 
the Martian soil 
and rock 

DS-2 Mars Deceleration Determine No signal 
(Smrekar et al., 1999) Penctrator (depth) hardness of received on 

instrumented with Impact 190 ms-1 rcgolith. Presence arrival at Mars 
accelerometer Depth 0.2-0.6 m or absence of December 1999 

10cm polar dust 
and ice layers 

Beagle 2 Mars Penetration rate Estimate vertical No signal 
(Richter et al., 200 1) Self harnmerina profile of regolith received on 

mole strength arrival at Mars 
December 2003 

Huygens ACC-E, Titan Force on Identify surface Successful data 
ACC-1 Instrumented penetrometer tip material. return 
(Lorenz et al., 1999) Penetrometer, Deceleration Compressive January 2005 
(Zarnecki et al., 2002) Accelerometer properties of 

surface 
Rosetta Lander Comet Deceleration Measure strength Expected to 
ANGM 67P/Churyumov- Depth with depth. Verify arrive at comet in 
(K6m]e etal., 1997; Gerasimenko the existence and 2014. 
K6mle et al., 200 1) anchoring strength of surface 
PEN-M harpoon with layers (ANC-M). 
(Seiferl in et al., 1999) accelerometer Mechanical 

Hammering strength of soil 
penetrometer (PENM). 

Table 1.2 Summary of key missions in which penetrometry measurements were 
made or attempted. 
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Telescopic observations made by Gerard Kuiper in 1943-44 first confirmed the 

existence of an atmosphere when he observed methane absorption bands on Titan. He 

incorrectly suggested that the orange colour of the moon wits due to the action of the L- Zý L- 

atmosphere on the surface in a process analogous to oxidation (Kuiper, 1944). Carl 
L- 

Sagan ( 1972) later proposed that Titan's atmosphere had methane cloud layers that 

when irradiated by ultraviolet (UV) light would produce complex organic molecules 

with a characteristic red colour. 

In November 1980 Voyager I made a close flyby of Titan. It was hoped that the surface 

of the moon might be seen through broken clouds-, however the onboard cameras 

returned disappointing images showing a surface entirely hidden by thick layer of haze 

(Rages and Pollack, 1983). tn 

Figure 1.1 Titan imaged by Voyager I in 1980 (Source: NASA) 

The aerosols that form this haze are produced high In the stratosphere by tile action of 

UV radiation from the Sun on one of the primary constituents of the atmosphere, 
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methane. This UV sunlight has sufficient energy to break up the methane molecules, 

allowing them to recombine into larger, more complex molecules. This photochemical 

process, known as UV photolysis, is irreversible as the dissociation of the methane 

releases hydrogen that escapes from the atmosphere (Lunine and Stevenson, 1983). It 

has been hypothesized that this hydrogen, unable to escape the gravitational attraction 

of Saturn may form a torus roughly centered on Titan's orbit (1p, 1993; McDonough 

and Brice, 1973a). 

Energetic electrons from Saturn's magnetosphere can also dissociate the methane and 

nitrogen molecules, adding other products to the photochemical mix. The hydrocarbons 

and other complex molecules produced by this process eventually condense into solid 

particles, known as 'tholins', that are suspended in the atmosphere and are responsible 

for Titan's orange colour. It is thought that these particles collide with each other 

producing larger particles, that form droplets that are eventually deposited on the 

surface of Titan (Yung and Allen, 1984). Laboratory experiments have synthesised 

analogues of these organic compounds from simple binary mixtures of methane and 

nitrogen irradiated by UV sources. These laboratory-produced tholins have similar 

spectral properties to the upper atmospheric haze of Titan (Khare and Sagan, 1973). 

The Voyager I flyby of Titan was followed by a second, more distant pass by the 

Voyager 2 spacecraft in August 1981. The Voyager flybys provided very little direct 

information about the nature of Titan's surface, however they did allow the abundances 

of the main gaseous constituents of the atmosphere, nitrogen and methane, to be 

constrained and gave an indication of the composition of Titan. Measurements of the 

signal strength received from the Voyager I spacecraft as it flew past Titan allowed the 
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surface radius of the moon to be more accurately determined as 2575.0 ± 0.5 km. Using 

this result and the measured mass gave the moon a mean density of 1.881 ± 0.002 g CM-3 

(Lindal et al., 1983). This relatively low density implies that Titan is not a purely rocky 

body (silicate rocks have a density of 2.5-3 g CM-3 ) but must be a combination of rock 

and ice (density of water ice is -1 g cm-'). A simple model of the moon might consist 

of a thick mantle of water ice overlying a denser rocky core (Coustenis and Taylor, 

1999). At the surface this ice may be covered in the tholin photolysis products deposited 

from the atmosphere. 

The important relationship between the atmosphere and its influence on the surface has 

been highlighted by theoretical models of the atmosphere. One of the first complete 

models of the photochemistry of Titan using the Voyager data was that proposed by 

Yung (1984). This model predicted that photolysis produced a net loss of methane from 

the atmosphere of 4xlO-" g cm-'s-' which, assuming this rate to be constant over time, 

would lead to an accumulated loss of 5.6xIO' g CM-2 over the age of the solar system, 

4.5 billion years (Yung and Allen, 1984). This is approximately 400 times the 

abundance observed today, which implies that there must be some other source of 

methane or Titan's atmosphere would have depleted its entire inventory in -10' years. 

Therefore it is thought that Titan must be replenishing its atmospheric methane. The 

model also predicted that the heavier photolysis products would fall on the surface 

producing an approximately I km thick layer (Yung and Allen, 1984). 

Possible sources of methane include direct delivery by external supply such as comets, 

although this theory is not currently favoured (Kress and McKay, 2004); the methane is 

probably resupplied to the atmosphere by some store or reservoir on or in Titan's 
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surface. This store could take the form of a global methane ocean as the triple point of 

methane (90.7 K at 1.6 bar) occurs close to the measured Titan surface temperature of 

94 K. A simple, single component methane ocean was however calculated to produce 

an atmospheric saturation inconsistent with Titan's atmospheric temperature profile as 

measured by Voyager I (Lindal et al., 1983). This led to the proposal of oceans 

containing other photolysis products such as ethane and propane which are less volatile 

than methane and would combine with it, producing an ocean with a lower vapour 

pressure, that would be both consistent with the saturation data and provide a long term 

source for photolysis (Flaser, 1983; Lunine and Stevenson, 1983). Tidal arguments put 

forward by Sagan and Dermott (1982) placed constraints on the coverage of any oceans. 

Titan is observed to have a small orbital eccentricity, and they therefore argued that a 

liquid surface layer would have substantial tidal currents generated by Saturn that would 

act to reduce orbital energy. These would then eliminate the orbital eccentricity 

currently observed unless the surface was essentially dry (with only small unconnected 

lakes) or completely covered in a global ocean. 

Radar evidence later shed doubt on the possibility of a global ocean. Titan's thick 

atmosphere inhibits observations of the surface at optical wavelengths; however there 

are a few spectral 'windows' in the near-IR and radar bands where the atmosphere is 

more transparent. Radar observations by Muhlemann et al. (1995) showed strong 

scattering that would not be consistent with a (relatively) smooth global ocean surface. 

These observations did not rule out large lakes of liquid hydrocarbons; however t is 

evidence prompted the suggestion that the methane ocean supply might be hidden in an 

aquifer of subsurface caverns and pore space (Stevenson, 1990,1992). Its release could 
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take the form of volcanic activity e. g. cryovolcanism or some kind of outgassing 

process. 

Observations of Titan carried out using the large Arecibo radio telescope showed sharp 

specular echoes, consistent with a smooth (possibly liquid covered) surface. These were 

seen in around 75% of the returned spectra covering a thin region around 26'S latitude 

(Campbell et al., 2003). The polarization ratio (the ratio of the received signal polarized 

in the opposite sense or same sense with respect to the transmitted signal) was also 

measured and found to be low. This indicated that Titan did not have a strong coherent 

backscatter effect as occurs on clean icy surfaces such as the Galilean satellites of 

Jupiter, which have much higher polarization ratios and stronger radar reflectivity. This 

apparent lack of ice could be due to either additional material such as ammonia/organic 

impurities or textural effects (e. g. few scattering cracks) that make the ice more radar- 

absorbing (Lorenz and Lunine, 2005). 

Investigations of Titan in the near-infrared using Earth-based telescopes with adaptive 

optics have examined the albedo of the surface and found variations confirming that 

Titan has a varied surface (Griffith, 1993; Lemmon et al., 1993). Using the Hubble 

Space Telescope allowed relative albedo maps of Titan to be produced showing the 

heterogeneity of the surface as distinct 'bright' and 'dark' regions (Smith et al., 1996). 

It was speculated that the 'bright' regions could be caused by methane rainfall washing 

organic 'dark' material from raised terrain leaving cleaner less soluble ice (Griffith et 

al., 1991). 
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Rainfall on Titan is unlikely to be mechanically sti-()i), (,, Iy crosive as r, 1111drops wolim fall 

only slowly throll"ll Its high density, low gravity 'Itmosplicre, ll()Wevcl- 11 has bcell 

S11-yested that rare but Violent raill storms could exist on Titall and Cause L- I- 

el-osloll (1.01-cliz and Lumne, 2005). A simplified scheimitic of tile pl-()(-c'ys 111,11 Lýojljd 

shape tile sill-l"Ice oI' Titan is shown In hpire 1.2. A summary of' Tilan properties vs, I- 

given in table 1.3. 
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Figure 1.2 Simplified diagram of Titall's Sill-l"Llce and atmospheric interactions 
(adapted from (Lunine, 1993). 
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Table 1.3 Summary of tile pilysical and orbital data for Titall (Coustenis and 
TaYlor, 1999) 'Ind Earth. 
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1.4 Description of the Cassini-Huygens mission 

The joint NASA/ESA Cassini-Huygens mission was launched on 15" October 1997 

with the goal of exploring Saturn and its moons. The mission is focused on the 

exploration of Titan with the inclusion of a probe, Huygens, to perform an in situ 

investigation of Titan's atmosphere and the nature of its surface. 

The spacecraft consists of the Cassini orbiter and the Huygens probe. The orbiter, in 

addition to carrying the Huygens probe to Titan and acting as a relay for the probe data, 

has an array of instrumentation for remote global sensing observations of Titan's 

atmosphere and surface. These are measurements with global coverage that supplement 

the in situ data acquired by the probe. 

The purpose of the Huygens probe was to make detailed investigation of the physical 

properties, chemical composition and dynamics of Titan's atmosphere and characterize 

the surface of the local area of the landing site. 

The scientific objectives for the Cassini-Huygens mission with regard to Titan are : 

0 Determine the composition of the atmosphere and determine the isotope ratios of the 

abundant elements, constraining the formation and evolution of Titan. 

0 Detect more complex organic molecules and investigate the energy sources for the 

atmospheric chemistry. Investigate the formation and composition of aerosols and 

the cloud physics. 

0 Measure wind speeds and global temperatures. Search for lightning discharges. 

Determine the properties of the surface including its topography and composition. 

Infer Titan's internal structure. 
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0 Study the Ionization of' the upper alillosphere and Its 111(craction willi the 

magnetosphere ol'Saturn. 

(Lebreton and Malson, 2002) 

Descriplion ol'keli, insirillnelas Oil Cassilli alld I/ItYgell. s. 

The instrument payload on the litly"ells probc Comprises of' six Ill.. 'ý41-tilliclits. Thell, 
1ý 

locations on the probe are shown in I'l-ure 1.3. 
I- 

1 

ElOctlostilitc. dischargers (3x) 

HASI Stud with 
P and T sensorýý 

Radaf Altimetef Afitenr 

. 6,1 

Ilatachute contoiner 

14AY deployahle 
booms with 

efectricaf sensws (2ý 

Heat shield and Back Cover 
Sp, paration mechanism4 t3x) 

oiSR-S lionso( Head 

Telemetry antennae (2x) 

ACP wlet 

in Vanes 

SSP imin't 

Figure 1.3 Top and bottom views of the Huygens probe showing locations of' six 
instruments. From Lebreton and Matson (2002). 

Tlie insti-timents on 11tiy-ens an(l Illose ()j, (,, Issill, l'ol, 1, eillote sm-face investi-alion al, e 

stimmansed in Table 1.4 wid) flicii- scientific objectives. 
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Cassini orbiter 
Instrument 
Visual and Infrared mapping 
spectrometer (VIMS) 
(Brown et al., 2004) 
Imaging Science Subsystem 
(ISS) 
(Porco et al., 2004) 

Cassini Radar (RADAR) 
(Elachi et al., 1991) 

Measurement 
Imaging spectrometers operating 
in the near infrared. 

Image surface using wide and 
narrow angle CCD imaging 
cameras 

Transmit microwave pulses to 
surface and measure return time 
and intensity of echo. 

Search for lightning and 
volcanism and observe the 
surface of Titan. 

- Map the surface in near-infrared 
spectral windows. Provide clues 
about nature and composition of 
surface materials. 
Determine if oceans exist on 
Titan. Investigate surface 
geologic features and 

Instrument 
Huygens Atmospheric Structure 
Instrument (HASI) 
(Ferri et al., 2002) 
Gas Chromatograph Mass 
Spectrometer 
(GCMS) 
(Niemann et al., 2002) 

Aerosol Collector and Pyrolyser 
(ACP) 
(IsraO et aL, 2002) 

Descent Imager and Spectral 
Radiometer (DISR) 
(Tomasko et al., 2002) 

Doppler Wind Experiment 
(DWE) 
(Bird et al., 2002) 

Surface Science Package (SSP) 
(Zarnecki et al., 2002) 

Huygens pi 
Measurement 
3 axis accelerometer 
Relaxation probe 

Chemical species identification. 
Separation of mixtures using gas 
chromatograph and identification 
by mass analysis. 

Acquire two aerosol samples at 
different altitudes, step heating, 
then passing to GCMS for 

Upward/downward photometer 
Visible and IR spectrometry 

Measurement of Doppler shift of 
signal from probe to Cassini 
orbiter. 

9 separate sensors making 
various measurements including 
impact acceleration, 
penetrometry, speed of sound in 
atmosphere and density and 
refractive index of any liquid. 

Scientific objective 
Measure entry deceleration. 

Identify and quantify abundance 
of atmospheric constituents. 
Analyse vaporised surface 
samples. 
Analysis of ACP samples (see 

Collect, and determine chemical 
composition of aerosols. 

Atmospheric composition and 
cloud structure. Distribution of 
aerosols. Surface spectral 
reflectance. Imaging. 
Measure the velocity and 
direction of zonal winds with 
altitude in the atmosphere. Probe 
descent dynamics. 
Characterize the physical nature 
of the surface at the landing site. 
Measure thermal, optical, 
acoustic and electrical properties 
of any ocean. Measure 
abundance of major ocean 
constituents. 

Table 1.4 Summary of instruments on the Huygens probe and key instruments on 
Cassini with surface science applicability. 

1.4.2 TheACC-Epenetrometer 

The Surface Science Package (SSP) includes an instrumented penetrometer, designated 

'ACC-E' or Accelerometer-external for historical reasons, as part of its array of sensors. 

The function of this sensor is to provide a qualitative identification of a terrestrial 

analogue material (Lorenz, 1994) for Titan's surface in the event of a (soft) solid 
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The Penetrometer Was designed to 111casure forces rall-Ill" from a I*cw flewtolls t- t7l, I- 

up to a Ilmit of' 2000 N. Impact loads Ill"Iler 111,111 (Ills Would probably have Callscd a I- 

failure of the probe (Lorenz ei al., 1994). No scientific return was expecied from ihe 

penetrometer In the case of I liquid landing as the force Oil the III) Would be below 111C 

trig�ger threshold of the sensor (Zarnecki ei a1., 1997). C 

10cm 

ssp 1.1, T 

Huygens 

I- 
I 

I-L11- ýý 

ssini 

Figure 1.4 Schematic showing location of the Surface Science Package 
penetrometer on board the Huylgens probe. From Zarnecki el aL (2002). 

The penetrometer consists of a II/T-5A (donor-dopcd lead Arconale litallate ce", 1111lic) 

piezoelectric element sandwiched hoween a 14 inin diameter hemispherical Man'["', tip 

and an AIIIIIIIIIIIIII pylon (Figure 1.5 ; ill(] Figure 1.6). This element generates it cluff. gle 

proportional to the stress placed oil it, ellabling it to act as a force transducer 111creby 

-ed allowing a (III-ect measurement ofthe mechanical resistance ot'llic matenal encountei 
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Figure 1.5 Flight spare ACGE penetrometer. The piezoelectric crystal is tile white 
band sandwiched between the dark vespel washers directly behind the tip. 

Since the probe has a flexible foredome, this measurement has an advantaoc over tile 
Z- 

other SSP sensor, the. nitcrnal impact accelerometer (ACC-1), for nicastinno surface 

material propertles-, by mounting the transducer as far forward as possible on the end of' 
t- 

a pylon protruding out ofthe foreclome, the effects ofthe SSPand probe structure oil tile 

measurement were considerably reduced. There were Innits on Ilic positioni 111g, Mid 

lenoth of the penetrometer due to the Crystal beill" located close behind a licat shield L, I I- II 

(Lorenz et al., 1994) . 

The sensor was sampled at a rate of 10 kllz and this, tooether with the expected IIIII)act 
I- 

velocity V on Titan of -5 in s ', gives a theoretical Clepth resolution of 1 111111 after 

accounting for Nyquist's theorem: L- 

2. f,,,,, j,, = 100001k. 

7' =I=2x 10 
J'Miptiýt 

VT =5n is -' x2xI 
04. s =IxM 

'm 

w lie is the Nyquist frequency, T Is the period and Sý, 
11111, is the theoretical (ICI)III 

resolution. This resolution Was intended to allow the possibility of idenlifyino layc"s III I- 

the surface or particle size it' the surface was granular (Zarnecki 0 al., 1997). 
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The Ilp was made hemispherical to make the penetrometer less sensitive to an tinknown 

Impact anole. It provides I simpler Illechallical impulse response 111,111 a Conical III) mill L- 

fewer ringing modes and allows faster impact delection producing a quicker milial rise 

III tile Impact slollature (Lorenz et al., 1994). The sensitivity of' the plezoeleciric crystal 11 

was found to fall by a factor of - 1.8 when tested at liquid nitrogen lemperattires of 77 
L- 

K, close to Titan's surface temperature ol'94 K. 

For the purposes of producing a surface material cat'lloolle and Identifyino a Titall 
L- 1ý r" 

surface analogue, the author constnicted two replica penetrometers in accordance with 

the original assembly procedure instructions (Lorenz, 1994). This was an intricate task 

as three wires (it 'sense', 'common' and a third wire 'StIlil, desiolled 1,01. Ill 1,11ollt sellsor 1- 1-1 

health checks) needed to be soldered onto the piezoelectric crystal Nvilli inininial contact 

and then looped around into the tip shal't (Figure 1.7). The assembly was then attached IIT 

to an altiminium collar and tor(Illed to specificatioll (being careftil 1101 10 slicar Ille 
1- 

delicate soldered Joints while doing so! ). The resistance and ratio of' cal), 101i'llces L- 

between the three connections was then checked to meet specification to ensure tile 

crystal and contacts had not been damaged. L, 

1 mm 

3 rn rn 

14 

20 rnm 

o16 mm 

85 mrn 

olomm 

3.5 mm 
'o II" 

Figure 1.6 ACGE penetrometer dimensions ilicin(ling sm, 111 ittachinent hase plate. 
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Figure 1.7 Tip and piezoelectric crystal during assembly. The two Concentric rings 
-ire the 'sense' and 'sthn' electrodes (tile 'Common, electrode is on tile underside of, 
the crystal). All solder joints needed to have very loll' profiles to fit Isithin small 
grooves in the dark vespel washers. 
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2 Penetrometry results from Titan 

2.1 Overview of Huygens entry and descent 

The following section summarises the descent and landing of the Huygens probe on the 

14ý' January 2005 and reviews results from the probe relating to the interpretation of the 

surface composition and the possible physical processes in action. It also provides an 

overview of penetrometer data processing and considers the validity of the flight data. 

The Huygens probe was released from the Cassini Orbiter on its third orbit around 

Saturn on the 25'h December 2004. During the following -20 day coasting period the 

probe was in a dormant state with only three redundant timers active and counting down 

to a time 4 hours and 23 minutes before expected entry into Titan's atmosphere. At this 

time, the probe was woken up and on-board computers and sensors activated. At 

09: 05: 53 UTC (Coordinated Universal Time reported with respect to the probe) the 

probe arrived at the defined interface altitude of 1,270 km, above which no significant 

atmospheric drag was expected, and then started to enter the upper atmosphere of Titan. 

Protected by its heatshield, the probe made a ballistic entry at a speed of 6 krn s-, and 

slowed to 400 m s-' in less than 5 minutes (Lebreton et al., 2005). The starting time of 

the descent sequence, To, occurred nearly 5 minutes later at 09: 10: 21 UTC when a 

mortar was fired that pulled out a pilot parachute removing the back cover of the probe. 

The main parachute deployed two seconds later at an altitude of 155 krn and this was 

followed after 30 seconds by the separation of the heat shield from the front of the 

probe. The on-board transmitter was then switched on thirteen seconds later. An 

overview of the descent sequence can be seen in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 Diagram of' tile Huygens descent Sequence from entering tile upper 
atmosphere at an altitude of 1270 kill to tile impact isith tile surface some 2 hotirs 
27 minutes later. From Lebreton and Matson (2002) 

Durino the 2 hour 27 ininute descent through the thick hazy atmosphere of Titil", (lie L- I- 

Descent Imaging Spectral Radiometer (DISR) collected imagery from variolls (111VOINIS 

'is the probe rotated. Combinino these iniapes allowed panoramas to be made. The first 
I- I- 

panorama, using inmoes taken at altitudes between 49 and 20 kin, shows that tile t, 1ý 

descended over a boundar between 'briolit' and '(fark' repions. y I- t, 

From a lower panorama at 8 kill altitude, narrow dark channel. s, cut Into tile hHoliter 
I- 

region and fall into two distinct types, delldritic rainfall drainage cliallilel's to Ille Ilorill 

west contrast with short stubby channels In the west (Floure 2.2). These sll()I't C11,111"cls 
I- 

are interpreted as possible sapping, spl-111--fed Channel's Or arroyos, 111terillittently (Il'y 

channels (Tomasko ci al., 2005). 
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Figure 2.2 Panoramic mosaic ill, () * 
jected at 8 kill using images collected by the 

DISR camera as the probe descended bet%%cen ill altitude of 17 and 8 kill. The 

probe crosses a boundary between the 'bright' and Idark" rcgions. Dendritic 

channels can be seen to the north-west Contrasting tile shorter lillear Channels in 
the west. From Tomasko el aL (2005). 

tills lerrilM is Illgilel- tilin it dark Stereo analysis Of tile de"(11-kic re"1011 111(ficiltes Illill 

'lakebed' region that these channels appear to join. Measurements of Ille sill-face 11 

reflectivity using the Dow nward-Looki no Visible Spectrometer (DINS) show that the 

brighter highland areas are redder than the nelolihouring, dark reolons with redness 

decreaslil.,.,,, further from the boundary. It has [)cell suggeste(i by Tomasko cl al. (2005) 

that this could indicate that lower albedo material Is Washed Off the highland I-e,,, I()IIS 
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into the 'lakebed' via the drainage channels, leaving the brighter material of local 

origin, implying that this material is bedrock. 

As the probe descended through the atmosphere, the Gas Ch romatograph- Mass 

Spectrometer (GCMS) measured the mole fraction of methane. This was found to 

increase gradually below an altitude of 32 km reaching a peak value of 4.92x 10-2 at an 

altitude of 8 km and remained constant until impact with the surface (Niemann et al., 

2005). A similar value, within experimental uncertainties, of 3.5% was derived from the 

speed-of-sound measurements made by Surface Science Package (Hagermann et al., 

2007). A relative methane humidity of approximately 45% was found at the surface 

(Niemann et al., 2005), too low for fog. 

The probe impacted the surface at 4.60 -± 0.05 m s-', slightly slower than expected 

(Towner et al., 2006; Zarnecki et al., 2005). The impact triggered the penetrometer at 

TO+8869.7598 seconds followed by the activation of the Surface Science Package 

piezoelectric accelerometer ACC-I (Accelerometer-Internal), 9.7 ms later. This 

accelerometer measurement agrees (within the timing uncertainties) with a similar 

measurement by a piezoresistive accelerometer, PZR-X, of the Huygens Atmospheric 

Structure Instrument (HASI) (Fulchignoni et al., 2005; Zarnecki et al., 2005). 

Images of the surface taken with the DISR cameras (Figure 2.3) suggest a surface 

shaped by fluvial processes. Rounded pebbles 10-15 cm in size lie on top of a fine 

darker grained substrate material with a smallest detectable size of 3 mm, the resolution 

limit of the imager (Tornasko et al., 2005). It is likely that these pebbles are made of 

water ice given the spectroscopic and radar evidence (Campbell et al., 2003; Griffith et 
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al., 2003). A gap In the pebble distribution boween the forc,, rmind , md Imck,, romid, I I- I- 

aligned with 'streamers' of' dark material occurrim, ofT these pebbles supoests a 11(pild 

Illa have flowed froill left to [, [()I)( III the 1111,10e. y t- I- 

Figure 2.3 A combined image of' the surf'. -ice oI' Titan taken isith the Side 
Looking Imager (SIA) and Medium Resolution Imager (NIRI) ol'the DISR camera. 
No liquids are seen; however numerous rounded pubbles, most likely croded 1) 

*v fluid transport, litter tile surface. The pebble 1'ree channel dividing tile l'oreground 
and background also indicates fluvial activit ý, and parallel trails oI' dark material 
can be seen flowing ofT nearby pebbles. 'I Ile underl 

, %ing substrate material is 
composed of' what appears to he a darker, finer grantilar material. The smallest 
measurable size of' these grains is 3 mm, tile limitilig I-esoltition oF the imager. 
Approximate sizes (W NO pebbles and distances, From camera are marked. From 
Tomasko el al. (2005) 
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After impacting the surface, the GCMS inlet port was either in direct contact with the 

surface material or in close proximity. Within two minutes of impact, the amount of 

methane detected increased by about 40% while the detection of nitrogen, the major 

atmospheric constituent, remained constant. This increase in methane continued for a 

further 50 minutes before dropping to 25% above pre-impact level. This suggests that 

liquid methane may be mixed with the surface material and was evaporated by the 

GCMS inlet line heater until the liquid became depleted (Niemann et al., 2005). Recent 

modelling of the thermal environment of the inlet supports this possibility, indicating 

that the heated GCMS inlet may have evaporated a small quantity of methane in the 

local material (Lorenz et al., 2006). 

Further clues about Titan's surface come from the reflectance spectrum of the surface 

material taken after landing. This shows a relatively low brightness and a nearly linear 

decrease in reflectivity above 830 nm. A simulated combination of coarse grained low- 

temperature water ice, yellow tholins and a spectrally neutral dark component provides 

a reasonable reflectance spectrum match for this unusual material although it fails to 

reproduce the absence of weak H20 bands in the quasi-linear slope. The large grained 

water ice is responsible for the quasi-linear slope and reducing the grain size would not 

suppress these H20 bands. This implies that another material mixed with the ice is 

responsible for the suppression of these bands (Tomasko et al., 2005). 
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Figure 2.4 Reflectivity of Titan's surface measured by the DISR instrument after 
landing (red line). Comparison with a simulation (blue line) of a mixture of large 
grained water ice, tholin and a spectrally neutral dark component are shown. Ref. 
18 in the graph refers to other experiments with two different types of tholins- see 
Tomasko et al. (2005). 

2.2 Flight data results from the ACGE penetrometer 

The flight penetrometry record from the impact of the Huygens probe with the surface 

of Titan consists of 512 samples of data at a sampling rate of 10 kHz. The record starts C, 

with 46 zero force samples and by design the First In First Out (FIFO) buffer of 512 

samples is frozen 6.4 ms (64 samples) after a preset voltage threshold is exceeded 

(Lorenz, 1994). The raw penetrometery signature returned from the surface is shown in 

Figure 2.5. 

For the purposes of analysis, only the region of 'clean' penetration (shown in the dashed 

box) is considered. The arrival of the probe structure to the right of this brings structural 

interactions which makes this further data unusable. 
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2.2.1 Sýiýllal processing 

The response of the conditioning clectrollics and pos"llfle llolsc S()Ill*CCIIN' Illust he 

accounted for before any Impact sl(Tilatilre call he analysed. The path from 
I- 

oeneralloll to recovery ol'the force si-nature is as follows: L- L- 

The piezoelectric Crystal III the penetrometer generates 111 clectric charoe, 

1)1'()I)Ol, tloll, tl to tile 1'()I-cc appl led ml tile tip. Thl" Signal is thell pr-, -ýCd fill-mig, 11 Several Z" I 

ollboard collditiollill- electronic elements starimp Nvith a charge amplifier Ilial converts 

tile cllll-(, e Into a volta(le. Till. " I's thell pre '1111I)III'led by a pselldo lo". 11-11111111c alliplifiel, 

With slonal Illaolutilde dependent paIn that Is approximated by three lille(II, ScOlliclits. 

The chosell 11111)1 IfIcat loll branch depends on the voltage lllptll and Is defilled 1)), two 

.................... 
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predefined transition points. The logarithmic amplifier was used in the design to 

accommodate the large range of input signals that could be generated from the possible 

forces. In effect, this maps the high-end voltages generated by a very hard impact onto a 

smaller range and reduces the force resolution. In the case of the flight data returned 

from Huygens, only the high gain branch was required as the force on the penetrometer 

was at the low (softer impact) end of the range. For laboratory data analysis, all three 

branches are implemented. 

The signal is then passed to an integrator and filter that detects when a preset voltage 

threshold is first reached. A flag is then raised that signals that the probe has impacted 

the surface and freezes the penetrometer sampling buffer 6.4 ms later (Lorenz et al., 

1994; Zarnecki et al., 1997). The signal is then routed through an anti-aliasing filter that 

removes frequencies above the Nyquist frequency' (for the penetrometer, this is 5 kHz; 

half the sampling frequency) that cannot be resolved and would corrupt the correctly 

sampled data. In the case of the flight data, the output of the filter is then digitized using 

an 8-bit analogue to digital converter (ADC) and is stored ready for transmission. 

Figure 2.6 shows the signal path from the sensor to transmission and the data processing 

path required to recover the original signal. 

' Nyquist's sampling theorem requires that for any sampled signal to be perfectly 

reconstructed it must be sampled at a rate a least twice that of the highest frequency it 

contains (Schwartz and Shaw, 1975). 
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Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram of signal and data processing paths for the flight 
data and also for the examination of laboratory data. Adapted from Kargl et aL 
(2005). 

An examination of the ACC-E front end conditioning electronics (Kargl et al., 2005) 

suggested that the gain of both the charge amplifiers and pseudo logarithmic amplifier is 

not critically frequency dependent. This allows a linear relationship between the output 

voltage and applied force to be used subject to calibration of the piezoelectric sensor. 

The anti-aliasing filter does however have a significant effect on the signal shape at 

different frequencies: for frequencies nearing the corner frequency of the filter a phase 

shift occurs which distorts the signal (Kargl et al., 2005). 

Another significant issue is brought about by the sharp shape of the filter to attenuate 

the unwanted higher frequencies. This leads to a ringing effect in the output when steep 

(i. e. high frequency containing) signals are input into the filter. The effect can be seen in 

the response to an impulse as shown in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7 Response of ACC-E anti-aliasing filter to aI volt input impulse at a 10 
kHz sampling rate. Ringing can be seen caused by the filter's sharp attenuation of 
high frequencies. From Kargl el al. (2005). 

Since most dynamic penetrometry signatures contain impulses which would produce 

this effect, it is important that the influence of the filter is removed. This can be done by 

deconvolving the signal with the impulse response of the filter (Kargl et al., 2005). This 

technique, used on the flight data, has also been applied to all laboratory data. 

2.2.2 Penetrometer catastrophicfailure 

Impact with the unknown surface of Titan may have been sufficiently hard to cause a 

catastrophic failure of the penetrometer and this needs to be considered when analysing 

the returned data. There have been numerous laboratory drops into many materials and 

on only two occasions was the pylon of the penetrometer observed to have bent slightly. 

In both cases the sensor continued to function afterwards requiring only the aluminium 

pylon to be replaced. Interestingly, the damage occurred in the same place, at the 
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bottom of the pylon where it joins the base. Examination of this point shows that it is a 

sharp join resulting in a stress raiser'. 

The pylon of the engineering model penetrometer was compared to the laboratory 

pylons manufactured later, and found to have a small 0.4 mm radius at this join. This 

has very little effect on strengthening the join and was probably left by the machining 

process. Penetrometer design documentation (Lorenz, 1994) indicates that the original 

pylon had the same diameter as the hemispherical tip and that later the shank of the 

pylon was reduced in a revised design presumably to decrease the overall mass of the 

SSP instrument. Despite this revision, a failure of the penetrometer pylon on impact 

with the surface of Titan is unlikely for several reasons; the decelerations measured by 

onboard accelerometers indicate that the probe landed on a soft material and this is 

confirmed by the continued operation of the probe on the surface. Furthermore, the 

discontinuity seen at the end of the 'clean' penetration signal (dashed box region in 

Figure 2.5) corresponds very closely with the arrival of the electromagnetic 

compatibility (EMC) screen at the surface, 55 mm later at the 4.6 m s-' constant impact 

speed. 

Finally, on both occasions bending of the laboratory penetrometer occurred after many 

successful drops had been carried out. This suggests that in addition to existance of the 

stress raiser, fatiguing of this point by repeated loading and unloading may also be 

responsible. Clearly this potential failure mode is not applicable to the flight 

penetrometer which impacted its target surface only once. 

This is a point where stresses are concentrated. 
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2.2.3 Limitations of theflight data 

The penetrometry flight record of Titan consists of 512 samples of data, although the 

useful proportion of this is smaller. This is due to the physical restrictions placed on the 

length that the flight penetrometer could extend beyond the rest of the spacecraft 

structure. The total length of the penetrometer was restricted by the heat shield attached 

to the front of the probe that protects it from the intense heat of atmospheric entry. A 

small recess in this shield was permitted to allow the penetrometer to extend forward 

slightly (Lorenz et al., 1994), however the restriction still limited the maximum length 

of the penetrometer to 88 mm. Further reductions in useful length also occurred at the 

other end of the penetrometer; electric discharge protection in the form of lightweight 

metallic mesh Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) screen reduced the length of the 

pylon and tip assembly from 88 mm to 55 mm. These were unfortunately necessary 

design constraints that could not be further mitigated. A cross section through the probe 

is shown in Figure 2.8. 

Sampling rate restrictions were placed on the penetrometer due to the limitations in data 

storage and transmission. This limits the frequency content of the signature which may 

restrict the size of particle that may be seen. This effect is investigated and will be 

discussed later. A further limitation of the data is the existence of only one 

penetrometer. This restricts the data to a sampling of only one area of the local surface 

and denies the possibility of making comparisons both to confirm the correct operation 

of the penetrometer and to examine the local homogeneity of the regolith. 
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3 The search for physical analogues 

3.1 Introduction 

The objective of the laboratory penetrometer study was to find terrestrial physical 

analogue materials that are representative of Titan's unknown surface, should the probe 

make a successful landing. The preparation of a surface material catalogue was initiated 

at the start of the author's PhD studies, some three months before the expected arrival of 

the Huygens probe on the surface of Titan. Subsequent work has focussed on 

experiments to characterise the penetrometer more accurately and investigate its 

capability for examining planetary surfaces. 

3.2 Surface material catalogue 

A surface material catalogue to allow visual comparison between surface data from 

Titan and terrestrial analogues was prepared in conjunction with another PhD student 

Mark Paton at the end of 2004 using a drop rig originally designed for penetrometry of 

Near Earth Objects (NEOs). Some 30 drops into various materials including loose and 

compacted sand, fine and coarse gravel, and molasses were made. Following the 

successful landing of the Huygens probe further laboratory drops were carried out with 

target selection input from several members of the Surface Science Package (SSP) team. 

This effort culminated in the publication Zarnecki et al. (2005). 

3.2.1 The Near Earth Object (NEQ) drop rig 

This section briefly describes the design of the Near Earth Object (NEO) drop rig used 

to produce the surface material catalogue. A detailed description, including 

development and operation can be found in Paton (2005). 
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The drop rig consists of a weighted baseplate attached, via a system of two chain loops 

and several cogs, to a counterweight. In the absence of other forces, the counterweight 

balances the acceleration of the plate due to gravity and the systern is at rest. Using an 

actuator coupled to the chains, the chain loops can be moved manually, raising the 
I 

baseplate above the target material container. A third set of accelerating weights is 

coupled to the chain loops as shown in Figure 3.1. When the actuator is released, this 

third weight unbalances the system causing the baseplate to accelerate downwards. 

Immediately prior to impact the accelerating weight hits the floor and is decoupled from 

the chain system so that the baseplate once again experiences no accelerating force and 

hits the target material with constant velocity. 

By considering the mass of the weighted baseplate, in,, counterweight, in2, and 

accelerating weight, M3. it can be shown that the impact speed of the rig is given by 

(Paton, 2005): 

V= 2 
(MI 

- M2+ in3)9-Ff 
(MI + M2 + M3 + MO 

(Equation 3.1) 

The massesM,, M2 and m3 are 54.4,55.7 and 27.0 kg respectively in the balanced 

configuration. The chain weightM4, of 3.5 kg does not contribute to the acceleration. 

Further terms in the equation are, F,, the dynamic friction of the rig (found to be 

approximately 15 N (Paton, 2005)) and s, the height the accelerating weights fall before 

being decoupled. When this height is at its maximum of 1.45 m, this gives a maximum 

impact speed of 2.2 m s'. 
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determine the distance travelled between Shaft encoder pillw". This allowed Ille "11,111 

encoder pulses, recorded on the o,,, Clllosc()I)C Willi cach to be 11'sed 1() calculate the 

Impact velocity of tile penetrometer. 
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3.2.2 Catalogue experiments 

Until the landing of the Huygens probe in January 2005, very little was known about the 

surface of Titan. The uncertainty in the type of surface that was expected is reflected in 

the design of the SSP. In the event of a liquid landing, the tiltmeter sensors (TIL) would 

measure any bobbing motion, a refractometer (REF) would measure the liquid's 

refractive properties while the acoustic sounder/al ti meter (API-S) could examine 

topography of a solid surface or floor of a liquid body. The penetrometer however, was 

directed at examining a likely solid surface with possible returns for a soft, possibly 

cohesive hydrocarbon coated surface. In the months leading up to the landing, a wide 

range of targets were used with some being necessarily speculative. Figure 3.3 at the 

end of this section shows some of the test drops. 

With the NASA Voyager probe evidence for a likely icy body, various hard granular 

materials such as sand and gravels of different shapes, sizes were chosen to represent 

this. Water ice at the frigid -180'C surface temperatures of Titan would be much harder 

than ice on Earth (experiments indicate the Mohs' hardness of water ice increases from 

2 near its freezing point to approximately 6 at -79T, equivalent to orthoclase feldspar 

(Blackwelder, 1940, Nesje and Dahl, 2000). Terrestrial rock analogues were therefore 

considered to represent this well. Very little is known about the physical properties of 

tholins or how they might behave when deposited. In an attempt to examine this, 

analogue drops were carried out into viscous molasses and soft, plastically deforming 

modelling clay. Other materials tested included porous brittle Foarnglas (a cometary 

analogue discussed later) and fine glass powder. 
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3.3 Discussion of Huygens ACC-E results 

Titan ACC-E penetrometer 'clean' flight data 
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Figure 3.2 The 'clean' part of the ACGE penctrometery signature returned from 
the surface of Titan processed into force against depth. The penetration analysis 
stages are marked. 

The successful return of an impact signature constrained the possible material types. 

Figure 3.2 shows the penetrometery signature returned by ACC-E from the surface. 

For the purposes of analysis it can be considered as four separate stages: 

* Stage 1 (1.6 ms duration im 7 mm penetration) 

A weak but rising force. At an impact velocity of 4.6 m s-'this corresponds to a 

material of thickness 7-8 mm. This could suggest a thin soft material such as a 

coating of some kind. Another possible cause could be the introduction of the 

penetrometer's hemispherical tip itself. 
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0 Stage 2 (1 ms duration m5 mm penetration) 

A sudden rapid 'spike' in resistance lasting for a short duration. This could suggest 

a thin brittle crust or given the surface image, an impact with a small pebble 

overlying the surface substrate material. 

Stage 3 (8.3 ms duration eg 38 mm penetration) 

This is the longest period of 'clean' penetration. The resistance decreases gradually 

over the 8.3 ms duration from around 60 N to 30 N. The segment is not completely 

smooth, indicating that there is some structure present within the material. 

* Stage 4 

Impact of the rest of the foredome and end of the 'clean' penetration. The abrupt 

rise in force signals the arrival of the Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) screen 

of the Surface Science Package. 

Stage 1-2 indicates a very weak rising force followed by a sudden spike in resistance of 

the material. Within the SSP team, it was speculated that this spike might be due to a 

potential discharge between the probe and the ground although the weak preceding 

force makes this unlikely. Furthermore, no such discharge was detected by electrical 

sensors of the Huygens Atmospheric Structure Instrument (HASI) (Fulchignoni et al., 

2005). Instead, given the evidence from the Descent Imager/Spectral Radiometer 

(DISR) images, a pebble impact or possible thin crust (in both cases coated with a very 

soft layer) seems more likely to be responsible for this signature feature. To examine 

this possibility, impacts into sugarglass 'crusts' made from caramelised sugar of varying 

thicknesses and direct and glancing impacts into small pebbles of different sizes were 

carried out. 
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Examples of these drops are shown in parts e) and g) of Figure 3.3 and indicate a good 

agreement with the short duration impulse seen in the probe impact signature. 

The underlying substrate material is also intriguing. All drops carried out for the 

material catalogue prior to the landing had produced signatures where the material 

resistance either rose or remained constant with increasing penetration depth. The 

general trend of the substrate material is downward: the material becomes weaker as the 

penetrometer pushes through it. The variability of the signature clearly indicates small 

structure in the material leading to the suggestion that this might be consistent with a 

'Swiss cheese' type material containing voids (R. Lorenz personal communication). 

This might be representative of deposits of organic haze filling topographically low 

areas with porous voids created by liquid methane or ethane that has since evaporated, 

and is consistent with the absence of specular reflections in recent near-infrared 

observations near Titan's equatorial regions (West et al., 2005). Specular reflections 

would imply a very smooth surface indicative of the presence of liquid. 

Another possibility, that might explain the reduced mechanical resistance with depth, 

could be given by the addition of small quantities of liquid methane or ethane contained 

within a granular surface acting as a lubricant between grains thus reducing resistance. 

This surface material could be produced by a methane/ethane flow draining away or a 

lake evaporating, leaving moisture only below the surface. Drops carried out into an 

analogue of sand wetted with water show this decreasing trend in some cases (Figure 

3.3 part f) although the degree of saturation required was not well constrained. Reduced 

resistance with depth may also be caused by a grain sorting effect or by chemical 

cementation of grains near the surface. 
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Due to this hard top surface with soft underlYing material, the SSP team's initial 

reaction to the media on receiving the penetrometery data was to describe the surface as 

"creme bru^lee-like". Figure 3.3 part h) shows an actual laboratory drop into crýme 

bru^lee! 

Using the catalogue, a qualitative analysis suggested that the surface of Titan had 

similar strength characteristics to wet sand or clay, and that the substrate surface 

material was consistent with a granular material (Zarnecki et al., 2005). Following this, 

the author felt that an improved material catalogue would allow for a more 

comprehensive analysis of the capabilities of the penetrometer and that to produce this 

new catalogue would require the development of a new drop rig to overcome the 

limitations of the original. 
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Figure 3.3 Some of the penetrometry signatures from the material catalogue 
collected using the NEO drop rig in the weeks before and immediately after the 
landing on 14 th January 2005 (Continued on following page): (a) Compacted paving 
sand (b) Molasses (c) Compact modelling clay (d) Coarse gravel (e) Sugar glass 
crust on top of loose paving sand (f) wet sand (g) pebble on wet sand (h) Creme 
bru^lee. For a full description of the target material choices see text. The signatures 
were collected at sampling rates between 25-100 kHz and are not corrected for the 
transfer function of the anti-aliasing filter. Penetration depths are approximate 
and are estimated based on shaft encoder data where available. 
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3.4 The free fall portable drop rig 

3.4.1 Limitations ofthe original rig 

The Huygens probe impacted the surface of Titan at approximately 4.6 rn s", and to 

represent this better, the NEO drop rig was modified to increase the speed of subsequent 

test drops. After removing the balancing weights from the rig design, restrictions still 

limited the maximum permissible speed to 3.7 m s-', significantly lower than the impact 

speed of the probe. The increase in speed placed further strain on the chains supporting 

the baseplate to which the penetrometer was attached and this, combined with the 

increased shock of the repeated impacts made the chains stretch. As a result they would 

sometimes slip off the runners adding mechanical noise to the system. Charge 

accumulated on the perspex safety glass surrounding the rig was also found to add 

electrical noise to the system despite careful screening of the charge amplifier circuit. 

This was confirmed by opening the perspex door, moving it away from the circuit 

reducing the effect. It was not possible for safety reasons to operate the rig in this 

configuration, making this noise difficult to reduce. 

Later the rig was further modified for single user operation using a pneumatic system 

that allowed the door locking pins to be withdrawn while also holding the baseplate, 

winding mechanism that controlled the release of the drop. This system proved to be 

impractical as the winding mechanism could be accidentally released prematurely while 

trying to operate the pneumatics for the door locks. On one occasion, the pneumatics 

failed to withdraw fully one of the locking pins such that the baseplate impacted the 

semi-withdrawn pin requiring extensive repairs that put the rig out of action for a 

number of days. 
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3.4.2 Freefall drop rig development 

A new drop rig was constructed to overcome the NEO rig limitations. It was designed 

from the outset to be a lightweight portable unit, allowing it to be used both in the 

laboratory and for fieldwork, enabling comparative penetrometry of natural terrestrial 

surfaces. This is shown in Figure 3.4. A free drop principle is used, with the 

penetrometer attached to a weight held in place by a 12V d. c. electromagnet. By 

gradually reducing the current applied to the electromagnet, the penetrometer and 

weight are released without any tilt, vibration or dragging that might be present if 

droPped manually. 

The basic rig construction comprises of a tripod and post of aluminiurn beams that can 

be easily dismantled. Rigging cables with tensioners are attached between the legs and 

post to add structural rigidity and minimise vibration prior to the release of the 

penetrometer. A short horizontal arm to which the electromagnet is attached, has a spirit 

level to ensure that the penetrometer is not tilted at an angle when released. Levelling is 

facilitated by the use of adjustable rubber feet on two of the supporting legs. The arm 

holding the penetrometer is located in a channel in the post and is completely adjustable 

over a range of drop heights producing variable impact speeds. The dropping weight 

consists of a steel cylinder to which an aluminium. tail with mirror (discussed later) is 

attached. The low centre of mass ensures that the penetrometer impacts the target 

normal to the surface. At the top end of the tail, a shaped steel plug keys the weight into 

the electromagnet and ensures the correct orientation of the mirror. Initial drop tests 

showed that the residual magnetism of the electromagnet after switching off was too 

strong and the penetrometer weight failed to release. To solve this, a thin layer of 

adhesive aluminium foil was stuck to the steel plug, reducing the effect of the remanent 

magnetism. 
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To find the drop height necessary to reach the impact speed of the Huygens probe, an 

equating of the gravitational potential energy of the penetrometer weight assembly 

before the drop and its kinetic energy on impact can be used: 

I 
inv' = mgh 2 

(Equation 3.2) 

This gives an expression relating the drop height to impact velocity, 

hv2 
2g (Equation 3.3) 

The drag of the penetrometer weight assembly is assumed to be negligible in the above 

calculation. 

The penetrometer drop weight was machined to contain two small 'pockets' one 

immediately above the penetrometer fixing location and the other at the top of the 

weight just below the connecting point of the alurninium tail. Tile intention was to allow 

the ACC-I accelerometer to be fixed inside one of these pockets and provide an 

acceleration record. By integrating this record, the velocity and depth penetrated at a 

given instant could be determined. This was also intended to provide an insight into the 

response of ACC-I to various test materials which could provide a further constraint of 

the surface analogue material. Several drops were carried out into various target 

materials with an Endevco-2271 accelerometer fixed rigidly inside the weight assembly 

with epoxy resin. The response of the accelerometer was found to be disappointingly 

insensitive particularly with softer targets and there was a considerable lag between the 

entry of the penetrometer and the detection of the impact by the accelerometer. The 

additional cable needed between the falling penetrometer and the electronics box also 

tended to apply a small torque to the failing assembly so that the impact of the 

penetrometer normal with the target surface was uncertain. 
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In order to produce a sharp laser point, a small circular aperture was machined into the 

laser holder. The mirror was intended to have a narrow strip width of I rnm allowing 

regular velocity measurements to be made every 2 mm cycle during the target 

penetration. Initial tests found that the sensor was insensitive to this small diameter 

beam width. By gradually increasing the diameter of the circular aperture in the laser 

holder a diameter of 1.6 mm. was found to be the minimum diameter to allow sufficient 

intensity of light to be reflected off the mirror, triggering the sensor cells. 

The manufacture of the grooved stainless steel mirror proved to be problematic; the 

initial, equally spaced reflective/non-reflective strips were hard to produce due to the 

limitations of the cutting tool. It could cut a sharp edge on one side but the adjacent 

leading edge of the next reflective strip was less well defined; however, the distance 

between the sharp edges was accurately machined to be 4.00±0.02 mm. With an 

oscilloscope sampling rate of 100 kHz, this gives a combined uncertainty between the 

start of one bright pulse ('on' state) and the next cycle as tcycle t 0' 0000 'seconds. Thus 

for a nominal impact speed of 4.6 rn. s-, where the time to travel the 4 mm. distance is 

0,004 
tcycle =ý or 8.7xIO' seconds, the error in the measured velocity Av, is then given 4.6 mf ' 

by: 

22 

Av -v 
Atcycle Ax Ocl, 
tx (Equation 3.4) 

ý- 
y 

cycle cycle 

where Atcycle and Ax cycle are the uncertainty in time between bright pulses and in the 

distance between two adjacent reflective mirror strips respectively. This gives a velocity 

with an absolute error of -tO. 06 m s-. 

Initial test runs found that the laser system would sometimes record an erroneous signal 

prior to the mirror's arrival at the laser. It was found that natural light from skylights 
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located some distance away was being detected. Attaching a metal hood to the detector 

box removed this source. Ideally the signal pulse should be close to a square wave, as 

this ensures the minimum uncertainty in the timing of each pulse. On some drops, 

pulses were significantly reduced in height or they were missing altogether. This was 

traced to differing sensitivities between the photodiode arrays. A light pulse falling on 

one detector might be correctly detected but a later pulse on an adjacent low sensitivity 

photovoltaic cell would not. By fitting variable resistors to each detector, tile sensitivity 

of each cell could be adjusted. This was a compromise; reduced resistance increased the 

sensitivity of the cells but the circuit became slower such that the square pulses became 

truncated. 

3.4.3 Rig electrical noise 

Transducer charge amplifier circuits are extremely sensitive to electrical interference 

particularly between the crystal, which generates the signal charge, and the charge 

amplifier, which converts this charge into a voltage. Stray electrical noise in the 

laboratory will therefore affect any measurements made with the penetrometer. In 

comparison to the probe where the electronics and sensor are connected by a short fixed 

wiring the laboratory wire is longer as it needs to move as the penetrometer falls. 

Standard coaxial cable is generally unsuitable for this task as the moving cable flexes 

generating significant unwanted triboelectric charge that cannot be separated from the 

signal (see e. g. Kaiser (2007)). A minimal length of screened twisted pair cable was 

therefore used to help screen the circuit and was routed away from other power cables 

(Bentley, 1983). 
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Ideally, when there is no force applied to the tip, such as when the penetrometer is at 

rest or falling through the air, there is no signal and there should be no detected noise. In 

practice noise was detected as the penetrometer assembly was falling prior to target 

impact. Possible noise sources were removed or switched off. Further noise reductions 

were made by replacing connections with shielded audio jacks; however the noise level 

was still found to vary between the same experiment carried out on different days. In 

order to compare these laboratory drops to each other, a measure of the noise present on 

the signal was required and this was given by examining the standard deviation of the 

penetrometer signal as it falls immediately prior to impact into a target. 

The noise on the flight data is however difficult to quantify. The preimpact signature 

showed 64 zero-force data points by design (Lorenz et al., 1994) before tile low rising b 

force considered to be the start of penetration. However, it is certain that due to the 

shorter, fixed wiring and better screening noise levels were considerably lower, 

probably only occupying the first ADC bit level (equivalent to a force of 2N at Titan 

surface temperature). Noise is also an important consideration when comparing the 

laboratory results to the flight signature as it puts an upper limit on the sensitivity of the 

penetrometer to detect finer granular materials, where care must be taken to study only 

features that are due to the material and not spurious noise. 

3.5 Sensor calibration 

The ACC-E penetrometer's piezoelectric crystal transducer generates an electrical 

charge in response to a force applied to the penetrometer tip. This charge leaks away 

quickly so it is not possible to calibrate the crystal by applying static loads, a known 

dynamic force must be used instead (Zarnecki et al., 1997). According to the National 

Physical Laboratory there are currently no satisfactory standards for the calibration of 
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dynamic force transducers of this kind (National Physical Laboratory, 2008): 

"There are very few sources of traceable dynamic force calibration - and certainly 

none in the force and frequency ranges measured by the majority of commercially 

available dynamic force transducers. In the absence of suitable standards and 

procedures, the statically-derived force transducer sensitivities are generally assumed to 

be applicable to dynamic force measurements, perhaps after modification to take 

account of a theoretical model. " 

The original ACC-E flight model (FM) and flight spare (FS) penetrometers were 

calibrated using a method developed to apply a known dynamic force to the 

penetrometer tip (Lorenz et al., 1999). A small pendulum jig was used to hit the fixed 

sensor tip assembly with impactors made from synthetic rubber for soft impacts and 

teflon (PTFE) for harder ones. The two impactors of known mass were dropped from 

different heights onto the tip assembly. From energy considerations the impact velocity 

could be determined. Assuming a perfectly elastic impact, the resulting force pulse has a 

roughly sinusoidal shape and can be approximately described by Hertz' law of contact 

which gives a theoretical expression for a hemisphere hitting a semi-infinite plane 

(McCarty, 1962). The peak magnitude of this pulse is proportional to nP. 6EO. 4 V. 2' where 

m is the mass of the impactor, E is the Young's modulus of the impactor and V is the 

impact velocity (SSP, 1995). In order to examine the change in sensitivity of the PZT 

crystal with temperature, impacts were also carried out after cooling the sensor 

assembly down using liquid nitrogen. The calculation of the absolute value of the force 

generated in this way suffered from the uncertainty in the value of the Young's modulus 

of the impactor. These values were estimated using literature values and by comparing 

impact profiles of computer simulations with jig impacts. The absolute calibration was 

believed to be accurate to -5% (Lorenz, 1994a; Willet, 1994). 
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The difficulty of accurately determining the Young's modulus of suitable impactors 

together with the assumption of a perfectly elastic impact led the author to consider 

other possible methods of calibrating the laboratory penetrometer. This led to a 

modified calibration method based on one using a mass moving on a frictionless 

horizontal linear bearing colliding with the force transducer (Fujii, 2006; Fujii and 

Fujimoto, 1999). The original method uses an optical interferometer to determine 

accurately the change in momentum of the moving mass in the collision. This change is 

equal in magnitude to the time integrated impulse acting on the force transducer using 

the law of conservation of momentum. By replacing the interferometer with a suitable 

accelerometer, the acceleration and therefore force of the impacting mass of known size 

could be determined directly. 

An air track was constructed using a one metre length of square plastic down pipe 

drilled with a series of 1 cm separated 0.9 mm, diameter holes on two adjacent sides. 

The impacting trolley was made using a small piece of polished stainless steel bent at 

right angles to sit on the track. A horizontal table was mounted to the apex of the steel 

sliding plate to which the accelerometer electronics and different impact materials could 

be attached. The penetrometer was mounted to one end of the track and positioned so 

that the impact occurred close to the centre of mass of the trolley ensuring that 

rotational moments caused by the impact were minimised. An industrial vacuum cleaner 

was used to provide the air supply that was forced out through the small holes enabling 

horizontal linear motion of the trolley with minimal friction and controlled 'head on' 

imPacts. The arrangement is shown in Figure 3.7. 

An Analog Devices ADXL321 dual-axis accelerometer was used to measure the 
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Figure 3.7 Diagram ofthe air track used to calibrate the penctr(micter. The tl*()IICý 

slides horizontally along the levelled air track and impacts (lie penctrmnetc, * lip. 
The acceleration of' the impactor is measured by file accelermuctur and used t4) 
determine the peak dynamic force experienced 1) (lie Crystal. Inset: Sliding tndlvý 
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Structure and two fixed plate's produces a capacl I'l lice proportional to acceler, 111,011 

experienced. The haildwidth of the accelerometer 1" Controlled hN a capacitor on 

both the X and Y direction output pills. These Capacitor" dolcrillille both the 

frequency of acceleration/vibratioll that call be measured and al'so the 111cwsurellicill 

resolution of the accelerometer. [)ue to tile extremely small Size (A' file accelcrollictel, 

packaue (4 inni x4 min) and contacts, a pre-soldered accelerometer breakout board was, 

red. acyll This board came wilth 0.1 pF capacitors settlll, (ý) tile bandwidth of tile 

accelerometer to 50 1 1z, too slow for tile Impacts Considered. The handwidill 1" scl hy 
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these capacitors according to the equation: 

F- 1/(2; r(32kg) x C(x. y)) (Equation 3.5) 

The small capacitor on the X-axis circuit was carefully removed and replaced with a 

0.01 [tF capacitor giving a bandwidth of 500 Hz. The oscilloscope sampling rate of 100 

kHz ensured this bandwidth would be well sampled with no aliasing problems. A9V 

battery and regulator provided a supply voltage of 3V to the chip and the circuit board 

was rigidly attached to the trolley using mounting spacers (Figure 3.8). Prior to 

attaching the accelerometer to the trolley it was calibrated to determine the zero g offset 

and sensitivity. By holding the X-axis horizontal and then orienting it towards and away 

from the Earth's surface, the Og, Ig and -Ig voltages could be determined. From this, 

the zero g offset voltage was found to be 1.421 V with aIg sensitivity of 62 mV. The 

9-bit ADC resolution of the oscilloscope limits the measurable acceleration to -116g. 

For a sliding -0.5 kg trolley this would still give a satisfactory dynamic force resolution 

to the nearest one Newton with a maximum measurable force of -80 N using the given 

accelerometer. While this is not the entire range of the penetrometer, it would cover the 

majority of the well-resolved high gain branch used in laboratory penetrations and the 

Huygens probe impact on Titan. 

The trolley was set in motion by manually pushing it along the air track until the front 

'impact face' collided with the penetrometer reversing the trolley's direction of motion. 

The resulting short impulses from the accelerometer and penetrometer were recorded on 

different channels of the oscilloscope. The peak acceleration measured corresponds to 

the maximum force exerted on the trolley by the penetrometer tip (and by Newton's 

third law of motion, also the largest force exerted by the trolley on the penetrometer 

tip). 
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the trolley by 105 friction between trolley and frack was removed. This howt-VCI 
I- 

reduced (lie maximum force that Could he 111c"Ismi-ed "Ivell the ran"C the 

accelerometer. The graph In Figure 3.9 shows the 111casurcd voliagcs produccd by a 

series of impacts of the trolley. Tlllsý shows Illat 111C P/T crystal III 111C laboratory 

penetrometer differs, froill the SSP I'll"Ill Sparc penctrolliclel. calibration ("Alown al 

room temperature and Titan telliperattirc fol. colliparl'-ýo1l) 111C respoll"C In 

cases is Imear. The difference i, ý [Imst 1)1. ()[), Il)ly (111C to ill individlial 

piezoelectric Crystals and siliall differences III the assembly of 111C pencli-ollielcl, 111). 

Examination of' data of' the responses of' the I's and [Al, P/T Crystals lndj(ý, Jtc, ý a 

difference of 15-20% in their sensitivities, milim the numufacturers specification (-SSP, 

1995). 

This method ofcalibration has hillitations oil the ralloc of' force's that call be tested, hut 
I- 

Figure 3.9 implies that this technique is adequate 1,01- the purpos'e of' calll)l-atlll- L- ZI, 

laboratory penetrometer althouoh improvements in the rigidity of' the track, it strowle" 1- 11-1 1 t- 

,r Supply to lift a larger Illass and a larper ran-c accelerometer w0tild allow , rcalcl' 'I[ I L- t, I- t- 

dynamic forces to be tested. It is hard to (111,111tify the degree of fricholl belweell 

track and the trolley as the air escaping from the holes jilono the track would have 

different pressures depending oil tile proximity of tile holes to tile Input aff , mpplý. 

The Flight Spare (FS) penetrometer, an identical replacement penctroilleter, was "Scd I- 

instead of' the I'llIght Model (FM) penctroilletel- dile to acc, delital on the 1,111cl, I I- 

shortly before launch. 
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probe. These oscilloscope data x(n) can be downsampled by an integer factor, in, in a 

process called decimation where only every in'h point is collected to produce the new 

downsampled signal y,, (n): 

y .. (n) - x(mn) (Equation 3.6) 

This process can be done without introducing aliasing errors, as the information 

contained within the original analogue signal has already been bandlimited (Mitra and 

Kaiser, 1993). 

To be comparable to the onboard signals, the oscilloscope signal needed to be 

decimated by an integer factor in = 10, collecting every 10" sampling point from the 

original signal. It should be noted that because the anti-aliasing filter sharply attenuates 

all frequencies higher than 5 kHz (the Nyquist frequency of the ACC-E electronics) 

sampling higher than 10 kHz will contain no extra 'real' frequency content. 

3.7 Data processing and correction 

Prior to this analysis, all penetrometry signatures were processed to account for the 

effects of the anti-aliasing filter. The penetrometer backed by the -200 kg probe and 

falling at terminal velocity under parachutes, would have penetrated the surface of Titan 

at a nearly constant velocity. In the laboratory the penetrometer and mass are falling 

under gravity such that their velocity is still increasing as the penetrometer enters the 

target material. Using the laser derived velocity the penetrometry signatures were 

adjusted to account for the affects of acceleration due to gravity. A program was written 

using Octave, an open source version of MATLAB, to process the data before analysis. 

Laboratory data files recorded by the oscilloscope are read in, corrected and new output 

files are written for each signature. An overview of the data_c. m program flow is shown 

in Figure 3.10. 
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Zero pad penetrometer signal and cleconvolve 
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any force zero offset 
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and determine velocity at impact and during penetration. 

This will be used to adjust the force signature against 
deWh r)enetrated for a constant i)enetration velocitv 

Adjust force signature using velocity to give force 
aciainst der)th for a constant mnetration velocitv. 

i 

Output time, corrected force and velocity into Ia 
new data file 

I 

Figure 3.10 Flow diagram of program data_. g. m used to process laboratory data. 

3.8 Target material characterization 

Before valid penetrometry can be carried out, target materials need to be carefully 

characterized. The following sections describe the methods used. 

3.8.1 Grain size analysis 

The Udden-Wentworth scale is widely used for grain size classification (Wentworth, 

1922). It covers the range from fine clay (0-06 [tm) up to boulders of (4096 mm) as 

shown in Figure 3.11. 
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Figure 3.11 Udden-Wentworth grain size classification scale (after Wentworth, 
1922). Grain diameters are given in millimetres and their equivalent logarithmic 
phi units, ý, commonly used sedimentology. Phi units are related to the Wentworth 
size scale by the relationship: ý="1092D where D is the diameter in millimetres. 

Granular materials were characterised for particle diameter by sieving a small 

representative sample using a nested set of sieves covering the range from the coarsest 

grains to particles less than 125 [tm according to the following procedure (Lambe, 

1951). The sample was first dried by baking in an oven overnight and then weighed 

using an electronic pan balance and this dry sample weight was recorded. The sample 

was then poured into the top of the sieve stack with a collection pan at the bottom. The 

sieves were then shaken by hand for a several minutes and the fraction retained in each 

sieve was weighed, labelled and bagged. Any grains stuck in the sieve were carefully 
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brushed out and added to the collected fraction. This was repeated for all sieves. The 

final fraction collected in the bottom pail was all grains finer than 125 [mi. The 

accumulated weights of each fraction were then entered into the grain size and 

distribution program GRADISTAT (Blott and Pye, 2001) which was used to calculate 

sample statistics. 

3.8.2 Bulk density 

The bulk density of the target material, p, 14., is the ratio of the total mass, Mtolaft to tile 

total volume, and includes voids between grains if they exist (Craig, 1997): 

Pbullk 
mtolal 

Vlotal 
(Equation 3-7) 

3.8.3 Particle density 

Particle density measures the density of the material from which the grains of the target 

are composed. In the case of inhomogeneous natural materials such as gravels, it is the 

average density of the grain material. Particle density is defined as the mass per unit 

volume of a particle, 

Pparlicle - 

Mparlicle 

Vp. 
rticle (Equation 3.8) 

Here the mass can be determined by weighing the material, leaving only the volume of 01 

the particles to be determined. The volume of natural materials such as gravel, which 

are irregular in shape and may contain small pores in the form of fractures, can be 

determined by measuring the volume of water displaced when the grains are added. 

This is done using a container of known volume called a pycnometer. In the absence of 

an available pycnometer, a measuring cylinder with a volume of 100 ml with I ml 
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gradations was used. The empty measuring cylinder was weighed and filled with 50 ml 

of distilled water. An oven dry sample of the test material was weighed and then placed 

in the cylinder which was gently agitated by tapping it for a few minutes to minimise 

the amount of air trapped between the particles. The cylinder was then further filled to 

the 100 ml mark using a squirt bottle to wash down any sample stuck to the walls. The 

cylinder was then reweighed and the differences in masses together with the known 

density of water at room temperature allowed the volume of water and hence the 

particle volume to be calculated. The solid density was then calculated as: 

Psolid =-4, olld 
100 - WNW - Msolid - mcylinder) Pwater 

(Equation 3.9) 

where M,,,,,, is the mass of cylinder (M,,. Iidd, solid material (M,, Iid) and water up to the 

100 ml mark and p,,,,,, is the density of water at room temperature, 0.998 g CM-3 .A 

similar method is described in Lewis (1984). 

It should be noted that tiny pockets of air that remain trapped in grain pores affect the 

accuracy of the volume measurements. These can be reduced by boiling the sample and 

water before adding further water to make the mixture up to the 100 ml mark; however 

given the limited accuracy of the available measuring cylinder, this further step is 

unnecessary for the accuracy required. 

3.8.4 Porosity 

If the bulk density, p, and particle density, p.,,,,., kl,, of a target material are known, it is 

possible to determine the total pore space contained in the target material: 

Porosity p 
Pparlicle (Equation 3.10) 
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3.8.5 Material strength 

The strength of a material refers to the limiting stress of the material at failure (the 

ultimate stress state) and affects penetration resistance (Mitchell and Soga, 2005). 

Stress is related to the applied force acting over a given area, 

F Uniaxial stress, or 
(Equation 3.11) 

and is given in pascals (Pa) or newtons per square metre (N m-2). As with strength, it is 

considered as either compressive, shear or tensile. 

Material strength in soils is complex and descriptions are therefore usually empirical. 

The most commonly used relationship is the Mohr-Coulomb equation that relates the 

shear stress at soil failure (shear strength), r, to the normal stress on the failure plane, or, 

the angle of internal friction, 0, and the cohesion, c (Mitchell and Soga, 2005): 

r=c+ atano (Equation 3.12) 

The cohesion is the component of the shear strength that is independent of friction 

between particles and, when present, is caused by sticking of the grains. Dry sands and 

gravels are cohesionless materials where the angle of internal friction alone is the 

material property that determines failure point. The angle of internal friction (also 

referred to as the angle of repose) is the maximum angle at which a granular material 

will form a stable slope, and is dependent on several factors including the shape of the 

grains (Cho et al., 2006). In practice, materials are often tested in a laboratory using 

specialised. equipment to derive their strength properties. Simpler tests, such as using a 

pocket penetrometer to measure the unconfined compressive strength of a cohesive soil 

are not suited to very soft or coarse granular materials. For this reason, an alternative 

method of determining the approximate material strength was required. This was given 

by dividing the kinetic energy of a penetrometer on impact by the volume of target 
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material it subsequently excavates (Garry et al., 1999; Lorenz and Shandera, 2002). 

This 'effective strength" is dependent on the tip geometry with sharp cone-tipped 

penetrometers forming a larger cavity than a penetrometer with a hemispherical tip 

(Garry et al., 1999). As the ACC-E penetrometer is relatively short, the attached 

structure impacts the surface before the penetrometer comes to rest so that measuring 

the volume penetrated is not possible. Instead for this work a long threaded brass rod 

with an ACC-E hemispherical tip attached was dropped from a known height into the 

target. The effective strength is then described by the following equation: 

effective strength, cr (Pa) - 
in, ghdr(, p 

M 
(Equation 3.13) 

where m,.,, d is the mass of the penetrating rod, hd,, p is the drop height of the centre of 

mass of the rod above the target surface, z is the total depth penetrated by the rod and A 

is the cross-sectional area of the rod. This method has the advantages of tile pocket 

penetrometer; it requires only simple equipment and can easily be used in the field. 

However, unlike the pocket penetrometer it is suitable for application to most soils, 

from fine clay to small and medium grained gravels. It is however only an approximate 

strength indicator as it does not account for how much of tile kinetic energy is lost 

through sound, heating the target material or container wall friction. It must also be 

noted that a sand target confined to a container in the laboratory may give a higher 

strength value than equivalent unconfined sand in the field as the material is less easily 

displaced by the penetrometer. 

Sometimes referred to as the 'mean deviatoric stress' or 'volumetric strength'- see 

Garry et al. (1999) and Paton (2005) 
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3. &6 Grain shape 

The shape of individual grains within target materials is an important characteristic that 

is likely to affect its penetrometry signature. It might also be intuitively expected that 

rough, angular grains are more able to 'lock' with each other than smooth rounded ones 

and would therefore offer higher penetration resistance. Grain shape work carried out on 

sand has demonstrated that decreasing the particle regularity can increase the minimum 

and maximum void ratios' while increasing the roundness property (discussed below), 

has been shown to decrease the angle of repose which in turn affects the material shear 

strength according to Equation 3.12 (Cho et al., 2006; Mitchell and Soga, 2005). 

cl YM 

.C 

1 5, e. 

101 0 11 1 2 13 1 4 6 
I very angular angular subangular subrounded rounded well-rounded 

Figure 3.12 Standard grain images for estimating roundness and sphericity shape 
parameters. From Leeder (1982) 
Grain shapes are usually described by two properties: roundness and sphericity. 

Roundness describes the scale of the large surface features of a grain. it is given by the 

ratio of the average radius of curvature of the grain corners and edges relative to the 

radius of the maximum sphere that can be inscribed in the particle (Cho et al., 2006). 

void ratio e is the ratio of the volume of voids to the volume of solid substance in a 

material and is related to porosity by n- where n is the porosity. 
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Roundness is determined by the transportation history of the material. Sediments are 

picked up and abraded by impacts with the ground and each other as they are 

transported. Sharp, protruding edges are broken off so that the grains becorne 

progressively smoother the further they are transported (Nichols, 1998). Sphericity is a 

measure of how closely a grain approximates to a sphere and indicates the similarity of 

the particle's three dimensions. Formally it is defined as the ratio of the diameter of a 

sphere of equal volume to the particle to the diameter of the circumscribing sphere, 

although several other definitions exist (Mitchell and Soga, 2005). In practice, these 

parameters can usually be estimated using a standard set of grain images as shown in 

Figure 3.12. 

3.9 Granular target sample preparation 

The preparation of repeatable uniform density granular targets is nontrivial. One of the 

most common granular materials used in penetrometry investigations is sand. While it is 

a readily available material that can be packed to various densities, it is difficult to 

reproduce homogenous samples. This affects the resulting penetrometry signature 

which is greatly dependent on the extent of packing (Lorenz and Ball, 1999). Several 

methods have been used to try to produce targets with consistent packing densities 

including: filling the container through a central tube that is drawn upwards (Stone et 

al., 2004), pluviating the sand or drizzling it through a sieve (Huang and Hsu, 2005; 

Wang, 1971) and settling by tapping the target container (Velea et al., 2000). 

The author experimented with various methods for producing homogenous and 

repeatable laboratory target samples. Natural granular materials were poured directly 

into the target container until full and then gently levelled off. This produced an 

inconsistent density. After discussions with Dr. Gunther Kargl and Alexander Z6hrer at 
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IWF Graz about the methods they use in quasi-static penetrometry testing, an improved 

method was adopted. The test sample was prepared by pouring material into the 

container in layers of equal mass, recording the thickness of each (see Wirer (2005)). 

This method gives an indication of the variation in density of the sample, however the 

final layer varies in mass for different materials. Producing this final layer of variable 

thickness to be comparable to the previous equal mass ones was found to be difficult 

especially when compacting higher density samples. It also meant that the depth of the 

first layer encountered by the penetrometer was arbitrary. Modifying this method to fill 

set volumes rather than masses removed this problem with the materials being poured to 

five marked levels each 70 mm apart. 

Shock tamping each layer by dropping a weight from a known height onto a wooden 

plate was used to prepare consistent denser samples of known bulk density (Figure 

3.13). Slight density variations between sample layers are unavoidable, although Figure 

3.14 shows the density of cumulative layers for loose and compacted sand and indicates 

that the variations are small for denser targets as might be expected. The graph also 

shows the effects of overburden pressure when producing a loose target sample; the 

weight of each successive layer compacts the sand below it such that the mass of sand 

required to fill each 70 mm thick layer increases. The effect is less evident in the 

compacted sand where the sand structure is better able to support the weight of 

additional layers. Therefore, the production of a uniform loose sand sample is not 

possible. For loose targets, overburden pressure should be considered; however, as the 

penetrometer only measures up to 85 mm depth this effect would not be pronounced. 
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Figure 3.13 Shock tamping device used 1() increase density ()f natural gi-. 111111.11. 
targets. The weight is dropped from a fixed point on tile Central (libe a set 1111111bel. 
of times. Image also shows the three smaller containers used to examine (lie effect 
of lateral boundaries oil tile penctrometry signatures (discussed in chapter 4) 

Spherical bead targets were used in much ofthe laboratoly work because lhcý 

tile Simplest grain Shape and are considerably casier to prepare due to their cow, 'Iste"t 

packino, and produce a target with a small ranoe of bulk density and porosity. They are 

coliesloilless alld also more 1111i1,01-111 ill Illeil. properlics, tilillke 'oraills of, naltiral 111ýlle"iiii, Z- 

stich as oravel and sand thal call Vary coll'ýIdcrahly III their density. Tarocls vvcl'e 

prepared by pounno in the beads tint'l the container was filled and then off 

the topmost beads using a straight rod to level the stirface. I Inlike nalm-al tarocts, which t- I- I- 

required a Complete rel, 111111" ofthe Iti*(, ct container between impacts, the heads could he 
I- I- 

simply loosened by stirring, and then re-levelled in preparation for a new drop. 
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Figure 3.14 Graph of cumulative density for three target samples of loose and 
dense Leighton Buzzard DA16/30 sand prepared in layers. This is not a true 
density profile as lower sand layers compact as more sand is added on top. 
However, the graphs do indicate that although the layered sample preparation 
method worked well, small density variations are still evident and the preparation 
of uniform loose targets is significantly affected by overburden pressure. 

3.10 Target material parameters 

Two different types of sand were used in the laboratory experiments. Leighton Buzzard 

DA 16/30 is a well-sorted coarse sand and RH T is a much finer sand which is also 

well-sorted. Both are silicic, Lower Greensands from the Cretaceous period with low 

iron content and have sub-rounded or sub-angular grains (Figure 3.15). They are locally 

available from the WBB minerals Ltd. Double Arches quarry in Leighton Buzzard. 

Their grain size distributions are shown in Figure 3.16. Four gravels were also used in 

later drop testing. These ranged in grain size between fine gravel to medium gravel as 

any larger particles could have damaged the penetrometer and would have produced 

signatures with force content predominantly in the less accurate medium and low gain 

branches of the electronics. 
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Figure 3.15 Scanning electron micrograph images of' (A) Leighton Buzzard DA 
16/30 and (11) Rif Tsand grains. (Images cotirtesy 1). johnson) 
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Figure 3.17 Grain size (list ributions for 4 mm mean diameter 'pea gravel' and 5.5 
111111 Illeall diameter light gravel'. Steel) cill-ves indicate that both gravels are %sell 
Sorted with tile IllaJority, of grains %s ithill it Itarrow size rallge. 
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Figure 3.18 Grain size distributions for 4.5 min nican diameter Able gl*al%'Cl' Md 
tile largest gravel used, 7 min ineall diameter 'Inedillill gravel'. 
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Figure 3.19 Gravels used ill experiments (from top leff clockýsise); Ulm pea 
gravel, 5.5 nun light gravel, 7 min medium gravel and 4.5 nun fine gravel. (-, '-Iilis 
Vary ill Shape from suballgillar with low Sphericity Seel) ill tile light gravel through 
to well-rounded witil Iligh Sphericity ill tile Illeditilll gravel. Scale is ill centillieti, es. 

Four types Of glass bead were used with diameters 1,4,6,8 mill 111,111111', Ictill'c(l IlY 

Signitind Lindner (Sil-0 Gnibil and Puinex (11K) Ltd. The beads are all inade of sod, ' 

lime "lass and are almost perfectly Spherical Willi Similar -rain densities. Plastic heads 

and steel shot were acquired later (irove licads Ltd. A summary of the bead properties 

is shown in Table 3.1. The Molis hardness used In file table, Is 41 I'llellsiffe of llic surface 

(Scratch) hardness Commonly used to Characterize 111111crals found III the held. It cOvel's 

the softest material, taic (Molis hardness I) to the lmrdc,,.; t material, diamond (hardness, 

10) (Jones, 1987). 
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Identifying granular target materials 

4.1 Descriptive measures to classify penctrometry signatures 

Examination of the penetrometry signatures in the material catalogue (section 3.1) 

shows the variation that can be found between different analogues. It was therefore 

necessary to define a series of measures both to describe the penetrometry signatures 

and to allow comparisons to be made between them. The example signature shown in 

Figure 4.1 gives some of the descriptive measures that were used and Table 4.1 

describes them in more detail, giving their variable names within the signature analysis 

program penstat. m (appendix A). 
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Figure 4.1 A typical ACC-E penetrometry signature with some of the measures 
marked that can be used to describe the signature. 
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Signature measures 
used in penstat. m 
program 

Description 

no-sig-stdev Standard deviation of the penetrometry signature prior to impact, Used to 
determine the noise level present on the signature. 

st . g-mean The mean force measured by the penetrometer over the full 'clean' depth 

penetrated. 

_sig-stdev 
Standard deviation of the signature over the full 'clean' depth penetrated. 

_ 
tip-mean Mean force of the 'tip entry' stage (discussed later). 
tip-std Standard deviation of the 'tip entry' stage. 

_ first-grad Impact gradient (see figure 4.1). 
rsLmar Magnitude of first force peak after start of penetration. 

_second 
mean Mean penetration force excluding tip entry stage. 

_second 
stdev Standard deviation of signature after tip entry stage. 

second_grad Gradient of signature after tip entry stage. 
mod-mean Amplitude mean. Measures the average magnitude between peaks and 

following troughs in a granular signature. 
mod-stdev Standard deviation of the peak to trough amplitudes. Measures the 

variability of peaks in a signature. 
mod kurt The kurtosis of the peak to trough amplitudes. A higher value describes 

variations that are due to a few large deviations rather than many smaller 
ones. 

mod skew Examines whether the distribution of the peak to trough amplitudes are 
sy metrically distributed or biased more to one side. 

spacing-mean Mean spacing between peaks found using the peak/trough finding 
algorithm described later. 

cing-stdev Standard deviation of the spacings between peaks. 
spacing-kurt The same as mod kurt for the distribution of spacings between successive 

peaks. 
spacing-skew The same as mod-skew for the distribution of spacings between successive 

peaks 

Table 4.1 Table of some of the basic measures produced by the analysis program 
to describe the penetrometry signature. Other measures such as frequency analysis 
are described separately in later sections. 

4.2 Target boundary effects 

When carrying out penetrometry in the laboratory, the aim is to produce impact 

signatures that are representative of similar impacts into a semi-infinite planetary 

surface. In practice, a laboratory target is necessarily bounded by the rigid sidewalls of 

the target container and the depth restricted by the container floor. Boundaries may lead 

to spurious effects on the penetrometer signal caused by the confinement and induce 

order in the target material near the container wall (Zou and Yu, 1995). This leads to a 

compromise between as large a target as possible, to minimise these effects, and the 
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practicality of producing a target that is manageable and not too time consuming to 

prepare. 

Boundary effects are one area of research within Cone Penetration Testing (CPT), with 

particular attention being given on how to minimise these effects on the measured cone 

tip resistance (q, ). Experiments use special cavity-wall chambers to attempt to simulate 

an infinite soil mass. These target containers have walls of multiple flexible rubber 

membranes that are filled with water to adjust their rigidity minimising any boundary 

effects. A large chamber may have a 1.5 rn diameter, approximately 42 times that of the 

standard cone penetrometer tip (Huang and Hsu, 2005). Despite the use of cavity-wall 

chambers, boundary effects can still affect CPT measurements and several 'correction 

factors' have been proposed that take into account the effect of the boundaries (Huang 

and Hsu, 2005). These effects are also target material dependent. Cone penetration tests 

into sand carried out by Been et al. (1987) demonstrated that boundary effects are 

related to the dilatancy of the sand (an increase in porosity caused by shear forces on the 

sand grains) and may also depend on the mineralogy, fabric and sample preparation. In 

addition to lateral boundaries the floor of the target container can also affect the 

recorded signature. In their lower velocity (1.5-9 m s-') dynamic penetration 

experiments McCarty and Carden (1962) allowed for a target thickness of at least four 

times the maximum measured penetration depth into the target, although no physical 

justification for this figure is given. 

Quasi-static penetrometry by Whiteley and Dexter (1982) measured the force required 

to push a particle of gravel through similar sized aggregate targets while approaching 

the container bottom, and more conventionally, work by Stone et al. (2004) pushing a 
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flat circular plate into -1 mm diameter spherical glass beads have both shown that the 

penetration resistance force on an ob ect increases exponentially as it approaches a rigid j 

bottom boundary. Whiteley and Dexter related this lower boundary effect to the 

diameter of the aggregate target particles, demonstrating that the effect becomes 

significant when the boundary distance is 10 particle diameters or less from tile 

penetrometer tip. Both these experiments demonstrate that the effect of boundaries 

needs to be carefully considered. The effect can be dependent on multiple factors 

including the sensitivity of a given penetrometer, the target material and its preparation 

and would ideally be considered for each experimental set-up. 

To examine the boundary effects of the target container for faster, dynamic ACC-E 

penetrometry, two experiments were carried out. The first using different diameter 

open-bottomed cylindrical containers (shown in Figure 3.11) to examine edge effects 

and the second using a container with variable depth to examine bottom effects. The 

purpose of these experiments was not to examine boundary effects per se, but to 

establish that the metal target container intended for subsequent experiments (320 mm 

internal diameter and 350 mm depth) was of sufficient dimension for them to be 

negligible. Figure 4.2 shows the two experimental arrangements with the metal target 

container being the outer one. 

The target material used to represent a range of targets was 4 mm glass beads, as they 

allowed quick, consistent preparation, and also in the case of the bottom effect 

experiment could produce an impression in the foarnglas boundary as the penetrometer 

approached it. The glass bead properties are given in the table in section 3.6 
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Figure 4.3 Mean penetration force excluding tip entry measured by the ACC-E 
penetrometer for various diameter target containers. The mean and standard 
error are plotted for each configuration. 

To examine whether the differences between the mean force detected by the 

penetrometer for the different containers is statistically significant, it is important to 

first consider the amount of data collected. Given the practicality of a maximum of 10 

drops into each container arrangement the data is considered to be of small sample size. 

Investigating possible differences between k independent small sample groups such as 

these is often done using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) method' (Samuels, 

1989). The data from each different diameter container (a group) are taken as 

independent random samples from an underlying larger, normally distributed 

population. The first step in the ANOVA method is to assert a null hypothesis that the 

means of these populations are the same. For the case of the edge effects experiment the 

' Despite its suggestive name, the ANOVA method compares the means of the data 

rather than their variances. 
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null hypothesis is: 

Ho : Pdianicicr 104 m Pdiamelcr 152 m I'diametcr 235 m Pdiamcicr 320 (Equation 4.1) 

where .r, 
is the population mean for drops into the container of diameter x. An 

alternative research hypothesis is also set where some (or all) of the means are not 

equal. The null hypothesis is tested using the ANOVA calculations and if rejected at the 

chosen confidence level, implies that not all the means are equal and the research 

hypothesis is accepted. The ANOVA procedure examines the variation within the 

collected sample data in two ways: deviation from the group mean (known as variation 

within groups) and deviation between the means of each group (or variation between 

groups). The analysis gives an F ratio, a ratio of the variance between the groups 

compared and the variance within the individual groups. This value then describes the 

size of the difference between the groups relative to the size of variation within each 

group (Levin and Fox, 1991). A large F ratio will cause the null hypothesis to be 

rejected in favour of the research hypothesis. The ANOVA analysis of the data was 

calculated using Excel'. 

These methods require that the input data are normally distributed. While it is 

reasonable to assume that the mean penetration force for each different target container 

is normally distributed, a Shapiro-Wilks normality test was used on all data groups to 

Further details of the ANOVA calculation and the Tukey multiple comparison test can 

be found in Levin and Fox (1991) 
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confirm this prior to the calculating the ANOVA 3-A standard ANOVA results table for 

the edge effects experiment is shown below. 

Edge effects ANOVA surnmar 
Source of 
Variation 

SS df MS F P-value 

Between 
Groups 

209.57 3 
I 

69.86 
I 

29.08 9.96E- 10 

1 Within Groups 86.47 1 36 2.40 
1 Total 296.04 1 39 

Table 4.2 Summary of ANOVA calculation carried out on the edge effects data. SS 
is the sum of squares, (tf is the degrees of freedom, NIS is the mean square. A 
detailed explanation of these terms and standard ANOVA method can be found in 
(Levin and Fox, 1991). The resulting P-value is less than the significance level 
therefore the null hypothesis stated in equation 4.1 is rejected in favour of the 
research hypothesis. 

The probability value (P-value) is much lower than the significance value i. e. P<0.05 

so there is a difference between one or more of the population means and the null 

hypothesis is rejected. To find which of the group means is significantly different a 

further multiple comparison test such as Tukey's HSD (honestly significant difference) 

test can be carried out. This test compares the difference between any two group means 

against an 'HSD' value given by (Levin and Fox, 1991): 

HSD =q 
(Equation 4.2) 

where q is a 'studentised range statistic' for the chosen level of significance (in this case 

taken as a=0.05) found from tables using the degrees of freedom (dj) from the mean 

square within groups of the ANOVA test and the total number of groups k. The variable 

MS,,, 
i, hi, is the within-groups mean square and Nis the number of data points within each 

The Shapiro-Wilk statistic tests the null hypothesis that the sample is from a normally 

distributed population. It yields a p-value that causes the null hypothesis to be rejected 

if it is less than the chosen confidence level a (in this experiment cc=0.05). It was 

calculated using the open source R statistics package. 
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group. The mean difference between any two groups is considered statistically 

significant if it exceeds the HSD value calculated. Table 4.3 shows the Tukey test 

results for the experiment. 

Ugecffects XD,, 
-152=10.02 

XDkk2235=10*09 XDiO2O=lO*l9 XDia-104=15.39 

HSD=1.86 
XNa 

15') 0.07 (N) 0.17 (N) 5.361 (Y) 
XDia 

235 -- 0.10 (N) 5.296 (Y) 
XDia 

320 5.196 (Y) 
XD'a 

104 
7ý 

Table 4.3 Results of Tukey test carried out on edge effects data. Differences 
between ordered means are compared to the HSD value given and significance 
(Y=yes N=no) is given in brackets. The table shows that the smallest 104 mm 
diameter container had significantly increased force compared to the larger 
containers (as might be expected from a visual examination of Figure 4.3). 

The bottom effects experiment was envisaged to be similar to the Stone et al. (2004) 

quasi-static penetration setup but with the considerably higher 4 rn s' impact speed. 

This would have created a problem of possible damage to the penetrometer when a rigid 

bottom boundary is close to the surface and the penetrometer is not completely stopped 

by the target material. To overcome this, strong type F foarnglas was used as the 

boundary. This material has a high compressive strength and although not completely 

rigid, for the purposes of this experiment it can be considered a good approximation. 

A foarnglas boundary allows the penetrometer to record a 'clean' signal as it passes 

through the glass beads but if necessary impacts the bottom boundary without damage. 

The results of the edge experiment show that there is no significant difference between 

the two outer containers. The 235 mm diameter container could therefore be used in the 

bottom boundary experiment to form the target lateral boundaries. Sitting this slightly 

smaller container on the foarnglas formed a better seal than shaping layers of foarnglas 

to sit inside the round metal target container. It also allowed anY foarnglas that might be 

penetrated to be replaced more easily. Using in sequence, up to three 80 mm thick 
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foarnglas layers, 10 drops were carried out into targets of depth 320,270,190 and 110 

mm respectively. The target surface level was kept constant throughout. The mean 

penetration force excluding the penetrometer tip entry for impacts into the different 

depth containers is shown in Figure 4.4. 

A similar ANOVA analysis to that used in the edge effects experiment was carried out 

and the results are shown in Table 4.4 below. The resulting p-value shows that there is a 

significant difference between means and a Tukey test confirms that the mean 

penetration force experienced by the smallest 110 mm depth container was significantly 

higher than for the other three container depths. 
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Mean penetration force excluding tip entry effect against depth of container bottom 
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* 270 mm (1 layer) 
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Go 110mm(3layers) 

0 --w- Az- 
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Target depth (mm) 

Figure 4.4 Mean penetration force excluding the tip entry for the various bottom 
boundary depths produced using a sequence of foamglas layers. The mean and 
standard error are plotted for each configuration. An ANOVA test indicates a 
significant force increase for the smallest container configuration. 
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Bottom effects ANOVA summa y 
Source of 
Variation 

SS df MS F P-value 

Between Groups 59.01 3 19.67 9.63 8.36E-05 
I Within Groups 73.57 36 2.04 
I Total 132.58 39 

Table 4.4 Summary table of ANOVA calculation for the bottom effects data. The 
resulting P-value indicates that one or more of the means is significantly different 
and the null hypothesis should therefore be rejected. 

While examining the top layer of foarnglas after each drop to see whether it needed 

replacing, it was found that in the case of a bottom boundary depth of 190 mm although 

the penetrometer was completely stopped before it hit the bottom boundary, the glass 

beads immediately below the penetrometer tip were forced into the foarnglas boundary. 

Figure 4.5 shows that the forces on the beads are localised to a small area about twice 

the penetrometer diameter around the bottom of the tip and the compression is not seen 

in the deeper targets. The impression is shallow and agrees with the analysis and earlier 

work that the boundary must be close to the tip before a significant force is measured. 

Bottom cffects X350=9.075 Xlg, )=9.689 X270=9.844 X, 10=12.266 
HSD=1.71 
X350 0.61 (N) 0.81 (N) 3.19 (Y) 
X190 

-- 0.20 (N) 2.59 (Y) 
X270 I -- 2.38 (Y) 

I XIIO 

Table 4.5 Results of Tukey test carried out on bottom effects data. Positive value 
differences between ordered means are compared to the HSD value given and 
significance (Y=yes N=no) is given in brackets. The table shows that the smallest 
depth container had significantly increased force compared to the other deeper 
containers. 

These two experiment results show that both edge and bottom boundary effects can 

significantly affect the signature detected by the ACC-E penetrometer. The results of 

both the ANOVA and subsequent multiple comparison tests give confidence that the 

data collected using the ACC-E penetrometer into glass beads confined by the large 

diameter metal container should have only negligible boundary effects and drops into 

this container should therefore give a good representation of a similar, natural target on 
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To examine how penetrometry signatures change with velocity, a target material of 8 

mm glass beads was impacted from six drop heights corresponding to impact velocities 

of 2,2.5,3,3.5,4 and 4.6 m s-' (Equation 3.3). The larger beads were chosen to produce 

signatures with prominent features that would emphasise differences. 

Preparation and properties of the targets were as previously described. For each impact 

velocity, a minimum of five drops were made and the signatures were examined using 

the descriptive measures given in section 4.1. Figure 4.6 (a) shows, as might be 

expected, that the mean force measured by the penetrometer rises proportionally with 

impact speed. The small scatter in the data indicates that the premise of consistent 

packing of glass beads is correct. The graph does not pass through the origin due to the 

insensitivity of the crystal to small dynamic loads. This graph indicates that direct 

granular analogue comparisons between the material catalogue, collected at 3.7 rn s", 

and the data returned from the surface of Titan may have underestimated the force by 

-25% due to the difference in impact speeds. The second graph in the figure shows how 

the standard deviation of the force signature varies with the impact velocity. Faster 

impacts show an increased variability in the signatures possibly due to impacts with 

individual beads having a greater effect on the tip. 

The graph in Figure 4.6 (c) shows an inverse linear relationship between impact 

velocity and the number of peaks detected. Approximately twice as many peaks are 

detected for an impact at 2m s-1 compared to impact at 4.6 rn s-'. The method used to 

identify peaks (described in section 4.5.1) removes the effects of noise and, since 

additional peaks cannot be attributed to ringing of the penetrometer tip, as this effect 

would be expected to increase with force, they must be considered to be material 
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information. This would suggest that even with a theoretical -1 min depth resolution for 

a 10 kHz sampled ACC-E impacting a target at -5 m s" (shown in chapter 1), there is 

still information being lost from penetration into 8 mm, particles. With the fixed 10 kIIz 

temporal sampling rate of ACC-E, the spatial sampling rate is set by the penetration 

speed: 

Spatial sampling rate - 
Temporal sampling rate 

speed 

(Equation 4.3) 

Thus if the temporal sampling rate of ACC-E could be increased or the speed of impact 

reduced it is probable that more information would be contained within the signatures. 

For a2m s-' impact speed the spatial sampling is increased to 50 cm-' compared to -22 

cm-1 at the Huygens impact speed. To achieve this improved spatial sampling at 4.6 m s- 

would require an increase in temporal sampling rate to 23 kHz. An experiment to b 

investigate the optimum sampling rate and how it relates signature content for different 

particle sizes would be useful. The ACC-E electronics set up did not allow this 

experiment as, although the oscilloscope was able to sample at up to 100 kHz, the anti- 

aliasing filter attenuated frequencies higher than 5 kHz. The peaks and frequency 

content of the signatures are examined in more detail in later sections. 

Figure 4.6 (Following page) Graphs of (a) the mean signature force, (b) standard 
deviation of the signature force and (c) number of peaks detected, for 
penetrometry drops into 8 mm glass beads at different impact velocities. 
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4.4 Sediment texture and environmental interpretation 

Terrestrial regolith contains structure produced by the action of environmental 

processes of weathering, erosion and deposition. Weathering is the in-situ breakdown of 

rocks and soils by mechanical and chemical processes (Mitchell and Soga, 2005). On 

Earth, this material is transported and further disintegrated through the action of wind, 

water or ice in a process called erosion. Eventually this material is set down as a 

sedimentary deposit. 

The sediment texture describes the size, morphology and distribution of the grains in the 

deposit and also the fabric of the sediment. These properties are important to describe a 

material and can be useful in interpreting the mechanisms and environments of 

deposition (Tucker, 2001). Wind erosion of rock for example can transport small 
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fragments over significant distances producing Aeolian deposits such as sand dunes. 

These typically consist of poorly stratified, low-density deposits of well rounded and 

sorted sand grains with the degree of rounding affected by the distance the material is 

carried by the wind (Ahlenbrandt, 1979; Legget and Hatheway, 1988). Water can also 

erode and transport material of different sizes. In a river, coarser bedload material is 

transported along the riverbed by bouncing, rolling and saltating while finer suspended 

load material travels with the fluid at the same velocity. These finer grains are more 

readily transported and will tend to travel further from the source than the coarser 

material before being deposited. This means that nearer the sediment source the surface 

of the bed will consist of poorly sorted predominantly larger grained material while 

further downstream the sorting would be improved and the coarser material would no 

longer be present (Dyer, 1986). The deposition of material in rivers and streams 

according to grain size contrasts with for example, till material deposited by a glacier. 

As the ice can transport a large range of different sized material from fine dust UP to 

large boulders at the same rate this results in unsorted deposits (Mitchell and Soga, 

2005). The capacity of the ACC-E penetrometer to determine textural properties as well 

as bulk properties is of interest as when combined with other information, it may help to 

infer the environmental processes acting at the landing site. 

4.5 Identifying material grain size 

The potential for determining the grain sizes present in a surface material is one of the 

most interesting and much discussed aspects of penetrometry (KargI et al., 1999). 

Several experiments have indicated that penetrometry signatures can distinguish coarser 

granular materials from finer or more homogeneous materials such as clay (e. g. (Lorenz 
b 

et al., 1994)) although the extent to which this is possible is not known; does the 
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penetrometer respond the size of the grains, their masses or both? If both the grain size 

and mass could be independently determined this would allow , in estimate of the grain 

density to be made which would constrain the type of material from which the grains 

are made. Earlier experiments using a 2x scaled version of the ACC-E penetrometer 

dropped into gravels and sands suggested that the typical amplitude of the spikes in the 

signature related to the size of the particles (Bailey, 1997). Other work supports the 

earlier hypothesis that the amplitude of these spikes might relate to the mass of the 

particles, rather than their radius which instead is correlated to the spacing between 

peaks although no controlled study was carried out (Lorenz, 1994a; Lorenz et al., 1999). 

Particle size detection must also be related to penetrometer sampling rate and this 

implies that there is an optimum sampling rate that allows detection of most grains 

without unnecessarily increasing the data storage and transmission requirements of the 

sensor. The size and geometry of the penetrometer tip may also affect detection: a large 

penetrometer will be unlikely to be able to resolve individual particles of a fine granular 

material. 

The ability of penetrometer to determine some of this information from granular 

materials is still under investigation. Slow dynamic penetration has been used to attempt 

to derive the size of soil particles for the purposes of characterising the tillage of a field- 

an important measure of the quality of the field as a seedbed (Olson, 1992). This 

investigation consisted of drawing a mini-penetrometer with a diameter of 5 mm 

horizontally through a range of different aggregates at a speeds varying between 0.1 and 

0.8 rn s'. This penetrometer measured the forces on the tip using a steel blade spring 

instrumented with strain-gauges and was capable of measuring forces up to 5N before 

the spring would yield to avoid damage to the sensors. The resulting signal was sampled 
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at 100 Hz with 12-bit resolution over an effective measuring distance of 1.65 m. The 

small diameter of the probe was chosen to be approximately the same as the size of the 

particles encountered, the idea being that the penetrometer tip should be better able to 

detect the force arising from the individual grains and that the force contribution from 

an individual grain would disappear after the tip had passed by. An analysis of the 

frequency content of the penetrometry signatures from laboratory experiments into 

medium sand through to 16 mm diameter gravel, OhIson (1992) concluded that the 

spectral analysis of the force signatures did not offer information on the specific particle 

sizes contained in the material. He did however find that it was possible to derive a 

more general parameter based on the increase in force signal power at low frequencies 

for the larger grained materials. This correlated well for laboratory tests when aggregate 

sizes were within a relatively narrow range; however fitting the model to field test data 

was less successful (OhIson, 1992). 

More recently, Kargl et al. (2005) have examined frequency content of quasi-static 

penetrometry signatures to reconstruct grain size distributions for Martian soil 

analogues with promising results. The limitations imposed by the length and sampling 

rate of the ACC-E penetrometer together with the higher impact speed may restrict the 

information that can be derived from the penetrometry signature. Nevertheless, this 

information is of interest to the Huygens penetrometry investigation of Titan due to 

strong indications of a sedimentary granular environment at the landing site (Tomasko 

et al., 2005). 

4.5.1 Grain size and mass 

U- , -our sizes of glass beads were used to fill the target container respectively and drops 
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were carried out into each withan impact speed of 4.6 m s-'. Data from these drops were 

read into the data-c. m program and processed as described in section 3.3.2. The 

resulting signatures were then depth adjusted using laser derived penetration speed data 

to account for the penetrometer change in speed within the target. Examination of the 

penetrometry signatures for the different glass bead sizes showed that a 'tip entry effect' 

seen in earlier experiments was evident. In comparison with the remaining signature, 

large forces were observed within the first 8-10 mm of target penetration (Figure 4-7). 

This corresponds approximately to the length of the ACC-E hemispherical tip as it 

enters the target surface. 
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Figure 4.7 Drop into 6 mm. glass beads with impact velocity of 4.6 m. s", showing a 
pronounced 'tip entry effect' discussed in the text. 

This effect varied between drops into the same sized glass beads; however closer 

investigation showed that, in general, it was proportionately greater for larger beads 

when the force is compared to the rest of the signature (Figure 4.8). Furthermore, the 

variability in the mean force increased with increasing bead size. The difference 
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between the mean force during and after the tip entry stage is small when the bead 

diameters are small compared to the size of the penetrometer tip. This is probably due to 

the arrangement of the beads and where the impacts occur. 
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Figure 4.8 Graph of the standard deviation of penetration force for 'tip entry' 
compared to excluding it. Four different sizes of glass bead at 4.6 m s" impact 
speed were used with a total of 28 drops represented. Standard errors are plotted 
for each point. 

One possible explanation is given by comparison of the size of the penetrometer tip to 

the target beads. Figure 4.9 shows the hemispherical tip immediately prior to impacting 

into targets of large and small beads. It can be seen that the beads which are 

considerably smaller than the tip consistently form a more level surface With 

approximately the same number of beads impacting the penetrometer tip each time. The 

larger penetrometer tip 'sees' the material as more of a continuum with each small bead 

having proportionately less effect on the tip. However, large beads whose size is 

comparable to the tip form an uneven target surface with variations in both the number 

and position of the beads impacted. After entry the tip is completely surrounded and 
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it was difficult to verify when trends had been completely removed. A better approach 

for removing trend was to subtract a moving average from the data leaving only the 

peak/trough fluctuations. By examining several signatures, ail optimum length for the 

moving average was found. For a 10 kHz sampled signature, a 9-point moving average 

was best at identifying the trends while minimising peak removal. The program 

subsequently searches from the impact point to the first trough in the data. To mitigate 

noise spikes, all consecutive rises are summed until a falling value or series of 

consecutive falling values is found. If the sum of the rises is greater than a threshold of 

4 times the standard deviation of the preimpact noise signal (i. e. peak to trough this 

would be equivalent to the 95% confidence level) it is considered significant and the 

point is marked as a peak candidate. For this value to be accepted as a peak, an 

equivalent significant fall or sum of consecutive falls must follow this candidate point. 

A similar method is used to find the trough candidates after a significant fall or sum of 

falls. These are confirmed as troughs if they are followed by a significant rise. The 

method is illustrated in Figure 4.10 and has proved robust for the penetrometry data. 

The stored peaks and troughs were then used to examine the peak to trough variations 

and the spacing between adjacent peaks. Using this algorithm and removing the 'tip 

effect' from the glass bead signatures, a graph of the mean magnitude of the remaining 

peak/trough amplitudes for the different glass bead diameters was plotted (Figure 4.11). 
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Figure 4.10 Illustration of the operation of the peak and trough finding algorithm. 
From a defined start trough at the beginning of the penetration, the program 
searches along for candidate peaks and troughs. For these to be accepted as a true 
peak or trough the data either side must show both a significant rise and fall. The 
significance is based on the standard deviation of the preimpact noise as the 
penetrometer falls prior to impact with the target surface. 

This shows that the peak amplitudes are linearlY related to bead size although in the 

case of the I mm beads the number of significant peaks detected was small due to peaks 

approaching the magnitude of the laboratory noise. As the beads are all made of glass of 

the same density this experiment does not distinguish between the size of the beads and 

their masses. To examine this issue further, 4 and 8 mm diameter spherical beads made 

of plastic were sourced from the wholesaler Grove Beads UK Ltd. and BB pellets used 

for air pistol ammunition were sourced as 6 mm plastic beads. These pellets are made of 

slightly denser plastic but are perfectly spherical within tight tolerances. Dense 

spherical steel shot of 2 and 5 mm diameter was also available in the laboratory in small 

quantities (Properties are given in chapter 3). 
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Figure 4.11 Graph of mean amplitudes of the significant peak-trough transitions 
against glass bead particle diameter for 28 drops at 4.6 m s' impact speed. 

Unfortunately the steel shot and larger plastic beads proved difficult to source or were 

prohibitively expensive to buy in the quantities required to fill the target container and 

this placed limits on the experiment. To overcome this, all beads were poured into a 

smaller open bottomed cylinder (-130 mm diameter, 150 mm depth) and surrounded by 

loose sand (Figure 4.12). The cylinder was then removed leaving a cylindrical volume 

of the beads loosely confined by a sand boundary. Although these dimensions were 

close to the limit for which boundary effects were not seen (section 4.2), this was not 

ideal and for this reason drops into the glass beads with sand surround were also 

repeated to ensure comparability between the different materials. Drops at 4.6 m s-1 

were made into these materials to compare the equal sized beads with different masses. 

After each drop, the beads were refilled and a plumb line was used to ensure that the 

penetrometer impacted the centre of the cylindrical volume. 
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In order to reduce the effect of anomalous results caused by random errors such as a 

change in the electrical noise level within the laboratory, drops were repeated on each 

material several times. One such effect, observed oil drops into 6 mm plastic beads, 

showed an increase in the force level immediately prior to impact of the penetrometer 

tip (Figure 4.15). This was due to triboelectric charging of tile beads as they were 

poured into the target container. A grounded probe was pushed into samples before 

subsequent drops were performed and the metal target container was grounded. These 

measures removed the effect. The results for the different density bead materials are 

shown in Figure 4.13. The graph shows how the magnitude of the peak-trough 

amplitude against bead size for different density materials and shows that mass is a 

factor determining these peak heights. Figure 4.14 shows the same peak-trough 

amplitudes against the bead mass. The steel shot has been excluded from this graph 

because numerous peaks entered the medium ain branch of the pseudo-logarithmic 9 C, 

amplifier. 
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Figure 4.14 Mean peak to trough amplitudes against bead mass for the plastic and 
glass bead targets. Standard errors are marked. 
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The graph shows a good empirical relationship between bead mass and mean peak- 

trough amplitude for bead targets: 

Peak to trough amplitude = 37.79MO. 33 (Equation 4-5) 

A further test of this result was to create a target consisting of large grained but low 

mass particles. Polystyrene beads ranging from 5.5-6 mm in diameter are cheap and 

readily available in large quantities. The target container was one third filled with 

compacted sand to act as a buffer. The remaining space was filled with the beads. 

Several drops were carried out and in each case the penetrometer failed to trigger until it 

had passed through the polystyrene beads and had impacted the sand below even though 

the oscilloscope was set to the minimum possible trigger level. This supported the 

suggestion that the mass, not the size of the grains is responsible for the spikiness seen 

in the signatures. 
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Figure 4.15 Effects of triboelectric charging of plastic beads on the sensitive charge 
amplifier circuit used in the ACGE penetrometer. This effect was minimised by 
inserting a grounded probe in the target prior to the drop. 
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4.5.2 Frequency and time series analysis 

Signals are either deterministic, where future values can be determined from past values 

using a mathematical expression, or stochastic/random that cannot be described by a 

mathematical rule. The penetration signals returned by ACC-E are at least partly 

stochastic or random due to the electrical noise present in them. Each penetrometry 

signature is a group of observations, of force in this case, made sequentially through 

time known as a time series (Chatfield, 2004). Analysis of these series can be carried 

out in the time or frequency domain and this is one of the most widely used methods of 

examining stochastic signals. 

The previous section examined how the amplitude of the peaks seen in a signature 

relates to the small-scale grain structure of the material. It is also of interest to 

investigate how these peaks are related in time (and equivalently, depth). The signatures 

were first investigated in the time domain by examining their autocorrelation and then 

in the frequency domain using the related power spectral density function. 

The autocorrelation function measures the dependence of the signal at a given time to 

the same signal at some later time. Data are autocorrelated if later observations have 

some predictability based on examining earlier values (Gottman, 1981). A signal from a 

material sample with a similar grain size throughout might be expected to have 

repetitions along its length. This would show positive autocorrelation. 

The autocorrelation function was applied to the signatures for the various glass and 

plastic bead sizes after first correcting for stationarity using a 9-point moving average. 

Correlograms (Figure 4.16) are plots of the autocorrelation, coefficients against different 

time delays or lags, and indicate whether any of the lags are significant. No consistent 

significant lags were identified for all drops of the same bead size. 
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Figure 4.16 Example correlogram. for 4 nun plastic beads. No positive 
autocorrelation is seen above the significance level marked. 

Recent quasi-static work by Kargl (2005) suggests that the frequency content of a 

signature may enable small-scale material structure size to be found, while other 

workers suggest it may allow other material parameters such as density to be 

determined (Butterfield and Mahmoud, 1989). To examine the faster, dynamic ACC-E 

penetration data for frequency content, a program freq. m was written. 

The power spectral density (PSD) characterises which frequencies contain the power of 

a signal, or equivalently, the frequencies that contribute to the variance of the time 

series (Chatfield, 2004). It is defined as the power per frequency interval: 

(Equation 4.6) 
PSD - 

IX"r 

f 

where X,, is the signal's Fourier transform and f is the frequency. The method used 

estimates the PSD by calculating the square modulus of the Discrete Fourier Transform 

(DFT) of the signal using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. First, as with the 

time domain analysis, any offset or trend is removed to produce a stationary time series. 
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Trends are variations longer than the signature length and would not be resolved 

properly resulting in the distortion of the low-frequency end of the estimated spectrum 

(Eriksson, 2000). The result is a periodograin showing the power spectral density that 

has a frequency range and resolution defined by the sampling frequency and total 

number of samples (Brooke and Wynne, 1988): 

frequency resolution (Af) -I Hz 
period of window (T) 

(Equation 4.7) 

where in the case of the simple periodogram the period of the window covers the 0 

complete length of the finite signal. In terms of the sampling frequency, f, and total 

number of samples, N, this can be rewritten usingf ., =NIT as: 

Af -A 
(Equation 4.8) 

N 

and the positive half of the frequency range is given by: 

Af N f, (Equation 4.9) 
22 

As the discrete Fourier transform approximates the finite penetrometer signal by an 

infinite Fourier series, this periodogram would suffer from spectral leakage where some 

of the power of the signal at a given frequency spreads into adjacent frequencies. It is 

caused by the finite penetrometer signal that is sharply truncated at both ends not being 

periodic. The DFT assumes that this input signal is one complete period of an infinite 

waveform. This assumption is rarely true and the sharp discontinuity of the signal at the 

ends causes the leakage. By multiplying the data with a special window function that 

smoothly decays at the signal boundaries, this effect is reduced. The PSD of the 

resulting modified periodogram is then normalised to account for the attenuating effect 

of the ends of the windowing function. 

The resolution condition (Equation 4.7) effectively limits the ability to determine 
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accurately individual frequency components within the short -20 rns ACC-E 

penetrometry signature. A recommended minimum of between 100 and 200 samples is 

required for a reasonable estimate of the spectrum as with smaller N values only larger 

peaks can be found (Chatfield, 2004). For the ACC-E penetrometer length of -8 cm 

impacting at 4.6 m s-1, N=174 samples and this is on the limits of applicability of 

spectral analysis with the best resolution of 58 Hz. Despite this limitation, it is still 

possible to examine the overall frequency structure of the signature up to the Nyquist 

limit set by the 10 kHz sampling rate. The FFT algorithm requires the input data to be a 

factor of two in length. Where this is not the case the signal is padded by adding zeros. 

The resulting spectrum is smoothed but does not increase its resolution and the 

additional signal length must be accounted for in the normalisation since the added 

zeros do not contribute to the power of the signal. 

Using a single time record in the above method is at best a reasonable estimate of the 

true spectrum. To improve the estimate, the spectral components from several time 

records can be averaged together to produce an ensemble average (Brooke and Wynne, 

1988). This is the basis of the Welch method which divides the signal into windowed 

records and computes the squared magnitude of the DFT of each one separately. The 

resulting periodograms are then averaged. This reduces spectral leakage and improves 

the spectral estimate but reduces frequency resolution due to the shorter signal time 

interval and results in the loss of signal power at the tapered ends of the window. By 

first overlapping the windows, this power loss and also the effect on frequency 

resolution is reduced. Thus there is a trade off in the Welch method between spectral 

resolution and statistical stability. In all analysis, a 'standard' overlap of 50% was used. 

In order to examine the noise for a given signature, the preimpact signal was used to 
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calculate a spectrum. No frequency content was seen except for a peak occurring aroillid L- 

50 Hz caused by the mains litim. By detrending the data using a moving average beforc L- L, el L- 

examining freqUency content, this mains noise wits removed. The pe ri odoo ra ills for Lý L, 

each of the si-natures into the 4 different glass beads were then calculated using the 

Welch method and seven repeated drops of each were then averaged together. The 
1ý 1ý 

results are shown in Fioure 4.17. It can be immediately seen that despite the relatively llý 

poor resolution of each periodogram the overall shape and power distinguishes the 

different sized beads. The signatures from the 8,6 and 4 nun beads have the majority of Z-- 

their spectral power located between -1 -2 kHz with the 8 inin beads dominating over all 

frequencies but notably also between 4-5 kHz. As might be expected, the spectrum for 

the I mm beads is flat with no noticeable frequency content. It also appears that the 8 

and 6 mm glass bead may share similar bands of freqUeFICY content although resolution 

is limited. 
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Figure 4.17 Modified periodograms for the 4 sizes of glass beads. No low frequency 
content is seen as the input data were first detrended by a 9-point moving average. 
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4.6 Layering and sorting 

4.6.1 Sorling 

The term sorting is a description of the range of the grain sizes present in a sedimentary L, L- 

material. A sedimentary material can vary between vvell-sorted, where the grimis prese"t C, 

have a narrow size range typically falling into one class of the Udden-Wentworth scale, 

through to a poorly-sorted deposit containing a wide range of sizes. The degree of Z7, L- t, 1ý 

sorting is determined in part by transportation, with increasing distance and agitation In L, t-, 

progressively dividing the sediment (Nichols, 2001 ). A sample sieve analysis allows the 

material to be categorised into one of the sorting classes shown in Figure 4.18 given by 
t, t, L, 

the standard deviation of the gram size distribution data. 

The sorting of the grains is one factor likely to affect the resistance of the material with 

poorly sorted granular material containing sinaller grains that are able to fill in the voids 
.1Z, 1ý 

left between larger grains, decreasing the porosity and increasing the contacts between 

grains. 

VerV-ellsorled 'Standard deviation' <0.35 
Well sorted -0.35-0.5 
Moderately well sorted = 0.5-0.71 
Moderately sorted =0.71-1.0 
Poorly sorted . 1.0-2.0 

20 

Figure 4.18 Grain sorting categories (adapted from Nicols, 200 1) 

An experiment was carried out to look at how changing the sorting by varying, tile 

proportions of two glass bead sizes relative to each other might be identified in the Zn L- 
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penetrometry signature. Smaller I mm beads were first considered; however they 

quickly fell through the gaps leaving the top of the target virtually devoid of them. For 

this reason the two bead sizes chosen were 4 mm and 8 mm. The beads were mixed by 

mass in proportions of 8mm/4mrn as: 100/0,75/25,50150,25/75 and 0/100 and a 

minimum of 5 drops were carried out into each mix at 4.6 m, s". The bulk density and 

porosity of each mix is given in Table 4.6. 

Bead mix % 
(8 mm/4 mm) 

100/0 75/25 50150 25n5 0/100 

Approximate 1.50 1.60 1.61 1.55 1.50 
Bulk density, p, 

I (g cm*') 
I Porosity, ý, (%) 1 39 1 36 135 138 39 

_ý 
Table 4.6 Bulk density and porosity of the various glass bead mixtures. 

From an examination of previous signatures it could been seen that the mean level for 

the peak to trough amplitude of 4 mm beads was over three standard deviations away 

from the mean level of the 8 mm beads and this implied that there was less than a 1% 

chance of a4 mm peak incursion at this 8 mm mean level. Using this mean level as a 

threshold peak/trough amplitudes were counted for each mix of beads. From earlier 

work it was expected that gradually increasing the proportion of 4 mm beads relative to 

8 mm beads would reduce the number of large peaks-trough amplitudes seen in the 

signature. 

The graph in Figure 4.19 shows the relation between peak/trough counts above the 

threshold level against proportional bead mix is linear. This is surprising as the mixture 

porosity decreases by approximately 12% as the smaller beads take up space between 

the larger bead gaps before increasing again as the 4 mm beads become more dominant. 

This suggests that the peak to trough amplitudes are not affected by porosity but only by 

particle mass. 
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Figure 4.19 Number of peak amplitudes detected above a threshold set by the 
mean of the 8 mm beads. 

4.6 2 Graded Bedding 

Fluvial deposition of granular materials can lead to characteristic size sorting of grains 

with depth. This effect, known as graded bedding, is due to changes in the flow velocity 

of the transporting liquid (Nichols, 1998). Terrestrially both normally graded beds that 

exhibit grain size coarsening with depth and reverse or inverse graded beds where 

material becomes finer with depth have been observed (see Figure 4.20). Normal 

grading, terrestrially the most common type, is typically the result of a decrease in the 

flow velocity of the transporting liquid (Tucker, 2001). As the energy of the flow 

decreases, the coarsest (generally heaviest) particles are not able to be carried further 

and are deposited. As the flow continues to decrease in velocity, increasingly finer 

material is set down. Reverse or inverse grading is less common and is caused by 

gradually increasing flow strength. This is seen for example in the thin layers (Laminae) 

deposited on beaches by the swash-backwash (Tucker, 2001). 
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Figure 4.20 Graded beds exhibit a particle size that either increases (Normal) or 
decreases (Inverse) with depth. (From Tucker, 2001) 

Investigations of gravel bed streams on Earth have found that these different grain 

stratification regimes are often associated with the flow characteristics of a stream. 

Perennial streams are commonly found in humid areas where thunderstorms of low or 

medium intensity occur regularly. The constant flow of water in these streams tends to 

remove the finer grained material leaving a coarser surface layer. This contrasts with the 

opposite grading found in ephemeral streams. This type of stream occurs in arid areas 

where infrequent, torrential rainstorms occur (Almedeij and Diplas, 2003). The 

geological interpretation of this type of structure is a topic of active research and 

beyond the scope of the work presented here, however the ability of a penetrometer to 

detect this structure is of interest as supportive evidence for interpretation. 

To investigate grading, drops at 4.6 m s' were made into arranged layers of the four 

available glass bead sizes. These -20 mm surface layers were prepared in increasing or 

decreasing bead size to represent a normally or inverse graded material. Thin paper 

disks were placed between each layer to keep the different bead sizes separate. To 

represent an ungraded target, the four sizes of bead were mixed in equal proportions. 

The periodograms for targets of a single bead size (section 4.5.2) demonstrated that 

frequency content can be used to distinguish different glass bead size and therefore to 
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examine material grading, the change in this frequency content over time was 

considered. This was done by producing spectrograms, made by dividing the signal into 

overlapping slices, determining their spectra and plotting them against time. 

The possibility of determining the time at which certain frequencies occur does have 

restrictions. There is a compromise in this time-frequency analysis between the 

resolution of frequency content and locating the time where that content occurs. 

Equation 4.5 defined the frequency resolution of a periodogram i. e. considering the 

complete length of the signal. For a signal of N points in length sampled at a rate the 

resolution has been shown to be Af - 
f' 

when considering the complete signal. The 
N 

time resolution is equal to the number of samples in the signal divided by the sampling 

rate: 

At -N 
(Equation 4.10) 

A 

This shows that better resolution in frequency must necessarily result in poorer time 

resolution and vice-versa (see e. g. (Eriksson, 2000)). Therefore, when examining how 

the frequency content of the short ACC-E signal varies during penetration it is only 

possible to look at how the overall spectrogram changes. 

The first spectrogram (Figure 4.21) shows the importance of removing a trend before 

examining frequency content. Along the bottom of the spectrogram, a high power band 

of low frequencies pervades across all times, making any other frequency content hard 

to discern. After removal (Figure 4.22) clear structure can be seen despite the poor 

frequency resolution (the colour map now has greater contrast). In this drop the 

penetrometer entered a positively graded target; at first, very little spectral power is seen 

at any frequencies with the exception of that caused by the tip effect. 
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Figure 4.21 Spectrogram for positively graded glass beads where low frequency 
trends have not yet been removed. The large power in these frequencies swamps 
detail over the colour map range. 
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Figure 4.22 Normal graded glass bead target after low frequency trend removal. 
An initial tip entry effect can be seen at the beginning of the spectrogram 
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Figure 4.23 Inverse graded bead target. Frequency content is gradually lost with 
depth penetrated. 

There is little low frequency content as the moving average hits removed all trend. As 
C, 1: 5 

the penetrometer moves through progressively larger beads more power is seen at an L, :n Ln 

increasing range of frequencies with particular power between 1000-2000 Hz. In 

contrast, Figure 4.23 shows the spectrograin for inverse graded bead layers. After tile tn tý' t! ' 

initial tip entry, large signal power is immediately spread across the entire frequency 

range. As the penetrometer moves deeper into the target the frequency content reduces 4D tn 

although this is not as clearly seen as the change in the normal grading. This is possibly tn Zý L, In 

due to large beads from the early layers that are dragged clown and continue to exert 

some influence on the penetrometer tip. The final spectrograni, shown in Figure 4.24, is 
t, L- 

an ungraded mixture of all the beads. In this case no particular structure is seen apart 

from most of the power being contained in frequencies between 800-2000 Hz. 
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Figure 4.24 An evenly mixed ungraded target. No particular structure is seen. 

The artificial targets used in this experiment consist of only four, well-separated grain L_ 

sizes that have layer thicknesses carefully chosen to suit the penetrometer. On Earth, 

such beds would usually contain many grain sizes that vary smoothly ill size with depth 
tn 

and therefore the targets in this experiment can only be simple representations of graded 1-11) tý 

beds. Nevertheless, the spectra shown above demonstrate that distinguishing between 
in tl 

the different t pes of grading is possible providing the changes in gram size are y 

reasonably large within the depth penetrated. 

4.6.3 Layering 

In nature, layering can be produced by different materials overlying each other, sortinG in in, 6 

of a single material according to its grain size and also by variations of density within a 

single material. To investigate the response of the ACC-E penetrometer to la ered tý y 

targets and how well it could locate and distinguish these types of layers, a series of 
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drops was carried out into dry coarse-grained Leighton Buzzard DA 16/30 sand 

prepared in two layers of different densities. The sand was packed to a set height within 

the target container by shock tamping as described previously, producing a locked 

density layer of -1600 kg m'. After carefully rechecking of the height of this layer, the 

remainder of the target container was filled with loose sand poured through a sieve and 

gently levelled with the top of the container. This method produced a reproducible loose 

sand layer with an approximate density of 1400 kg m-'. Drops were carried out at 4.6 m 

s-1 with the boundary between the two layers set at depths ranging from 10 mm to 120 

mm. Four of the resulting penetrometry signatures are shown in Figure 4.25. 

Excluding the first 10 mm of tip entry, the signatures a), b) and c) indicate that the 

density boundary has no immediate effect with little change in force until the 

penetrometer approaches the denser layer. Within 1-1.5 cm of this boundary the force 

begins to rise steadily by -20 N as seen clearly in b) and c). This shows that the density 

boundary influences the force detected a short distance before it is actually reached by 

the tip. In Figure 4.25 a) when the boundary is at 90 mm, the limits of the penetrometer 

where the small base plate has already impacted, it can be seen that the rise is not 

completed before the weight impacts. When the loose sand layer is only 10 mm thick, 

any rise is totally masked by the tip entry characteristic although the subsequent 

signature is constantly at 40 N (Figure 4.25 d). The drops involving thicker layers of 

loose sand also show a slightly increasing resistance with depth before the onset of the 

dense layer is detected. This is in contrast to the force experienced as the tip passes 

through the dense layer and is probably due to slightly increasing density caused by tile 

weight of the overlying material known as overburden pressure. 
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Figure 4.25 Penetrometry signatures into layers of different thickness loose LB DA 
16/30 sand overlying the same sand packed dense. Arrows indicate the density 
boundary. 
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4.7 Tip flow visualisation 

The PSSRI department's acquisition of an ultra high-speed camera (1,000,000 frames 

per second) provided a fortuitous opportunity to visualise how the tip shape affects the 

entry stage and subsequent penetration. During the training period, a slower (-1,000 

frames per second) camera was also demonstrated and this proved more suited to low 

speed impacts as it has a higher resolution and frame area. It also did not suffer from the 

8-frame capture limitation of the faster camera and made triggering and capture of an 

event easier. Following a brief demonstration, Mr Brian Speyer of DRS Technologies 

Ltd. kindly offered one day of penetrometry imaging using this camera. 

The demonstration session was restricted to imaging the impact of the penetrometer 

with the surface material. To allow the subsurface penetration effects to be examined a 

"Quarter space" technique was employed (Schultz et al., 2005). Used in impact crater 

studies, this technique involves carefully aiming the projectile (penetrator) at a target 

placed directly adjacent to a Perspex sheet and filming the impact normal to this 

window. An open-top, clear 10 mm. thick Perspex box of dimensions 400x3OOx4OO mm 

was constructed in which the sand target would be prepared. Dropping so near to the 

edge of the box required a substitute penetrator to avoid possible damage to the 

laboratory ACC-E. This penetrator consisted of a steel tube weighted at the front by a 

small piece of threaded brass rod which ensured that it would fall straight down and also 

allowed the easy attachment of the ACC-E collar and tip. 

To examine the effect of tip geometry two additional tip shapes were manufactured that 

could be easily attached: a flat face cylinder and a 30" opening angle cone. The 

arrangement is shown in Figure 4.26. 
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Figure 4.26 Quarter space experimental setup showing how subsurface penetration 
flow was visualised using interdispersed silver sand layers next to a Perspex 
window. 

To aid the visualisation of the flow, loosely sieved Leighton Buzzard DA 16/30 sand 

was interdispersed with thin layers of the same sand stained with food colouring. 

Unfortunately, on camera, the contrast between the sand colours was poor. By replacing 

the coloured sand with thin layers of silver sand next to the Perspex facing the camera, 

closer thinner layers were possible with greatly improved contrast. 

For each drop, the rod was attached to a ceiling crossbeam using a piece of cotton 

thread. By burning the thread with a lighter, the rod was smoothly released without 

vibration. Due to the accuracy required to impact directly next to the Perspex face, test 

drops were carried out gradually bringing the impact point of the rod closer to the side 

of the box. This was one of the biggest challenges with the technique because the rod 

starts to tip slightly away from the face of the box as it penetrates deeper and looses 

energy making the overall motion harder to see. A heavier mass penetrator or greater 
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impact velocity would have improved this. The resulting images were combined to 

create a movie of the penetration process. Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28 show sequences 

of the still frames taken from the impact of the hemisphere, flat-face and conical tips. 

The sequences show that the majority of the sand deformation occurs within -8 mrn or 

one radius of the edge of the penetrometer tip. Immediately after the tip contacts the 

sand, slight downward motion can be seen up to 4 layers away (-40 mm). Sand heave is 

seen at the surface before material is ejected outwards. The motion of an individual 

grain below and slightly to the side of the impact point is tracked in the first sequence. 

The grain is at first pushed down and slightly outwards, then, as the penetrometer tip 

nears, it is pushed hard outwards and upwards before being dragged down with the shaft 

of the penetrometer. This downward dragging motion may provide a mechanism by 

which particles that have hit the very front of the penetrometer tip are able to interact 

with the tip again. Unfortunately this is not seen in the hemispherical drop as the 

penetrometer fell away from the Perspex face too quickly. It would be useful in future 

to film an instrumented penetrometer tip with carefully prepared fine sand containing a 

series of carefully placed large -4 mm beads at different depths and correlate the peaks 

seen in the signature with the film. 
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Figure 4.27 High speed video sequence (W .1 11.11 I'aced pelletrator til) iIIII)aCting 

sand at ~4.6 in s-' using the "Quarter space" techni(Itle. 'I'lle first eight markers on 
the rod are at a spacing of' 6 nun. An individual graill inotion is tracked- see lext. 
(Image frames 11,12,15,19,25,34) 
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Figure 4.28 Hemispherical tip impacting layered sand at -4.6 in s-'. Sil%el* salld 
layers spaced at -15 min intervals forill deformation C()IltoIil- lilies. 

4.8 Stmnnarý and Conclusions 

The alm of this chapter was to examine the penctrometry sii(-miaturcs quantilatively usilli-I 

a range of descriptive statistical Illeasilres. Some of the 111casill-C. ", described al Ille stall 

Of this Chapter proved uschil for '111,11 sill" the Impact swmalllrc of the lal-cl yII 

Others were discarded. Before lisel'til pCilefroilletry ý, Igllalllrc's Illat provide 

results can be collected it is necessary to Consider tile 1111,111clice of botllldalý elfccls, 

caused by the target container III nature target materials are usually 1111colli'llicd and So L, I- 
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to represent this, the target container must be sufficiently large, but remain practical, so 

that any effect of the confinement of the target is negligible. A full treatment of 

boundary effects in penetrometry is an advanced research topic; however for the 

purposes of this investigation, it was only necessary to find a container size that 

minimised sufficiently these effects. Experimental work carried out with containers of 

various sizes and depths found that a target container of diameter 152 cm and depth 190 

cm was of adequate dimensions. This was when the diameter of the target was over 10 

times the penetrometer's diameter. In practice a larger container was used with diameter 

320 cm and depth 350 cm. 

An experiment examining the effect of velocity on the signatures found that an 

increased number of peaks were detected at slower impact velocities and this suggests 

that the 10 kHz sampling rate of the ACC-E may be too low. Further sampling rate 

experiments were planned however due to the limits of the ACC-E electronics anti- 

aliasing filter, which attenuates frequencies above 5 kHz, this was not possible. Using a 

peak and trough finding algorithm that accounts for noise, a relationship between 

peak/trough amplitude and spherical bead size was explored and then using beads of 

different density an empirical relationship between these amplitudes and bead mass has 

been suggested. 

While time domain analysis proved unproductive, frequency analysis highlighted 

differences in the frequency content of drops into four different diameters of glass beads 

but due to the short duration of the data, resolution was poor. 

Several experiments were also carried out using man-made targets to look at granular 

material structure including sorting, layering and grading. Some success was had in 
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identifying these structures. Finally, preliminary high-speed camera work was carried 

out using a quarter space technique to explore target material flow around various 

standard shapes of penetrometer tip. 
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5 Field testing 

5.1 Introduction 

The artificial laboratory penetrometry targets discussed in previous chapters were useful 

for examining the response of the penetrometer to a range of targets in a carefully 

controlled way. However, these targets are unlikely to be representative of natural 

targets created by the action of wind and liquid flow. For this reason, an important part 

of the free fall drop rig design was that it should be portable to allow drops to be made 

into natural field targets. 

The rig design allowed easy assembly, ready for operation in 25 minutes and yet in its 

disassembled state was compact enough to fit in the back of a car to be transported 

between field sites (Figure 5.1). A further requirement was the ability to record the 

penetrometry and impact speed signatures, and although the oscilloscope used in the 

laboratory was able to write to floppy disks, it required AC power. Two 12 Volt 

batteries with a capacity of 12 ampere hours were used to supply the required power: 

one battery was used with an inverter to supply AC power to the oscilloscope while the 

other supplied DC power to the ACC-E electronics, release electromagnet and laser 

speed sensor. This battery size was chosen as although heavy, was compact enough to 

carry to the drop location and provide sufficient power for nearly two hours. The two 

batteries also ensured that the AC inverter could be kept separate from the sensitive 

ACC-E electronics and allowed the batteries to be swapped if required since the ACC-E 

electronics and release electromagnet required very little power. Separate electronics 

boxes were made up to regulate the power supplied to the electronics and sensor. The 

arrangement is shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure S. I Drop rig Shown disassembled prior to transport. The bottom of tile 

main post (shown on the right) has the longest length ( 140 cm) ýshen split from tile 

elect romagnet. Rigging isires and tensioners can be seen on file left that add to tile 

Structural rigidity ýsitllout greati) increasing Iseight. The ACC-F, pelletrometer 
and falling weight can be seen in background. 

I SCII, 1,01 At two locations, the rip was set III) w*111 the lasvr speed Sells()", 11mveva (Ille to "II 

alignment issues (in sloling ground and excessive natural light encroachment on the 

sensor, the speed senmir sYstern did not Function properly and instead impact velocity 

was assumed himn the drop height ahove the grtmml- Phs denummmed iho difEculty in 

making a reliatile laser speed detec6on system for oukkmw use thal cotdd he dismudled, 

reassembled and realWncd quickly. I- 
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Figure 5.2 Flectronics mid hatter 
*N container box. The hatter 

*N slipplic"', p(mer to 
the clear plastic AUGE electronics box, elect romagnef and laser The 

Small Ni'llite boxes are p(mer regulators. A separate container Nsas used (0 
transport the oscilloscope and inverter pmered b) a Separate battery. 

5.2 Cliesil Beach, Dorset, Flngland (5-0' 37' N 02' 33' W) 

Chesil beach In Dorset Is a "Ood example of' a heach 111,11 exhibits oraill ', ortill, -, '11ollo its 

lenoth (lono-shore sortmo) (Koillar, 1998). 11 Is a predoillinallik beach 

extendino -28 miles from Bridport in the west to the A' P(wiland in the c, "St- The 
I- 

111,11111Y I'llilt and chert grai as well Sorted and rounded fille gravel A tile 
ýý ills I)I'Csellt I 

westcl-li end of' the beach al West Bay, and become pro"ressively coarscl. 1111111 Illey are 

cobble sized at the eastern end of the heach at the Isle of' Portland. III lie (3coloolcal 
Z- Z- 

processes that caused the variations are still uncertain althou'll) It Is 111(molit thot 
I- r, 

I l1v to Variations III WIVC CIICI',, y along tile beach 111*'-'Ill Sort tile material by abil, I 

transport it (Carr cl al., 1970, Komar, 1998). The varying grall, sizes P"oVide il t4lv()()(I 

environment to test the ACGE penctrometers' ability to investigale a mi(mal 

Sedimentary texture. 
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Voill. sites Were chosell along 111c N%, Cslcl, ll cild ()I ('11col licach (I 1. ý-, Illc S. 3). Tlw stall ()I 

tile beach at West Bay (A), the National Trust heach at litirlon kra(klock (H) 2 

Illiles to the easi, and the I)Clcllc.,, it West Bexill"'toll (C) and (1)), 4 , md 

nules respecilvely east of 13111-lon Bi-adstock. These sites %vew choscf1 lo, 1111"Cc "Min 

reasolls., the Inaterial at each "Ite exhibits ll()Ilc. cll)lv dill, creill orall) sims 1)[11 willwill 

belnu too Coarse so a's to present the risk ()f mechanically damagim, Ole pencIrmileter. I- I- t" 

The sites are also reasonably cl(),,, 'C together and offered ca, ', 'ý accc"s, by cal. 111; 11 tile 

equipment (fid not need to be Carried for low, distallces'. 
L- 

, 'B RI DPOR T 

BURIO" HRADSTOCý 

WIST SEXINGTON 

XABOOTSIA"Ry 

WEY MOUTH 

F0 r4 T0NESWELL 

ISLE OF 

PORTLAND 

Figure 5.3 Map of'Chesil Beach sho%%ing tile four test sites (marked it, It, C& D) 
at the western (finer grained) end of tile beach. Adapted from K0111.11., (Kollial" 
1998). 

Figure 5.4 shows the grain size distributions from samples al (lie foul locallOWS 
I- L- 

(materials were returned after slevill", to tile sites). 'I'llc Steepness of tile curvcs Show 

that the coarsest material at Abbotsbury 1'()11()WC(l J)y 111,11 '11 wesýj l3ex1j)"Joll I's Very well 
I- 

Sorted. Filler material at Burton Bradstock and West Bay is slightly less well soiled t" 

exhibillno larger talls In the distributi II 1011S. 
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Figure 5.4 Grain size (list ribut ion Curves from tile four Silt's on Chesil beat-11. 
Material from each site is well sorted, increasing in size along the length Of IIIV 
beach. 

5.2.1 14'es/ Bay 

This is the western end of Chesil heach. The easily accessible public beach h, 's' I '-'clltlc 

slope down to the sea. This beach had a sionificant alimunt of pCdc"friall traffic and was 
I- II 

therefore (lie most disturbcd site tested. I lowever, a Short dislance alono tile beach 
I- 

undisturbed areas were found. The ,, ý, Illd was sll,, Iltl) and C()I)C', I\'C (111C to 
L- 

raill earlier that 11101*11111" althotiph the surface Nvas dryino quickly, due to strow, st"Ishille 

(F igure 5.5). Two types of' texture were obscrved at this' silte', I'cllffalk' I'llic '. "', ""Is 

(Flotire 5.6) with no challoc ill structural al-rallocillent willi depth, and 1,111-111cr 111) the 
I- I- I- 

beach, wave action had caused a-I (-m thick slightly coarser layer ()I' matcrial to he 

deposited oil the top (Fioure 5.7). Four drops Were Carried out at tills site, two HOO 111C L- 

iffe(l. willi tile layering elfect (site AI) and two nearer dic sca where no laý cring luld 

been observed (Site A2). 
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Figure 5.5 The drop rig seen at West Bay, the start of Chesil Beach. Despite heavy 
pedestrian traffic, small areas of the beach were undisturbed and could be used. 
Evidence of cross-shore grain sorting was seen between regions in the foreground 
and background of this picture and this was reflected in the penetrometry 
signatures. The ground was damp due to light rain earlier that morning. 

All sionatures showed a gradual increase in mechanical resistance with depth although 1-n 4n 

the average resistance was -10-15 N higher at site Al. Furthermore, although no rý LI Lý 

surface layer was seen in the AI signatures, the mean height of peak to trough forces 
In C, tn 

was 3-4 N higher than the two drops at A2. This suggests that this material was actUally 

slightly coarser in general, not just at the surface. Unfortunately no separate sample was t, 

taken to verify this. Signatures at an impact speed of 4.6 in s' from the two sites AI and zn 

A2 are shown in Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.6 Image of surface grains at West Bay. The grains are quite well sorted 

and predominantly well rounded, although occasional sub angular pieces can be 

observed. 

Figure 5.7 Cross section showing coarser grains forming a layer approximately I 
cm, thick on top of finer material near the top of West Bay beach. 
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West Bay Impact: 4.6 m s" 

West Bay with coarse layer (AI) 
West Bay finer material (A2) 
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Figure 5.8 Penetrometry signatures from the two areas of West Bay beach. These 
signatures indicate that the material from the top of the beach is, in general, 
coarser grained and more resistant than that nearer the sea. The influence of a 
coarse layer seen in the previous figure was not detected. Impact speed in both 
cases was 4.6 m s. 
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5.2.2 Burlon Bradslock 

BI B2 

B3 

Figure 5.9 Beach at Burton Bradstock looking ea st towards Port land. Wave action 
has produced cross-shore sorting with coarser material being deposited on the 
higher ground seen on the left side of the picture. 

The National Trust beach at Burton Bradstock proved to be one of the most diverse sites 

on Chesil beach as it exhibited several different material arrangements within small 

depths. This site was more rernote than the West Bay site and was therefore 

considerably less disturbed. Figure 5.9 shows a view of the beach towards Portland. The 

action of cross-shore sorting processes can clearly be seen; coarse-grained material to 

the left of the image and finer material on the right. 

Starting at the lower section of beach near the sea, Figure 5.10 shows surface grains 

typical of this beach. The penetrometer signature from a drop here (site BI in Figure 

5.11) shows a gradual clay-like rise with no tip-entry peak typical of laboratory drops 

into dry sand. However the relatively high mean resistance (-60 N), is consistent with 

similar laboratory drops into cohesive wet sand of grain size -500 ýtin- t- 
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Figure 5.10 Typical grains on the foreshore of the Burton Bradstock site, Ill - 

12) ioo 
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Depth (m) 

Figure 5.11 Site BI: a damp, cohesive finer material layer gives a smooth, gradual 
clay-like rise devoid of tip-entry peak. Coarser material below this layer gives rise 
to a clearly demarcated fluctuating signature below 2 cm. 

200 
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Fine Surface 
material 

Burton Bradstock (drop 3) impact: 4.6 ms" 

50 

Coarser underlying material 
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Figure 5.12 Finer sandy material layer (above line) overlying coarser material at 
site B1. A small piece of surface material with fine grains has fallen into the trench 
in front of the tape measure highlighting the contrast with subsurface material. 

This beach material was quite wet and a cross-section (Figure 5.12) shows some 

interesting features; notably finer material forms a layer at the surface followed by 

coarser material below. This finer material may explain the clay-like gradual rise also 

observed in laboratory drops into fine RH T wet sand, while the peaks below 2 cm 

depth in the signature are indicative of the coarser grains. zn In 

Additional drops were carried out further back from the sea (site 132). Figure 5.13 shows L, 

a slice of material collected here. The force profile is similar to the previOLIs drop, 

however, rather than a fairly distinct layer of fine material, it exhibits a more gradual 

change from fine material to coarse, an example of normal grading. A spectrogram of a 

drop here is shown in Figure 5.14. This clearly shows the increasing frequency content 0 C, 

and increased power of the signal as the penetrometer tip impacts progressively larger 

material grains. 
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Figure 5.13 A section through beach sand at site B2. Grains exhibit normal 
bedding caused by action of waves with finer material at the surface. 
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Figure 5.14 Spectrogram of a penetrometer drop into normally graded material 
near to the sample shown in the previous figure. Power scale units are arbitrary. 
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Figure 5.15 Depth section in area of coarser material (shown on the left of Figure 
5.9). Small pebbles have been deposited on top of finer material forming a 1-2 cm 
thick layer. Scale is in centimetres. 
The final drop at this beach, marked B3 in Figure 5.9, was into the coarsest material 

present here. Figure 5.15 shows a section through this material, wave action has 

deposited a thin - 1.5 cm layer of smal I -I cm diameter pebbles on top of the sand. The 

penetrometer sionature shows this layer with larger force peaks seen at the beginning of 01 Cý 1-1 1 -" 

the signature (Figure 5.16). These peaks continue to a greater depth than the measured :n 4n in 

layer thickness and this is probably due to particles hitting the sides of the tip as they 

are pushed down by the advancing penetrometer into the underlying sand. A similar 

effect was seen in the laboratory layered sand targets where changes in density of t- 1ý 

layered targets were 'smeared out' over a short depth. The end of the signature shows 

quite a sharp rise in force that may be due to an increase in moisture content observed, 

adding cohesion to the sand or, it could be due to compaction of this material. 
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Burton Bradstock (drop 5) lmpact: 4.6ms*l 
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Figure 5.16 Layer of small -1 em pebbles overlying sand material on upper 
reaches of Burton Bradstock beach, site B3. 

A comparison of the relative levels of mean force between the signatures at the lower 

beach levels (BI) and further up the beach (B3) is striking. The force levels of the 

signatures produced by drier material further up the beach are considerably lower than 

those of the finer grained material near the sea. This is due to the lower cohesion caused 

by the absence of moisture sticking grains together. 
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5.2.3 Wesl Bexinglon and A bholshury 

The beaches of West Bexington and Abbotsbury (sites C and D) are similar in their 

shape with much steeper slopes from the sea to their ridges than the other two sites. For 

this reason, drops were carried out oil the flatter berms (horizontal portion at the rear of 

a beach formed by deposition of sediments by waves). Figure 5.17 shows the flatter 

berm at Abbotsbury with small surface undulations typical of both sites. Figure 5.20 

and Figure 5.21 show their respective penetrornetry signatures. The peak forces seen are 

considerable higher than those at previous sites and would occasionally enter a different 
If, 

, gain branch of the pseudo-logarithunic amplifier. Both signatures are similar in character :n týl 

however, and no clear order was detected. Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19 show typical zn 

pebble size and shape from the two beaches. 

Figure 5.17 Abbotsbury (site D). Due to the very steep foreshore region it was not 
possible to set the rig up near the sea and drops were therefore carried out on the 
flat berm region shown. 
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Figure 5.18 Well sorted and rounded pebbles on the beach at West Bexington, site 
C. Scale is in centimetres. 

Figure 5.19 Well sorted, rounded and sub-rounded pebbles at Abbotsburyl site 1). 
Scale is in centimetres. 
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West Bexington impact: 4.6 m s" 
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Figure 5.20 ACC-E signature of pebbles at West Bexington, site C. Note the 
extended range of the force axis. 

Abbotsbury impact: 4.6 m s-1 
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Figure 5.21 Penetrometry signature from Abbotsbury, site D, the coarsest grained 
site examined on Chesil Beach. Note the extended range of the force axis. 
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sue Mean Drop number. Mean peak to trough Estimated particle 
particle height (N) diameter using 
diameter mean value of all 
from sieve peak to Vough 
analysis transitions, (mm) 
(mm) 

A: West Bay 1.2 1 10.67, coarser material 2 
2 

[ 

5.88, finer material 
, - ý; ner material 

-4 coarser material 
Mean: SA2 

B: Burton 2.1 1 17.79, graded grains 4 
Bradstock i6.47, graded grains 

16.90, fine layer at top 
4 16.22 
5 14.66, coarser top layer 
Mean: - 16AI 

C: West 8.2 1 28.16 8 
Bexington --- - --- 6ýluded---peW tipping 

3 34.07 
Mean: 31.12 

D: Abbotsbury 13 1 31.87 7 
2 23.65 
3 
Mean 28.83 

Table 5.1 Mean grain size at the four Chesil beach test sites from sieve analysis 
compared to grain size estimates using mean peak-to-trough transitions from their 
penetrometry signatures. 

Considering the sediments at the four beach sites to consist of idealised spherical 

grains, it is interesting to estimate a grain size based on the earlier laboratory work into 

spherical beads. Taking the magnitude of the mean peak to trough forces of the 

penetrometry signatures for each site and using the empirical relationship found in 

Chapter 4 allows an estimate of the mean particle mass, M, that produce these peaks. 

mean peak to trough force = 37.79M 0,33 (Equation 5-1) 

As Chesil beach is known to consist of predominantly flint and chert, an average grain 

density of 2.6 g cm-' was assumed. Using the definition of density and substituting in 

for a spherical volume gives p 
3M 

, where M is the particle mass, V is volume -ar 3- 
Pankle 
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and is the particle radius. Rearranging this gives a relationship between particle 

diameter and particle mass for a given grain density: 

I 

23 
A4 3 

4; rp 
(Equation 5.2) 

where 1) is the grain density of the material being considered. Table 5.1 shows the 

results of using this equation to-ether with the particle mass determined from the Z!, tn 

empirical relationship, to estimate the diameters of the particles at the four sites. The 

estimates show reasonable agreement with the mean particle size gained from sieve 
I- 

analysis for smaller particles; however, at the last site the estimate is poor, in part 

because the peak forces entered the medium gain branch of the pseudo logarithmic 

amplifier where errors are enhanced. 

5.3 Studland Bay, Dorset (50* 38' N 01' 57' W) 

f- Poole Sandbanks Dunes 
Studlan 

Bay 

40- 

, lk k, -- "4, to"', 

Figure 5.22 Overview of the Studland Bay area near Poole, Dorset. 
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To contrast with the penetrometry drops into the sorted pebbles and coarse sands of 

Chesil Beach produced by the wave action of the sea, a location was sought where 

granular material texture was produced by aeolian (wind) processes. The National Trust 

beach at Studland Bay near Poole is about 25 miles east of Chesil beach. It is well 

known for its coastal dunes held together by networks of Heather and Marram grasses. 

These dunes have built up from fine wind-blown sand in the last 400 years (Wilson, 

1960). The beach also consists of the same fine sand with no coarse gravel or pebble 

content due to the bay being sheltered from prevailing south-westerly winds (and hence 

waves with sufficient energy to carry larger material) by the protruding Foreland 

peninsula (Figure 5.22) (West, 2007). 

5.3.1 Sand dunes 

Due to the weight of the rig, penetrometer and accompanying electronics, the areas of 

the dune that were accessible for penetrometry testing were limited. Unfortunately the 

accessible dunes were generally substantially eroded, with large areas roped off to avoid 

further damage by human trampling. There were however still small patches of 

undisturbed sand in the public accessible areas showing small surface ripple effects 

caused by the wind. Figure 5.23 shows the location used with three penetrometry drops 

being carried out as far from vegetation as possible. The sand in this area is extremely 

fine with similar colour and grain size characteristics to the RHT sand used in 

laboratory testing. The grains were dry with no evidence of any cementing or clumping 

together. The signature from one of the drops is shown in Figure 5.24. 
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Figure 5.23 Dune at Studland Bal', Dorset. Large parts of the dulles Were "OPed 
off and therefore not accessible due to trampling preservation Illeasures. 
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Figure 5.24 Signature from a drop into dulle Sand at studland Bay, Dorset. 
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Comparing this signature to the laboratory drops into the two test sands loosely and 

densely packed (Figures 7.11 and 7.12), similarities can be seen with the finer RH T 

sand penetrometry signature. In particular there is only a small tip-entry peak unlike the 

pronounced peak seen in the loose and dense LB sands. The resistance at the start of this 

signature is similar to the loose RH T sand- around 20 N. This was expected as the 

wind blown sand deposits are likely to be loose; however, surprisingly, the resistance 

rises rapidly so that by the end of penetration, it is similar to compacted RH T sand. 

This is probably due to consolidation of the sand over time by overburden pressure as 

more sand layers are deposited by the wind at the surface and also by the action of 

precipitation and drainage causing further compression of the sand. 

5.4 Summary and Conclusion 

The fieldwork presented in this chapter has demonstrated the ability of the ACC-E 

penetrometer to distinguish between several tYpes of texture and structure within a 

natural environment. The work shows that the ACC-E penetrometer was able to 

distinguish with some degree of success between well-sorted fine sand through to small 

pebbles and a reasonable grain size estimate was derived using an approximate material 

density and empirical relationship found from earlier laboratory work. Various material 

structural arrangements were examined and identified correctly from the penetrometry 

signature including both layered and graded arrangements. In some cases it was possible 

to distinguish the depths at which structural features occurred. 

It must be noted however that the sites chosen were fairly idealised to help demonstrate 

some of the structures seen in the laboratory work; in practice the degree of sorting seen 

along Chesil beach is quite rare and therefore in most environments the structural 

features would be less easily identified. A number of improvements could have been 
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made to the experimental set-up. Despite being designed to be portable, carrying and 

setting up the rig was quite labour intensive and time consuming. Some of the 

equipment weight, such as the lead acid batteries, was unavoidable however the rig 

structure was probably somewhat too cumbersome. Another factor that could be 

improved is the adjustability of the rig supports to better accommodate sloping surfaces. 

These improvements might have allowed more sites to be explored notwithstanding the 

heavy dependence on suitable weather. 
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6 Penetrometry modelling 

6.1 Introduction 

Modelling the penetration process is a way of predicting the interaction between 

penetrator and target material. It can also allow target material properties to be inferred 

and may be useful to help understand the underlying physical processes. In general, 0 

penetrometry models can be divided into two classes; those that treat the material as a 

continuum, using only target bulk properties, and discrete particle models where the 

material is considered as a collection of individual interacting particles. The latter is a 

relatively new area of research requiring extensive computational power. 

Models can vary in complexity from simple, purely empirical fits to data through to the 

most advanced two and three-dimensional finite element models (FEM) often used for 

predictive purposes. An FEM model was investigated using Century Dynamics 

Autodyn application which was ultimately unsuccessful due to the difficulty in 

obtaining material data and, more fundamentally, the slow velocities employed in the 

problem which lead to unavoidably large calculation errors. Another type of model is 

the idealized physical model that considers the combined effect of the various forces 

thought to act on the penetrator. These models are much simpler than the finite element 

approach and are therefore more appropriate to the interpretation of planetary 

penetrometery data (K6mle et al., 2001). An adaptation of a model of this type is 

considered in the following section. 

Many models have been developed to describe the penetration process (e. g. Farrel et al. 

(1966), Boguslavskii et al. (1996), Forrestal et al. (2007)), however their usefulness 

when applied to 'real' situations is limited by their requirements for multiple target 
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material parameters to be known a pri . ort. These parameters can often only be 

determined by comprehensive testing of soil samples using specialist equipment which 

is not possible in the case of planetary penetrometry where the target is rernote. In 

terrestrial investigations, where samples of the material can be taken, the parameters 

derived from laboratory tests are inevitably from disturbed samples that may not 

necessarily represent the in-situ material state (Craig, 1997). Terrestrial penetrometry 

models have been developed that require few input parameters which call usually be 

estimated or measured in the field (see e. g. Whalley (2006)). Similarly, a model for 

extraterrestrial targets must have few unknown inputs relating to the target material. 

These free variables can then be adjusted alongside the known parameters relating to the 

penetrator geometry or dynamics (e. g. mass and diameter of penetrator, impact speed 

etc. ) by forward modelling until the closest fitting match is found to the measured 

deceleration history and penetration depth. Too many free inputs would not constrain 

the target material resulting in numerous solutions. 

6.2 A physical penetration model 

Penetration equations normally described the deceleration experienced by the 

penetrating body after impact and are based on Newton's Second Law of Motion and 

can be expressed in the form (Fuchs, 1963): 

dv 
-M- . R(v) 

(Equation 6.1) 
dt 

where M and v are the mass and velocity of the penetrator respectively and t is the time; 

R(v) is the resisting force as a function of the penetrator velocity which can be 

considered as the combined result of up to three velocity components as described by a 

generalised penetration equation (Allen, 1957; Fuchs, 1963), 
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_dv . av 2 +bv+c 
(Equation 6.2) 

dt 

Several analytical penetration equations have been derived from this basic equation 

using some or all of its velocity terms. The three terms with coefficients, a, b and c are 

associated with the dynamic, dissipative and static components of the resisitive force 

respectively; for sub-sonic impacts into granular targets the second term, representing 

losses due to viscosity and wave generation, is negligible (Boguslavskii et al., 1996; 

Jaeger and Nagel, 1992). The penetrometery models described in this section are of this 

type, and build on one formulated by Anderson et al. (1996) and subsequently used for 

investigations of the effect of ambient pressure on slow Penetrometry (Garry et al., 

1999), and the -50 m s-' test shots of the harpoon anchor of the Rosetta cometary lander 

(K6mle et al., 2001; KbmIe et al., 1997). 

A projectile, such as a free falling penetrometer, will come to rest when its inertia has 

been totally dissipated by the interaction with the target material. It looses its kinetic 

energy in the target material by several methods including generating stress waves and 

sound waves, transferring momentum to the target material (in sand for example the 

grains are accelerated from rest on contact with the penetrometer tip), crushing the 

target material e. g. breaking up (comminution) of the material grains, and overcoming 

the bearing strength; these last three factors are considered the most significant in low 

velocity impacts (Wang, 1971). 

Anderson's model considers the dynamic component of the resistive force (the term 

proportional to v2) to be due to failed target material behaving analogously to a fluid 

that imparts a drag-like force to the penetrometer over the contact or 'wetted' surface 

between them. In fluid mechanics, the drag force that resists the motion of a body 
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through a fluid is caused by two stresses; a pressure stress that acts normal to the 

surface and a tangential stress due to the fluid's viscositY and the variation of flow 

velocity near the surface (Granger, 1995). The drag is often expressed in terms of a 

dimensionless drag coefficient that has a magnitude determined primarily by the shape 

of the body moving through the fluid. The Anderson model replaces this drag 

coefficient with an analogous stress concentration factor Ca. The model uses a limited 

number of input parameters most of which can be measured without requiring special 

soil testing equipment that was not readily available. Such an approach is useful when 

considering materials where very little information is known. It has been adapted to 

consider the hemispherical geometry of the ACC-E tip and fitted to the laboratory data 

collected at an impact speed of 3.2 m s" and extended to consider impacts into layered 

targets. 

Anderson et al. (1996) consider the penetration after initial contact (after a finite 

amplitude elastic wave has been imparted), described by Newton's second law with the 

decelerating force F acting on penetrometer: 

dp (Equation 6.3) 

dt 

where p is the momentum of the penetrometer and therefore can be written, 

lpl=mu=m dx (Equation 6.4) 
dt 

Here, m is the mass of penetrometer and x is the depth of the leading edge of the tip. 

Writing the equation of motion in terms of the momentum, p, can then allow for the 

mass of the penetrometer to vary (if for example, compacted material collects in front of 

the penetrometer tip, effectively becoming part of the mass of the penetrometer). 
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From equation 6.3, 

in 
du 

+u 
din (Equation 6.5) 

dt dt 

Therefore, 

Ad 2x F+u dtYdt (Equation 6.6) 

dt dt2 III 

Where the mass is considered to be constant (no material build up in front of the 

penetrometer). The decelerating force is then considered to consist of two orthogonal 

components; a normal component, F,, and a component tangential to the surface of the 

penetrometer, F,. These forces can then be divided into components normal (F, ) and 

tangential (F) to the penetrometer surface that act parallel to the direction of motion, 

decelerating the penetrometer: 

F� = 
ff (CdP, d+ ad)cosOds 
sý 

F, - 
ff (CdPd +ad)jif si n Ods 
sý 

(Equation 6.7) 

The terms in brackets are stress terms that act where the surface of the penetrometer is 

in contact with the target material, or the 'wetted' surface S,,, as described by Anderson 

et al. (1996). This 'wetted' surface concept accounts for the tip shape of the 

penetrometer and grows larger as the penetration depth increases. The factor pf is the 

coefficient of dynamic friction of the failed material against the penetrometer surface 

and crd is the maximum normal stress the material can support before failing in 0 

compression, known as the effective bearing strength. For conical tips such as those 

considered by Anderson and K6mle, the angle made between the penetrometer surface 

and the direction of motion, 0, is constant on entering the target surface and is related 

to the half opening angle of the cone, OP , by 0-Z- 0'. However, in the case of the 
2 
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hemispherical ACC-E tip, the angle 0 varies with depth as the penetrometer tip enters 

the target (see Figure 6.1). This tip entry is the first stage of penetration after which the 

contact angle reaches a constant value once the tip is fully embedded. 

Examining the stress terms, the CdPd term results from the transfer of momentum from 

the penetrometer to the surrounding target material. C,, is a stress concentration factor 

analogous to a drag coefficient in a fluid. Interestingly, Anderson took Cd to have a 

typical value of 2, whereas Kbmle et al. (1997) found that they could not fit their data 

unless higher values (ten times the Anderson value) were used for this parameter. They 

suggest that the analogy of dynamic resistance force with the equivalent hydrodynamic 

drag force has its limits, with lower values of Cdpossibly only being applicable to much 

harder and more cohesive target materials used in the Anderson et al. (1996) 

experiments. Furthermore, they cite the reported experimental results of Allen el al. 

(1957) which suggest that penetration into sand targets at slower velocities may result in 

a strong increase in the value of Cd. The dynamic pressure, Pdf is given by the 

expression analogous to drag in a fluid: 

Pd mI poV 2 COS2 0 
2 

(Equation 6.8) 

where V is the velocity and po is the bulk density of the target material. With low 

velocity impacts (<< 100 m. s-') the deceleration force provided by the dynamic pressure 

is small so that the main deceleration force is provided by the material bearing strength, 

ord(Anderson et al., 1996). Combining the two components of equation 6.7 gives the 

total force on the penetrometer: 

-F--M 
dV 

-( 
lCdp(JU2 

COS2 0+ ord)(COSO+ [if sinO)ds dt 2 
w 

(Equation 6.9) 
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In addition to the stress terms above, when applying this approach to the Rosetta 

anchor, K6mIe et al. (2001) considered further force terms that they regarded to be of 

clear or plausible physical origin, producing a similar equation with three additional 

terms added: 

-F = 
ff 

[(1 
Cdpl)U2 sin 

2 of + (jd + pgNqz)(si n 0'+ M, cos 0')+ k, V C0S2 OP S- mg 

sý 2 

(Equation 6.10) 

The first of these, pgNz, considers 'overburden pressure' that is, the weight per unit 

volume of the overlying material which increases with depth z. Here Nq is a bearing 

capacity factor depending on the angle of internal friction only (see Craig (1997)). Due 

to the short length (and hence penetration depth) of the ACC-E penetrometer, 

contributions due to this term are negligible. The second added term, kVcos'O', is 

termed a 'viscosity' or 'damping' term, which keeps with the fluid analogy and is added 

to account for some viscous flow of material around the penetrometer. The authors 

discuss the disagreement over the physical validity of this extra force term and suggest 

that it may simply be used to improve the model fit. The final added term, due to the 

weight of the projectile, is significant in the laboratory environment and needs to be 

considered. Note that equation 6.10 also differs from the more general expression in 

equation 6.9 by using the constant cone half opening angle 0', described previously 

instead of a varying surface contact angle since this was derived for Rosetta, which has 

a conical tip. 

In the case of the ACC-E penetrometer initial tip entry stage, the contact area over 

which the decelerating forces act is described by the area of a 'cap' that increases with 

depth (Figure 6.1). 
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however, the frictional forces acting along the shaft act to slow the penetrometer down 

which in turn affects the force seen by the tip. In the first version of the model, the 

author allowed decelerating contributions caused by the collar and shank of the shaft to 

be included as an option. The shaft of the penetrometer was modelled as two joined 

cylinders of diameters 14 mm and 10 mm and related lengths 23 mm and 50 mm 

respectively. For a penetrometer entering the target normally, the surface of the shaft is 

aligned with the direction of the penetrometer and therefore only the force components 

tangential to tile surface are considered to act: 

1 
Ft - 

sý 
(2-Cdp0V2 C0S2 0+ crd)pf sinOds 

(Equation 6.15) 

In this case, 0. Er. Using cylindrical coordinates, the deceleration is given by: 
2 

dv 2; rR,,,, 
h2 

dt -f ordpf A M 
hl (Equation 6.16) 

Here the limits h, and h2define the start and finishing depth of a shaft cylinder of radius 

R, 
yj embedded in the target material. 

The model assumes that the penetrometer is a rigid non-deformable body that impacts a 

horizontal target surface normally. In the first instance, the target is assumed to be 

homogenous. The simulation starts at time t=0 and runs as follows: initial conditions 0 

that consider the penetrometer to be immediately above the target surface with no 

penetrated depth (z = 0) and an initial velocity uO = 3.2 m s-1 are set together with one 

known target material parameter, the bulk density. 
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Three values are set for the first simulation run for the free parameters Cd, [tf and adand 

a finite difference scherne is then applied to find the new depth penetrated after one 

time step, At: 

z, u, At (Equation 6.17) 

This new depth is then used to find the area wetted by the tip, as described earlier, and 

the shaft (which until the tip is fully embedded will be zero). Using this area, the force 

on the tip and the acceleration of the penetrometer can be calculated which in turn can 

be used to calculate a new velocity for use in the next time step cycle. 

The simulation for any combination of the free parameters (Cd9 [tfq qd)q ends when the 

velocity reaches zero and this represents a stationary penetrometer. Comparison with 

the depth reached by the laboratory penetrometer acts to constrain the model depth and 

gives the best value of crd for a given combination of Cd and [tf. As the model does not 

account for the effect of the impact of the weight structure to which the penetrometer is 

attached, the depth constraint required that the laboratory penetrometer stop before the 

weight structure impacted. This, together with the need for a well-characterised target 

material, led to the choice of foarnglas as a target and also a necessary reduction in 

impact velocity from that used in previous experiments. 

For each simulation run with a different combination of Q, [tf and q,, the model 

program includes a least squares fitting routine to compare how well the calculated tip 

force fits the measured data. Table 6.1 gives the input and fitted parameters used in the 

model and laboratory target material parmeters. 
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Model parameter Input value 
Mass of penetrometer, M 3.245 kg 
Radius of penetrometer, R 7mm 
Final depth of penetration 58 mm (T4), 37 mrn (F) 

Bulk density See below 
Initial velocity 3.2 ýi-ýs 

Stress concentration factor, Cd fitted 
Coefficient of dynamic friction between penetrometer and target f itted 

Target material effective bearing capacity fitted 

Foarnglas, T4 (sofl) Foamglas F (hard) 
Bulk density (kg M-3) 120 165 

Porosity (%) 95 93 
Nominal crushing strength (MPa) 0.85 1.70 

'effective strength' (MPa) 1.10 1.40 

Table 6.1 Model parameters and target material properties. Foamglas data with 
exception of effective strength are from Kbmle et al. (2001). 

6.3 Results 

Simulations were run for blocks of the two types of foamglas. The range of values 

considered for the three fitted parameters Cd, ltf and (id are shown in Table 6.2. An 

example of the model output for a drop into the softer T4 type foarnglas is shown in 

Figure 6.2. The evolution of four physical quantities: depth penetrated, force measured 

by the tip, velocity and kinetic energy of the penetrometer are shown with time. 

Laboratory data from a 3.2 m s-' drop to which the model was fitted are overlaid for 

comparison. The graphs show a good least squares match to both the laboratory force 

data and also fit the penetrometer velocity as measured by the laser system reasonably 

well; however quite a wide range of ad values were able to produce reasonable results. 

Furthermore, this strength term was generally higher than the measured value given in 

Table 6.1 varying between 0.8-1.6 MPa. 

Parameter range 
Fitting parameter Lower limit Upper limit step size 

Cd 2 26 6 
ad (MPa) 0.6 2 0.1 

Rf 0.0 0.1 0.05 
Table 6.2 Fitting parameter range used for most simulations. 
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6.4 Model for layered targets 

A new program hemi2. m (Appendix A) was written for layered targets where the 

density and position of each material layer is known a priori. The program works by 

setting the initial velocity, v=3.2 m s", at zero depth and time and assigns starting 

values to the three fitting parameters, Cd9 [tf and cydas in the previous model. It then runs 

multiple penetration simulations for the first target layer with different fitting parameter 

values, stopping in each case once the tip reaches the depth of the next layer. The best 

fit for this layer is then chosen by comparison with the laboratory data using a least 

squares fit and these parameter values are recorded. As the tip or shaft traverses into the 

subsequent boundary layer, these best fit parameters are used to calculate the 

deceleration due to the parts of the tip and shaft still in the previous layer together with 

the deceleration calculated from new values of these parameters for the layer being 

entered (Figure 6.4). 

Tip boundary transition 

Shaft boundary transition 

shaft deceleration 

LAYER 1 
shaft deceleration Cd, P f-l-CFCL1 

IF 
Cd, Pf IICFd_l 

A tip deceleration 

tip deceleration shaft deceleration 
LAYER 2 Cd9 P f_2, (Td_2 

Cd' P fý210d-2 
P2 tip deceleration 

Figure 6.4 Tip and shaft boundary transitions and the fitting parameters used for 
calculating tip and shaft decelerations in each case. 
The new layer parameters are also varied until a best fit has been achieved for the 

current layer. This process of best fitting parameters for each layer is repeated until the 

velocity has dropped to zero, equivalent to the penetrometer having stopped. A closest 
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match to the laboratory measure depth is then used to determine which of these 

complete target simulations was best. Figure 6.6 shows a simplified overview of the 

model. The assumptions made in this model are the same as previously with tile added 

condition that the thickness of any layer must be greater than 7 mm, to avoid the 

possibility of the hemispherical tip transiting two layers at once. 

A simulation into a softer II mm thick layer of T4 type foarnglas overlying hard F type 

is shown in Figure 6.5. A small increase can be seen from tile onset of the F type layer 

in the rate at which the penetrometer decelerates and loses kinetic energy. 
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Figure 6.5 Example output from the layer program hemi2. m into a 11 mm thick 
T4 foamglas layer overlying hard F type material. The arrows highlight the start 
of a small increase in the rate the penetrometer decelerates and kinetic energy is 
lost due to entering the harder material. Black lines are model data; grey lines are 
laboratory-measured data. 
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Figure 6.6 Flow diagram of layered target penctration model, lienii2. m. 
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6.5 Summary and conclusion 

Several laboratory drops into two types of foarnglas target have been simulated using a 

model based on previous work by other researchers. This model has been adapted to 

suit the tip and shaft geometry of the ACC-E penetrometer used and then extended to 

include layered targets of known bulk density and depth. The aim of this work was to 

examine how a physical penetrometry model with few input parameters might be able 

to provide an estimate of target material strength. Both versions of the model gave 

reasonable results; however model strength estimates were higher than their expected 

values. This can be attributed to uncertainties in calibration at the higher tip force levels 

and variations in the target material. 

More work is needed to understand the parameter Cdand its limitations when applied to 

different targets. The simulations showed this parameter had little effect in the foarnglas 

target material. Unfortunately due to the necessity of the maximum depth penetrated as 

a model constraint, the possible material targets that could be considered were limited 

with the need for the penetrometer to stop before the attached weight structure impacted 

the surface. Future work must use a longer penetrometer or one where the entire mass is 

contained within the shaft diameter. This would allow softer granular materials such as 

sand and more cohesive ones such as chalk powder to be examined although one can 

imagine that this work has already been done in a military setting. 

In the simulations presented, the value of [tf was found to be critical, with the best data 

fits being obtained only for values of [tf less than 0.1. Comparison of these results with 

those found by Garry et al. (1999) using a larger 3 cm diameter hemispherical 

penetrometer impacting sand and flintag targets at slightly slower speed of 2.7 ni s-', 
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found that much higher values of [tf = 0.4-1.0 were required for good fits. The values 

found in this experiment are however plausible given that there would be less infilling 

by failed foarnglas material and, in contrast to their penetrometer, the ACC-E shaft has 

a reduced shank diameter for most of its length lessening the effect of shaft friction. An 

improvement to the model would be to allow for the build up of material in front of the 

tip effectively extending its length. 
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7 Analysis of the Titan penctrometry signature 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter examines in more detail the penetrometer signature returned from the 

surface of Titan in the context of the understanding gained from laboratory and field 

work presented earlier. The Titan signature is considered as before, in stages. Several 

specific experiments have been carried out to explore different aspects of the signature 

and in the last section the author presents an interpretation of the signature and 

discusses how this might fit within the context of other recent work. 

7.2 First stage 

The design of the penetrometer's circular buffer allowed the capture of a small signal 

prior to the threshold trigger force of 5N being reached. This initial rising force consists 

of 16 samples with a low average force of -4 N (section 3.1.2) and hints at a possible 

soft coating on the surface. As these samples only correspond to a depth of 7 mm at 4.6 

rn s-1, it was speculated that this rise could be attributed to the hemispherical geometry 

of the tip. However, this seems unlikely as no similar rise is observed in any of the 

material catalogue work or in subsequent work carried out by the author at the Titan 0 

impact speed. Furthermore if this low rise were exclusively a geometrical effect, it 

would not explain the sharply delineated increase in force seen immediately after 7 mm. 

Materials including molasses, fine chalk powder and snow were examined as possible 

analogues for this 'coating'. Figure 7.1 shows the signature of a drop into loosely 

packed snow with the Titan signature overlaid for comparison. Although this analogue 

has a higher average resistance of -10 N compared to Titan it was the closest match to 

the low rising force (arrowed) seen in the Titan signature and shows that the 
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penetrometer could have encountered a material coating similar in mechanical 

properties to terrestrial snow. In very weak signals like this, noise must be carefully 

considered and the results interpreted with caution. The lowest noise achievable in the 

laboratory was 0.04 V, equivalent to -2 N at room temperature and, as discussed, the 

noise on the Titan signal would almost certainly have been lower than this due to 

shorter wiring runs and high quality components (i. e. at the I-bit level of 0.0176 V). 

The average of this low rising signal is therefore above the noise threshold. 
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Figure 7.1 Signature of a drop into loosely packed snow at Huygens impact speed. 
The signature from the probe (grey) has been plotted for comparison to the entry 
force (arrowed). The snow signature indicates the variation in density with depth 
of the material caused by packing it, albeit carefully, into the target container. 

7.3 Second stage 

The laboratory results presented in chapter 4 showed that the peaks seen in the 

penetrometry signatures are related to the masses of the beads impacted. As discussed, 

the 'tip entry effect' can produce large variations in the initial impact force and it was 

Loosely packed snow 
Titan 
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suggested that this could be caused by the number of particles impacting simultaneously 

and where on the tip these impacts occur. The Titan material catalogue work, supported 

by DISR surface images, had suggested an impact onto a surface pebble. On Titan, 

evidence suggests that these pebbles may be composed of water ice, presumably 

hardened considerably by the low surface temperatures (Keller et al., 2008; Soderblom 

et al., 2007; Tomasko et al., 2005). To examine further this possibility and produce a 

closer signature match, ice pebbles of different masses were made by freezing water 

down to liquid nitrogen temperature (at -196*C or 77 K close to the temperature of 

Titan's surface). Small balloons were filled with water and weighed before being 

immersed from a thread into a dewar of liquid nitrogen (Figure 7.2). After several 

minutes the expanded frozen ice pebbles were removed and carefully placed on a sand 

surface at the centre of the target container directly below where the failing 

penetrometer would impact. 

Drops at 4.6 rn s-' were carried out with pebbles ranging in mass from -2 to 85 g (with 

equivalent diameters between -15 and 50 mm assuming spherical particles) and the 

heights of the resulting impact peaks recorded. Table 7.1 gives the mass of the pebble 

and the resulting peak impact force. This shows that, despite the small number of 

pebbles tested, the peak impact force is in general larger for impacts into more massive 

pebbles in agreement with the earlier bead work. Exceptions are seen; the drop into 4g 

and 19 g pebbles both have lower peaks than might be expected. This is possibly due to 

variations in the pebble shape or small weaknesses in its surface caused by the sudden 

change in temperature between the dewar and the sand surface. These weaknesses might 

account for the state of the pebbles after impact; some were crushed while others were 

neatly split in half (Figure 7.3). Another, perhaps less likely possibility may be some 
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Figure 7.2 Preparation of' a water ice pebble is ith the help of* Dr. Tim Ringrose. A 

Is"Iter filled balloon is suspended with ffiread into a dewar oll' li(plid nitrogen and 
allowed to cool for several minutes. 
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Table 7.1 Impact peaks recorded from 11 succes'shil direct impacts (one drop 
fililed if) trigger tile oscilloscope and another did not impact directi. v) wifil ýsater 
ice pebbles (W varions masses Oil loose Sand. 
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Figure 7.3 Ice pebble after impact. Some pebbles Isere crushed dill-mg Impact and 
others Split possibly due to weaknesses caused 1). N (emperattire changes. 

The lable also Shows thal Ille Smallest 2- pebbles (approximately 10 mni in (11,1111c1c") I- 

produced a similar peak inaputude force to that seen in the Tilan I'llis 
I- 

SLI, (,, (Yests that on Titan the penetrometer may have Im a smole pebble smalle, 111,11,1110se 

imaged by tile DISR cameras. This however does n()I exclude tile pos"'IhIlity of' the '111) 
I- 

entry' effect where several even smaller Substrate orallis could Impact (Ile penell-ollictel, I- 

lip at the same time to produce the necessary impact peak. 

TO examine the surt"Ice the penetrometer may have fill, a lll()(ICI ()I' Ifle I)CIICII. ()Illetcl* 

Impact Was Created using, tile two DI. SR 'rock count' dala sets derived froill tile Side 

Looking linaper (SLI) (the upper panel In I'l-ure 2.3)'. The DISR leam visually 

' The 'rock count' the DISR team derived froin the Nleditim Iýesoltition Iniager (MRI) 

was not used as the author considered it 1() be lilc()Illl)lctc (Ille to the 1111(10C ()Vel, exl)()Sill-c I- 
hy the Surface Science 1,11111) (SSI, ). Note that the Anicricall lerill 'rock' can sJ, -mil'y a 

slone of any size. 
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identified 'rocks' greater than 1.63 cm diameter in the SLI image from a distance of 48 

cm from the probe to 103 cm and 227 cm respectively. This allowed them to compare 

the distributions of rocks seen in the foreground with those further afield (Keller et al., 

2008; Tomasko et al., 2005). Similarly, the penetrometer impact model uses these rock 

counts separately and assumes that either could be representative of the unseen surface 

under the probe. The model provides a probabilistic estimate of whether the 

penetrometer hit a surface rock and its likely size. It creates a square surface of the same 

area as that considered by the rock counts data and randomly places the particles on it in 

accordance with the DISR derived distribution. The size of the model surface was 

calculated using the current estimate for the height of the SLI camera above the surface 

of 48 cm, the known field of view of the camera of 25.6* and the 'rock count' distances 

from the probe (Karkoschka et al., 2007). The program then simulates a random 

penetrometer impact and records whether a rock was hit and if so, its size. By repeating 

this surface impact many times using a Monte Carlo method, a probabilistic estimate of 

the surface impacted can be found. 

The program, rockhit. m (appendix A), starts by generating a list of particles with 

diameters given by the DISR rock distribution data. As the rock distribution data are 

binned diameter values, the program particle diameters are randomly generated within 

the given bin range. For simplicity the particles are assumed to be circular. 

Each particle in the list is then randomly placed on the surface by generating candidate 

x and y coordinates for the particle centre. These are accepted subject to two conditions; 

the placed particle edges must be totally contained within the boundaries of the surface, 

and, if particles have already been placed on the surface, the currently placed particle is 

allowed to touch their edges but not overlap. This last condition is achieved by 
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calculating a touching distance determined by the particles' radii and a particle distance 

between particle centres using Pythagoras' theorem with the particle centres coordinates 

as shown in Figure 7.4. 

No particle overlap Particles overlap 

, 'touching distance particle distance 
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particle distance >= touching distance particle distance < touching distance 

Figure 7.4 Measures used to determine if particles are overlapping when placing 
them on the simulated surface and also used to determine if the penetrometer 
impacted a given rock. 

If the difference between the particle distance and the touching distance is less than zero, 

the particles are overlapping and new coordinates are chosen for the particle currently 

being placed. The positions of the centres of the successfully placed particles are then 

recorded together with their diameters. A simulated penetrometer is then 'dropped' 

randomly on the surface and a similar method to that described above is used to 

determine if a collision with a particle occurred and its size recorded. The penetrometer 

may occasionally impact two touching particles at once. In this case the diameter of the 

larger particle is noted as in a real situation the penetrometer would likely impact the 

larger particle first as it would probably rise off the ground further. Figure 7.5 shows 

graphic output (used for testing purposes) of one such simulation. 
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To gain stable estimates, the simulation was then rtin 100000 times I'm each of' the SLI 
1ý 

rock data with distances 103 cm and 227 cin from the probe. The restilts from both are 

given in Table 7.2. 
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Figure 7.5 Graphical test output from the rockhit. m program of a simulated 
impact of the penetrometer. On this occasion the penetrometer (filled circle) has 
impacted the edge of a medium sized rock. 

The table shows that when considering the near field rock counts data to distance of 103 

cm from the probe, the single category most likely impacted is the substrate material 

-45% with the next closest category being inedium rocks (size between 9.65 and 15.70 

cm) at 34%. 
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Simulation 1: DISR SLI rock counts 48-103 cm from the probe 
Number of cycles: 100000 Number of rocks: 14 
Rock bin 15.70! 5 9.65: 5 6.83: 5 4.8 3 

--c 3.42: s 2.42--c 1.63: s Substrate 
diamctcrs, x x x x x x x 
x < 15.70 <9.65 <6.83 <4.83 <3.42 <2.42 
(cm) <20.09 1 Percentagel 12.9 1 34.0 1 3.1 1.7 2.0 1 0.6 0.9 1 44.8 
Simulation 2: DISR SLI rock counts 48-227 cm frorn the probe 
Number of cycles: 100000 Number of rocks: 44 
Percentage 1 2.4 1 8.9 1 4.0 1 2.3 1 1.6 1 0.6 1 0.3 1 79.9 

Table 7.2 Results from two 100000-cycle simulations of the rockhit. m program 
using the DISR SLI rock count data to a distance of 103 cm and 227 cm from the 
Huygens probe. 
When all rock impact probabilities are taken together these results suggest an impact 

onto a rock classified by DISR (of any size) is slightly more likely than into the 

substrate material. However, this result must be treated with caution as the assumption 

has been made that the rocks are round with diameters given by the largest dimension 

seen in the DISR images. This approximation has a much smaller effect in the second 

simulation that uses surface rock data covering a larger visible area. In this simulation 

the probability of impacting the substrate is much greater at nearly 80%. Both these 

simulations give reasonable estimates of the probability that the penetrometer may not 

have hit a rock of the size seen in the DISR SLI surface images but instead support the 

possibility of an impact with a much smaller particle of the granular substrate material. 

This substrate is made of 'rocks' that are too small for the DISR cameras to image (Le 

less than -16 mm) but does not exclude the possibility of an impact with a 'pebble- 

sized' particle as defined by the Udden-Wentworth scale. This suggestion that the 

penetrometer only impacted the substrate is supported by the ACC-I accelerometer. 

When the penetrometer and accelerometer data are overlaid a small rise is seen in the 

ACC-I data prior to the penetrometer impact (Figure 7.6). The two sensors are sampled 

at different rates and there are small uncertainties in the timings; however this signal 

implies the probe foredome must have hit a rock first to register this signal (Zarnecki el 

al., 2005). 
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Figure 7.6 ACC-E penetrometer and ACC-I accelerometer data plotted relative to 
the ACGE hardware trigger occurring at Mission Time of 8869.7598 s. Arrow 
marks a small precursor peak of approximately 0.6 g in magnitude that could 
signal the foredome impacting an ice rock before the penetrometer impacts the 
substrate material. Plot adapted from M. Leese (personal communication). 

7.4 Third stage 

The third stage of the Titan penetration signature is the longest, lasting 8.3 ms and is 

unusual due to a significant downward trend; resistance usually increases as the target 

material becomes compacted in front of the advancing penetrometer. Attempts to 

reproduce this downward trend using targets with voids made by pushing various sizes 

of metal rods into a clay block were only partially successful in modifying the flat clay 

penetrometry signature to a slightly downward-sloped one. As the downward gradient 

of the Titan signature is significantly greater than any seen in the clay with voids, this 

would appear to be an unlikely analogue. The significance of this slope is discussed 

later in this chapter after considering one further analogue. 
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Figure 7.7 Penetrometry signature for a compacted clay void target (shown in 
inset). The signature after tip entry is generally flat or slightly downward but not 
as significantly as seen in the Huygens signature as discussed later. 

The work for the material catalogue (section 3.1 ) contained a few drops into wetted L- 

granular sand targets. Although these drops into paving sand did not have well- 1ý zn :n 

characterised moisture content, with no measure of the amount or distribution of water 

in the sand, they did seem to show the unusual feature of decreasing material resistance 

with depth, similar to that seen in the Huygens signature. This behaviour made in 

revisitino, this analoaue worthwhile. t, t, 

As a first attempt to examine the effects of liquid content in sand, targets were prepared 

in layers by mixing 10 k- lots of sand with a set proportion of water by weight using a 

spiral paint mixer. This allowed quick and thorough mixing of the water into the sand 
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and minimised evaporation. All layer mixtures were mixed at the same time before 

filling the target container to each marked boundary as for the dry sand experiments. 

The excess sand in each lot was discarded to reduce the effects of drainage. Each layer 

was gently levelled off before the next was filled. Using this procedure the whole target 

could be prepared relatively quickly, allowing evaporation to be kept to a minimum and 

ensuring that the target had a reasonably equally mixed water content. The problem with 

this method, particularly for targets with larger liquid content, was the drainage between 

the time of mixing and dropping the penetrometer. In addition, once the water had been 

added it proved difficult to prepare the target with uniform density. To characterise the 

target better, after each drop, a small sample was taken from the 'undisturbed' surface 

using a sharp edged aluminiurn tube. This sample was then weighed, baked out and 

reweighed to give an approximate bulk density and average water content. Although 

this improved the method, it was still not suitable for targets with higher water content 

where taking a sample became difficult. Furthermore, sampling did not overcome 

variations in the target density and might not be representative of the liquid arrangement 

seen by the ACC-E, since the penetration process itself was likely to cause moisture 

changes within the pores by dilatancy. These problems led to a reassessment of how to 

prepare targets that are well characterised and best represent a wet granular material 

seen in nature. 

7.4.1 Measuring moisture andpreparing targets 

Current research examining the effect of water on penetration resistance in soils in the 

field has focused on the development of penetrometers that are combined with special 

Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) probes that measure the soil water content in situ as 

they penetrate the soil (see for example Vaz et al. (2001) and Cassel et al. (2007)). These 
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penetrometers; have the advantage of accurately measuring water content but without 

causing additional disturbance to soil before the penetrometer enters. Clearly, it would 

be difficult to add retrospectively this capability directly to the laboratory ACC-E 

penetrometer. However it was still desirable to be able to measure the water content of 

the material targets directly with minimal disturbance immediately prior to the impact 

of the penetrometer. 

There are various methods of measuring soil water content in field soils and these were 

investigated. Two devices commonly used are tensiometers and theta probes. Both had 

been used by researchers in another university department at The Open University and 

were therefore available on-site. The Delta-T ML2x theta probe (Delta-T, 1999; Gaskin 

and Miller, 1996; Yang and Davidson-Arnott, 2005) (Figure 7.8) was chosen as it can 

measure water content quickly and directly, causes minimal target disturbance, and does 

not remain in the target during impact. The probe has four thin rods of 3 mm diameter 

that are inserted 60 mm, into the target causing minimal disturbance to the material that 

will be in contact with the penetrometer. It measures the local volumetric water 

moisture content, 0, which is the ratio of the volume of water to the total volume of the 

sample contained within a cylindrical volume by the four probe rods: 

0 Volume of water (Equation 7.1) 
'* Total volume of sample 

This is a usually expressed as either a percentage or a ratio with 0.0 m'm-' being a 

sample containing no water and 1.0 M3M-3 the measurement for pure water (i. e. no soil). 

The operating principles of the probe are described in section 7.4.2. 
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Figure 7.8 'rhe theta probe used to measure the volumetric water content of the 
sand targets immediately prior to penetration. 

In fieldwork, one or more theta probes are usually attached to data logging NUIP"Ient 1ý I- LI 

and buried in the ground to monitor the changes in ground moisture over time. Buryinor 
t! l t, 

the theta probe in the target might have affected the penetrornetry so the target materials 

were prepared in a rigid plastic cylindrical container (diameter 320 nim and depth 350 

mm) with seven regularly spaced sampling points drilled into the sidewall of the 

container. Water content was then measured directly by gently pushing the theta probe 

rods into the target at these points, taking a measurement and then retracting thern. 

Adjacent sampling points were offset frorn each other on the side of the container to 

further minimise localised target disturbance (Figure 7.9) Two target materials were 

used: coarse grained Leighton Buzzard DA 16/30 and fine grained RH T sand which 

was prepared in five successive locked density layers as described previously. 
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Figure 7.9 Producing a moisture gradient in sand with minimum disturbance using 
a siphon principle. Moisture content is measured prior to each drop using a Theta 
probe inserted into the sides of the container. Sampling points were offset to 
minimise sand disturbance. 

Initial experiments with the new targjet container introduced the water by pouring it onto 

the surface until saturation was reached and then allowing the ensemble to dry out 

overnight. While similar to the way water is deposited on Earth and also with the way 

liquid methane might have been deposited at the Titan landing site, this approach 

proved unrepeatable as the mechanical action of the water on the surface compressed 

the upper layers of the sand, forcing trapped air to bubble tip. A more repeatable method 

(Dr. Richard Whalley, personal communication) is to allow the water to be introduced 

into the sand from below by capillary action. This has also been used in an investigation 

to measure elastic wave velocities in saturated sand (Velea et al., 2000). A hole was 

first drilled into the bottom of the sidewall of the container to accommodate a bulkhead 

connector and then a perforated rubber hose wrapped in filter paper was coiled tip Inside 

the bottom of the bucket and attached to the inside of this connector. The sand was 

loosely poured into the container and a feed bottle was used to introduce gently water 

into the bottom of the container through the perforated hose in(] filter paper causing 
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minimal disturbance to the sand (Figure 7.9). The sand was allowed to saturate 

completely to ensure even settlement and then the feed bottle attached to a retort stand 

was lowered to the required water table level. The sand was then allowed to dry 

overnight until the air in the straw of the feed bottle started bubbling up. The bulk 

density of the sand after saturating, settling and overnight evaporation was assumed to 

be approximately the same for all water level configurations so that only one calibration 

was required for each sand. Samples taken from the top surface of each sand showed 

that the dry bulk densities of the RHT and LB sands were approximately 1.51 and 1.57 

g CM-3 respectively. At this point, the water table is level with the bottom of the straw in 

the feed bottle. This produces, by capillary action, a moisture gradient between the 

water table and the surface that can be controlled by adjusting the water table. Prior to 

filling the bucket with the sand and water, the sampling point holes were externally 

covered with thin packaging tape. Immediately before the drop, this tape was punctured 

by the theta probe rods, a measurement taken, and the holes were quickly resealed with 

tape. This simple method proved effective with at worst, a few drops of water being lost. 

Due to the time-consuming target preparation and subsequent necessity to allow each 

sand to dry completely before they could be used to prepare a new wet target, only four 

wet drops were carried out into each of the two sands. The water table levels were 

measured from the bottom of the target container (height 350 mm) at 150,200,250, and 

350 mm (i. e. saturated sand). 

7.4.2 Thetaprobe operating principles 

A 100 MHz signal is transmitted to the soil via the probe's array of rods. The 

impedance measured across the array of rods is dependent on the dielectric constant and 

the ionic conductivity of the soil. The effect of this second factor is minimised using the 
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high 100 MHz signal frequency such that the measured impedance is affected mainly by 

the apparent dielectric constant of the soil (Gaskin and Miller, 1996). Water has a 

considerably higher dielectric than soil or air (-81 compared to 3-5 for soil and I for 

air). This implies that the dielectric constant for a given soil is largely determined by the 

water content. The probe outputs an analogue DC voltage between 0 and IV which is 

related to the soil dielectric constant and hence, when correctly calibrated, to the soil 

moisture content. 

74.3 Soil specific calibration ofthe theta probe 

In order to give accurate values of volumetric moisture content, a calibration of the theta 

probe was necessary for the two different sands. A soil specific calibration is needed to 

relate the probe's output voltage to the soil dielectric constant, c, and in turn to its 

volumetric moisture content, 0.. The relationship between the theta probe voltage output, 

V, and the square root of the soil's dielectric constant has been found to be given 

empirically by (Delta-T, 1999): 

Te 
= 1.07 + 6.4V - 6AV2 +4.7V3 (Equation 7.2) 

and the relationship between this dielectric constant and the volumetric moisture content 

is given by an equation of the form (Delta-T, 1999): 

-, r. -- -a0+a, 0, (Equation 7.3) 

where ao and a, are coefficients that need to be determined from the calibration. A 

sample of damp soil was collected with minimal disturbance from the target surface 

using the sharp edged sampling cylinder. The theta probe rods were gently inserted into 

this sample and the probe's voltage output, V,, was recorded. The wet weight, W,,,, and 

volume, L, were also recorded. Using equation 7.2, a wet value for the dielectric 

constant, cwq was calculated. The sample was oven dried overnight in the same way as 
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used in the grain size analysis, and then weighed (WO). The theta probe output, VO, of 

this dried sample (0-0) was then used in equation 7.2, and a value of ýC-O- was 

calculated. This is equal to the coefficient a, The volumetric water content, Ow, of the 

original sample was then calculated: 

(IV,,, - IVO) (Equation 7.4) 
L 

and the other coefficient, a,, is given by: 

(Equation 7.5) 

Inserting Equation 7.2 into Equation 7.3 and rearranging now allows the water content 

of any sample to be found from the theta probe output (Delta-T, 1999): 

O= 
(1.07 + 6.4V - 6.4V' + 4.7V3) - ao (Equation 7.6) 

a, 

The graph in Figure 7.10 shows the resulting calibration curves for the two sands 

relating the Theta probe output to the soil moisture. This was used to create approximate 

sand-water moisture characteristic curves for each drop (described later). 

Z 4.4 Measurement accuracy 

The manufacturer of the ML2x theta probe asserts an achievable measurement accuracy 

of ±0.05 and ±0.06 dm' for a generalised and soil-specific calibration respectively 

(Delta-T, 1999). In practice however, this is unlikely to be achieved in this wetted sand 

experiment for several reasons; although both sands are likely to be reasonably 

homogenous with the packing technique used, this is not guaranteed as it will depend on 

the rate water is introduced. Furthermore a large source of measurement error is the 

extent that the sand is disturbed by insertion and removal of the probe rods which 

inevitably leads to some liquid loss. 
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Theta probe volumetric moisture content curves for two sand specific calibrations 
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Figure 7.10 Soil-specific calibration curves for the two sands 

In normal usage, the probe would be 'installed' in the soil to be tested and left to record 

moisture readings at various intervals using a data logger thus avoiding further soil 

disturbance. Another source of error is in the calibration, which relies of obtaining a 

moisture measurement from a sample in its wet and dry states. This is easy for a 

cohesive moist sand, however once the sand has dried it looses rigidity and will collapse 

leading to a change in densit which affects the moisture measurements. For this 0y 

purpose the wet sand sample was collected in a plastic container that held the sample 

together when dry for tile second moisture measurement to be made however some 

shrinkage was noted. The probe's error measurement budget must be modified to 
I" 

account for these factors. Table 7.3 gives sufficient estimates of the new errors. 
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Error Soil specific calibration 
(in m'. m-') 

Source of error 

Theta probe errors ±0.01 Repeatability between probes 
Calibration errors ±0.03 Errors due to variation in density of 

wet and dry samples 
Sampling errors ±0.04 Soil variability, insertion disturbance 
Sealing losses ±0.01 Probe removal water losses 
Overall error A. 05 

Table 7.3 Theta probe manufacturer's measurement error budget modified to 
include experiment specific errors. 

7 4.5 Results 

To allow a comparison with wet sand signatures, several drops were carried out into the 

two dry sands at loose and dense compaction states using the layering preparation 

technique described in section 3.5. Examining the signatures (Figure 7.11 and Figure 

7.12) shows that when dry, the two sands have similar shaped signatures although the 

initial 'tip entry' peak is larger in the coarser sand. 

The coarser grained LB sand generally has a higher penetration resistance than the finer 

RH T sand and as would expected, the compacted state of each sand has greater 

mechanical strength than the loose state. Once water is introduced into these sands even 

in small quantities, their penetrometry signatures change considerablY and in different 

ways. Examining the finer RH T sand, Figure 7.13 shows the signatures for the water 

table configurations tested. 
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Figure 7.11 Penetrometry signatures for drýv RH T sand in two densities. Impact at 
4.6 m s-' 
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Figure 7.12 Signatures for dry LB sands in loose and dense states showing 
noticeably greater tip entry impact peaks than those seen in finer RH T sand above. 
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Figure 7.13 RH T sand with water penetrometry signatures for (a) saturated sand 
(water table at surface z= 350 mm) (b) water table at z= 250 mm (c) water table at 
z= 200 mm (d) water table at z= 150 mm. 

From the graphs it can be seen that with the exception of the drop with the lowest water 

table (z = 150 mm) Figure 7.13(d) the characteristic dry sand shape is not seen; the 

initial tip entry peak characteristic of the sand has gone and the signatures resemble that 

of a cohesive clay with rising slopes followed by an essentially constant resistance 

plateau. This plateau varies in force depending on the height of the water table. The 

saturated sand, (a), has the lowest resistance, only slightly higher than that of the same 

sand when dr and in a loosely packed state (Figure 7.11 ). In contrast the sand with the y L, 

lowest water table at z= 150 mm, (d), has a much greater resistance with a plateau 

phase nearly twice that of the same sand in the dry dense state. The tip entry peak also 

returns in this signature. The entry rise of each signature also varies with the moisture 

content of the sand. The sand with lowest water table and therefore driest surface, (d), 

(d) 

(C) 

(b) 

(a) 
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has the sharpest rising force. As the water table is raised and the moisture content of the 

sand near the surface increases, this entry rise becomes increasingly gradual. 

Considering the coarser LB sand in the same wet drop configurations into a different 

result emerges (Figure 7.14) A drop into saturated sand in (a) shows a considerably 

reduced tip entry peak compared with drops into the same sand when dry, followed by a 

constant resistance plateau similar to that seen in tile wet RII T sand. In subsequent 

drops, (b) and (c), as the water level is lowered the initial tip entry peak increases in 

resistance but it falls gradually producing a downward gradient similar to that seen in 

the Huygens signature. Finally, in drop (d) with the saturation level 200 mm below the 

target surface, the sand starts to behave as if in the dry state again, with a slightly more 

pronounced tip-entry peak and a gradual increase in resistance with depth in the plateau 

phase. These signatures show that small quantities of water can change the signatures 

of both sands in a distinct way from their dry state signatures and, these changes are 

noticeable within only a few centimetres of penetration. 

A complete theory of the behaviour of liquid as a binder between grains is not available 

at present (Fournier et al., 2005); however, the behaviour seen in the penetrometry 

signatures can be explained in part by capillary action. The water table level in the 

experiments gives the approximate level at which the sand is completely saturated; 

however voids between the grains of sand act like small capillary tubes and draw water 

upward due to surface tension. 
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Figure 7.14 Wet 1,13 sand penetrometry signatures for (a) saturated sand (water 
table at surface z= 350 mm) (b) water table at z= 250 tum (c) water table at z 
200 mm (d) water table at z= 150 mm. 

The height, h, to which water rises above the water table is determined by (Terzaghl and 

Peck, 1967): 

2(ycos(t (Equation 7.7) 
f)grp 

VT%/ 

(d) 
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where rp is the pore size filled with air, (5 is the surface tension of the liquid and is 

temperature dependent generally decreasing with increasing temperature, p is the 

density of the liquid (water in this case) and g is acceleration due to gravity. The 

parameter a is the contact angle that is unique to the specific liquid (water) and solid 

particles (e. g. quartz sand). Most of the parameters in this equation are constant for the 

materials used in the drops and it is therefore the void size i. e. the 'tube' radius that has 

the most significant effect on the height to which water can be drawn. This capillary 

effect means that above the water table the soil is also partially wetted. Similarly, when 

the surface is wetted from above (e. g. by rain), the water drains through to tile water 

table and, as the sand begins to dry and air is drawn into the pores, suction develops 

within the water pulling grains together. This effect results in attractive forces between 

particles known as soil suction and creates temporary or apparent cohesion in the sand 

(Craig, 1997). 

Figure 7.15 and Figure 7.16 on the following page show plots of the theta probe 

moisture measurements taken for wet RH T and LB sand respectively. These plots show 

the soil-moisture gradients known as soil-water moisture characteristic curves. The 

shape of the curves is determined by several factors including the grain shapes and their 

size distribution and contact angle with the wetting liquid (Mitchell and Soga, 2005). 

However a key factor it is the pore size distribution of the soil, which will markedly 

affect the sand-water moisture characteristic curves (Hillel, 1971). In the region closely 

above the water table, liquid still completely coats the sand grains and the material is in 

the funicular state (Figure 7.17b). 
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Figure 7.15 Soil-water moisture characteristic curves for RH T sand with water 
table at different heights, z, above the target container floor. Volumetric moisture 
content is given on the abscissa. For all water table levels there is a gradual 
decrease in moisture content nearer the surface. Legend line lengths give 
representative moisture measurement error magnitude. 
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Figure 7.16 Soil-water moisture characteristic curves for LB sand with water table 
at different heights, z, above the target container noor. Moisture content declines 
rapidly above water table level except for the saturated target (z = 350 mm). 
Legend line lengths give representative moisture measurement error magnitude. 
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Here, tile attractive interparticle force, F, acting oil a particle willi radius t- can be 

estimated from (Mitchell and Soga, 2(X)5): 

where the parameters r,,., (i and (t are the as previously stated. Sand further above the 

water table will in general have less moisture as the effect of' capillary action drawing 
I- 

water upwards decreases. This leads to the pendular state (Figure 7.17a) where the 

suction forces act only at the liquid bridges that are left directly between grain contact 

points and it is the size of these bridges that determines the magnitude of the attractive I- 

2: rr'(Tcosa (E, quation 7.8) 

force (Mitchell and Soga, 2005). 

Figure 7.17 Wetted soil states: (a) Pendular state. Water is oniv held between grain 
contacts forming liquid bridges along which suction forces act. (b) Funicular state. 
Soil particles are entirelY coated with liquid although air filled voids exist. Negative 
pore pressure creates attractive suction forces that act all around the particles. (c) 
Saturated state. all voids are filled with liquid so surface tension is lost and soil 
suction is lost. (from Schubert (1984)) 
In the saturated regime below and slightly above the water table (due to capillary action), 

all voids are completely filled with liquid and the surface tension at the boundary 

between the water and air is removed in(] so the apparent cohesion between grains is 

destroyed (Terzaghi and Peck, 1967). 

In the case of the fine-grained RH T sand, the voids are narrow and capillary action 

therefore draws water significantly above tile water table. This gives a more gradual 

changing moisture gradient in the sand which is reflected in the penetrometry signatures 
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of each water table configuration with the loss of the tip entry peak being replaced by a 

more gradual clay-like rise and subsequent constant force plateau. In contrast, the 

capillary action is more limited in the LB sand with its coarser voids. The signature of 

the lowest water table configuration (z = 150 mm) had surface sand that was nearly dry, 

with little moisture drawn up, and its signature is therefore slightly higher in absolute 

force than the dry dense sand due to apparent cohesion although the tip entry peak is 

greatly reduced. The saturated sand has no apparent cohesion and therefore is also 

similar, with the exception of a smaller tip-entry peak, to the signature in dry sand. The 

remaining two signatures both show downward trends similar to that seen in stage 3 of 

the Huygens signature, produced by the penetrometer passing from the cohesive regime 

where small quantities of liquid add strength toward a more saturated regime where the 

extra strength is lost. It is this transition in the coarser sand that provides the most 

significant downward force trend over the short penetration depth and may offer an 

explanation for the unusual 'weakening with depth' penetration signature returned on 

impacting the surface of Titan. 

7.4.6 Discussion 

The results presented above show the ACC-E penetrometer response to fine and coarse 

grained sands with carefully controlled quantities of moisture ranging from saturated to 

a surface that is almost dry. These signatures show how the addition of even small 

quantities of water between the grains of sand can dramatically change the penetrometry 

signature even over a short penetration distance, in some cases more than doubling the 

average penetration resistance compared to the same sand in a dry state. 
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While the penetration signatures from this experiment are interesting, further drops 

would have been beneficial. This was not possible due the time required to set up each 

water table configuration, allow the require moisture level to be reached and comPletely 

dry out each sand afterwards before preparing another drop. Bulk densities of each of 

the target sands were assumed to be constant by using the same preparation technique 

throughout. While this is only approximately true, it is valid assumption as sampling 

shows the sands were all in medium to dense packing states. The approximately 

constant bulk density therefore allowed the same moisture calibration to be used for the 

moisture states of both sands. Improvements could be made to moisture sampling in the 

experiment by using multiple theta probes permanently inserted into the side of the 

target container which would be useful for determining when the required moisture state 

has been reached and also eliminate any water loses from having to insert and remove a 

single probe. Furthermore, the experiment used water as a binder between the sand 

grains and measured water content using a theta probe. On Titan a binding fluid if 

present is likely to be methane or a mixture of methane and ethane which unlike water 

are non-polar making a theta probe useless at detecting their presence. 

7.5 An interpretation of the surface material at the Huygens landing site 

This chapter has analysed the signature returned from the Huygens landing site and put 

forward various possibilities to explain its shape. The analogue work points to the 

intriguing possibility of a thin coating on the substrate material with weaker mechanical 

properties than terrestrial snow, but this is tenuous, and impossible to identify from the 

ACC-E penetrometry signature alone. 

The closest matching analogue drop shifted horizontally, but not rescaled vertically, to 

align with the third stage of the Huygens signature on which it is overlaid is shown in 
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Figure 7.18. This is LB sand with a water table at z= 200 nim ( 150 min below the tar-ef I- 

surface). The Titan force drops more than 20 N over a short penetration depth of -4.5 

cin while this best analogue match barely achieves this over the penetrometer's full 

length of 8 cm. Table 7.4 compares the key statistics frorn the Titan drop with the drops 

into wetted sand and shows how significant the reduction in penetration resistance is. 

To demonstrate the significance of this downward trend in identifying a Titan surface 

analoc, ue material, the author has used over 50 drops into natural analogue materials in 

prepared in the laboratory to create a simple classification map shown in Figure 7.19. 

The aradient of the downward trend together with another parameter, the mean peak to L- 

trough amplitude (discussed in chapter 4) of any granularity, if present, highlight the 

unique nature of the Titan substrate material. 
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Figure 7.18 Titan penetrometry data shifted horizontally (but not scaled vertically) 
to allow the third stage to overlie the signature of a drop into wet 1,11 sand with a 
water table at z= 200 mm, 150 mm below the surface of the sand. This is the 
closest analogue match to the Titan data with similar force and characteristic 
downward trend. 
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Signature Mean force 
(N) 

Gradient Mean peak-trough 
amplitude (N) 

Comments 

Titan (stage 3) 51.33 -525.15 5.53 Flight data 

RH T sand and water 
Water table height 
z= 150 mm 

60.77 59.46 3.03 

z= 200 mm 79.01 497.29 1.84 
z= 250 mm 32.44 77.46 4.18 
z= 350 mm 23.22 138.20 1.90 Saturated sand 

LB sand and water 
Water table height 
z=150 mm 

41.34 57.21 4.36 Surface dry to 
touch 

z=200 mm 44.47 -272.75 4.54 CloscstTitan 
analogue match 

_z=250 mm 46.49 -49.15 4.88 
z=350 mm 34.25 -80.89 2.84 Saturated sand 

Table 7.4 Three key statistics for drops into the wetted sands and third stage of 
Titan signature. Water table heights are from the bottom of the target container 
(350 mm height). 

Surface material identification map using two signature parameters 
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Figure 7.19 Surface material identification map using two key signature 
parameters. Parameters exclude the first I cm 'tip entry' of signature for 
comparative purposes with the Huygens third stage of signature. Where multiple 
drops of an analogue are available averages have been taken and standard errors 
are shown. Note the marked difference of the flight data's signature gradient to 
that of the Earth analogues (see text). 
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This identification map shows that even the closest terrestrial analogue match for this 

substrate material, a gradient wetted coarse sand, while close to matching the mean 

peak-trough undulations in the signature caused by granularity, is still some way from 

matching the degree of loss of strength with depth. This cannot be explained by Titan's 

reduced gravity compared to penetrometry drops carried out on Earth as the flight data's 

signature gradient is negative. The effect of gravity acts to compress underlying 

material which would cause a positive signature gradient (and for the small depth 

penetrated this would be negligible). It must also be noted that these analogues used 

water as their interstitial fluid that has a viscosity at room temperature -5 times greater 

and a density approximately twice that which liquid methane would have on Titan's 

surface (Collins, 2005). These factors, together with the currently unknown contact 

angle between water ice and methane at Titan surface temperature, are likely to affect 

cohesive behaviour between any tentative ice grains. In addition to the observation of a 

detected increase in methane concentration by the probe sitting on the surface and 

thermal modelling work that support a damp surface (Lorenz et al., 2006; Niemann et 

al., 2005), recent work has suggested that methane/nitrogen/ethane rain may be a 

possibility at the Huygens landing site surface possibly supplying the necessary liquid 

(Graves et al., 2008). 

Applying the same method used to estimate a grain size of the various sites tested on 

Chesil beach in Chapter 5, an estimate of the Titan substrate material grain size can be 

made, assuming spherical grains that consist only of water ice which, at Titan's surface 

temperature, has a density of 0.93 g cnf' (Collins, 2005). Using the empirical 

relationship found in Chapter 4 for spherical beads (Equation 4.5) together with the 

mean peak to trough force measured in the signature, 5.53 N, gives a mean particle mass 
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of 0.003g. Using the relationship between particle diameter and particle mass together 

with the water ice grain density, gives an upper limit on the mean grain diameter of -2 

mm: 

II 

dparlicle 
ý2 

3M 3.2( 3x (0.003))3 0.2cm 
(4; 

rp') 4; r x (0.93) m 

(Equation 7.9) 

This mean size of substrate ice grains provides a reasonable estimate given the very 

limited quantity of flight data available, and characterizes the grains as 'sand' according 

to the Udden-Wentworth grain size classification scale (see section 3.8.1). Furthermore, 

the limited experiments into liquid nitrogen frozen ice pebbles of various masses has 

demonstrated that a direct impact with a small 16 mm diameter spherical ice pebble of 

mass -2g is capable of producing a similar magnitude impact spike to that seen in the 

Titan signature. This size of pebble is at the lower size limit for which DISR have 

complete rock counts and must therefore be considered part of the substrate. A small 

pebble impact is consistent with the surface simulation which yields an -80% 

probability that the penetrometer's first surface contact was with the substrate rather 

than a larger 'rock' of the size seen in the surface images. 
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8 Conclusions and further work 

This thesis has investigated the ability of a small, simple sensor to provide valuable 

scientific information from an in situ measurement of a planetary surface. It has been 

motivated by the successful landing, for the first time, of a probe on the unknown 

surface of Titan. The author's involvement with the project started immediately prior to 

the landing and coincided with the beginning of a time of rapid progress in the 

understanding of the nature of Titan's atmosphere and surface and how the two interact. 

8.1 Final discussion 

The development of xportable drop rig and laser based velocity system has allowed the 

collection of a sizeable catalogue of surface analogue signatures. Laboratory work has 

included a number of controlled experiments involving targets made from artificial 

spherical grains of various densities to explore penetrometry signature features and to 

derive an empirical relationship between signature peaks and the average masses of the 

grains impacting the penetrometer tip. Signatures have been investigated in both the 

time and frequency domain and this work has shown that spectra can be used to identify 

graded target materials, but drops at slower speeds suggest that collecting the signatures 

at higher sampling rates would improve the information content and improve material 

characterisation. 

The analysis of fieldwork signatures from five separate sites on the sourthern coast of 

England has demonstrated that despite the penetrometer's limited length it has the 

capacity to reveal clearly subsurface structure complementing other more complex 

instruments such as a camera. Various natural sedimentary textural features, first 
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examined in artificial laboratory targets, were readily identified within the field 

penetrometry signatures. When combined with information from other instrumentation, 

this ability can help infer the environmental processes that have acted on the surface. 

Several modelling avenues were investigated with varying degrees of success, leading 

to the application of a physical penetrometry model to laboratory data. This model was 

extended to allow the fitting of layered targets. 

Finally, in chapter 7 more specific experiments were carried out to help provide a 

possible interpretation of the signature returned from the Huygens landing site. It 

addressed the important question of whether the surface is wet. Preliminary experiments 

to identify the presence of distributed moisture in sands suggest that the surface may be 

damp and somewhat cohesive with a grain size similar to coarse sand. If dampness is 

confirmed, this would suggest that precipitation is active in the area or, that surface 

liquids have flowed recently possibly depositing the pebbles seen in the DISR surface 

images. The validity of the short signature returned from the moon's surface has been 

considered and through critical reasoning it is believed that the signature is legitimate 

although this is impossible to prove conclusively. An instrument is however only as 

good as the data it collects and in the case of the ACGE penetrometer, it would 

certainly have been desirable to have had more. It is recommended that the future use of 

penetrometers for space application must consider either multiple fixed penetrometers 

or a single mobile one, attached to a rover for example. In the former case, this would of 

course be constrained by mass and power budget limits; however three devices fixed in 

a symmetrical arrangement on the probe foredome would not only have confirmed (by 

comparison) their correct operation on impact and given an indication of the horizontal 

variability of the surface, but may also have helped identify the probe's tilt immediately 
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prior to surface impact, an issue that caused considerable discussion within the SSP 

team and wider Huygens scientific community (Karkoschka et al., 2007). In all cases 

where possible, a longer penetrometer would also be advantageous. 

8.2 Further work 

The experiment on distributed moisture in sands is thought provoking; however, further 

experiments would be useful, first to confirm the findings of this investigation, but also 

to examine the effect on the signatures of granular material with interstitial fluids of 

lower viscosities, surface tensions and different liquid-material contact angles. It may be 

difficult to quantify the amount of any such fluid within the target; however in the first 

instance the author would consider an improved experiment using water at a range of 

temperatures which can still be measured by a theta probe. At 900C water has a 

viscosity of 0.315xIO' Pa s and a surface tension of 0.061 N n-f, closer to liquid 

methane at Titan temperatures (0.184xlO-' Pa s and 0.017 N m-1 respectively) (Escobedo 

and Mansoori, 1996). As was seen in chapter 7 the surface tension plays an important 

role in capillary action, which in turn affects the soil-liquid moisture characteristic 

curves the effect of which may be seen in these further experiments. The lower surface 

tension of the liquid, in a similar way to the methane on Titan, should also give weaker 

attractive interparticle forces between grains, although the effect of the different liquid- 

material contact angles would need to be considered. Furthermore, a lower viscosity 

interstitial liquid is able to escape the material pores more easily and therefore a 

decrease in the measured penetration force might be expected with increasing water 

temperature. 

The high-speed photography session and quarter space technique provided fascinating 

insights into the movement of material in the vicinity of the penetrometer tip. This 
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powerful tool could be useful when compared with the output from the penetrometer 

and may help explain effects such as the tip entry peak in bead impacts and the 

6smearing out' of layered targets. 

Finally, further fieldwork would be important to validate any laboratory findings. It 

would be useful to study a wider range of sites whose surfaces have been shaped by 

different geological processes. 

8.3 Concluding rcmarks 

Titan is one of the most mysterious and intriguing bodies in our Solar System, yet 

strangely Earth-like with its own liquid cycle much like the hydrological cycle. Recent 

discoveries using the Cassini Radar of large lakes or seas in the polar regions and 'sand' 

dunes at lower latitudes have highlighted the diverse nature of its surface (Lorenz, 2006; 

Stofan et al., 2007). Exploration will continue, with new and exciting discoveries 

waiting to be made. The author has had the privilege to analyse the end product of many 

years of effort of numerous, dedicated workers. 
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Appendix A: Program descriptions 

The table below provides a brief description of the main programs written by the author 

during the course of his studies. Due to their length a copy of all code is held on a 

PSSRI disk share at the Open University and also by the author. 

Program Description 
cal. m Program used for calibration with air track. 
rockhit. m Simulates impact with the Titan surface based on rock data from 

DISR cameras 
data. c. m Reads in laboratory ACGE data and applies transfer function. 

Reads laser data and converts to speed. Outputs combined laser and 
force signature file of type ash for use with penstat. m or outputs 
separate files. sig and. spd for use with the hemi models. 

hemi2. m Layered target model based on earlier work by Anderson et al. 
(1996) and Kbmle et al. (1997) 

penstat. m Signature analysis program. Provides simple descriptive statistics 
of signatures. 
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Appendix B: Penctrometry drop summary 

The following table surnmarises over 150 drops carried out by the author using tile 

free drop rig. Data are kept by the author and on the PSSRI disc share space at the 

Open University. Individual drops can be found in the relevant containing file within 

the containing folder indicated. Specific details of each drop are kept in an index sheet 

with each file. 

Containing folder Containing file(s) Description 
BEADS IMMGBLAST. xls I mm glass beads 

STEELSHOT2MM. xls 2 mm steel shot 
4MMGBLAST. xls 4 mm glass beads 
4MMGB-FGLASS-BOTTOM-EFFEC-rS. xls 4 mm glass beads bottom 

effects 
4MMGB-CONTAINER. xls 4 mm glass beads edge 

effects 
PLASTICBEADS4MM. xls 4 rnm plastic beads 
STEELSHOT5MM. xls 5 mm steel shot 
6MMGBLAST. xls 6 mm glass beads 
6MMPLASTICBEADS. xls 6 mm plastic beads 
POLYSTYRENE BEADS. xls Polystyrene beads 
8MMGBLAST. xls 8 mm glass beads 
8MMGB-SPEED-LAST. xls 8 mm glass bead velocity 

drops 
PLASTICBEADS8MM. xls 8 mm plastic beads 
GBSANDSURROUND Glass beads with sand 

boundary 
GLASS BEADS-SORTING. xls Glass bead mixtures 

CLAY CLAY. xls Clay drops 
CLAY VOIDS. xls Clay void drops 

CRUST SUGAR-GLASS-CRUST. xls Sugar glass crust on sand 
FIELDWORK ABBOTSBURY. xls Abbotsbury f ieldwork 

drops 
BURTON BRADSTOCK. xls Burton Bradstock 

fieldwork drops 
STUDLAND. xls Studland fieldwork drops 
WEST BAY. xls West Bay fieldwork 

drops 
WEST BEXINGTON. xls West Bexington 

fieldwork drops 
FOAMGLAS FOAMGLAS. xls Foamglas drops 

FOAMGLAS4MODEL. xls Foarnglas drops for hemi 
models 

GRAVEL COARSE LIGHT GRAVEL. xls Coarse light gravel drops 
FINEý_GRAVEL. xls Fine gravel drops 
MEDIUM-PEA-GRAVEL. xls Pea gravel drops 
MEDIUM-FINE GRAVEL. xls Medium gravel drops__ 

ICE PEBBLES ICE--PEBBLES. xls 
I 

Liquid nitrogen frozen 
ice pebble drops 
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SAND LOOSý--LB-SAND. xls Loosely compacted LB 
DA 16/30 drops 

DENSEý_LB_SAND. xls As above densely 
compacted 

LOOS[ý_RHT_SAND. xls Loosely compacted RII T 
sand 

DENSIý-RHT-SAND. xls As above densely 
compacted 

SNOW SNOW. xls Snow drops 
WETSAND WATER_SAND_LB. xls Wet LB DA 16/3 0 sand 

drops 
-- 

I WATER SAND RHT. xls Wet RHT sand drqps-::: 
ý 
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